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Postural stability is a function of several weighted

sensory inputs to a central neural controller. A new

laboratory tool was developed to help quantify body sway

performances in general and to explore the contribution of

visual input as a feedback control signal in particular. By

utilizing body sway data collected online for the cbntrol of

a surrounding pattern's movement, the visual feedback loop

was altered to permit further characterization of postural

control.

A parallel processing microcomputer system measured

body sway in any direction, and generated visual stimuli

based on mathematical analyses of the incoming sway data.

Position and orientation determinations were accomplished by

ascertaining the transit times of sequential sound fronts
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from head attached acoustic sources to an array of fixed

receivers surrounding the subject. With two sources

employed, sampling rates of 25 Hz were achieved with

position and orientation accuracies better than 1 mm and

0.2° within a volume sufficiently large to accommodate the

extreme limits of body sway. The system managed the

horizontal position of a vertical grid shadowcast upon a

vertically oriented cylindrical screen encompassing the

subject's field of view. When governed by the sway data,

the grid position response delay introduced was less than 90

msec, and the position accuracy was better than 0.5° over

its full 32° range with unity feedback gain.

A study of 33 subjects employing stimulus movements

governed by body sway, with feedback gains ranging from -2

to +2, demonstrated differential influences on sway

frequency spectra by absolute and relative (to those

normally expected) retinal image motions. Only stimulus

movements that were both spatially and temporally correlated

with sway behaved as true feedback control. Sway spectra

thus observed were ordered directly with positive feedback

gains and inversely with negative feedback gains.

Additionally, those spectra exhibited large peaks and

valleys that displayed frequency consistency across feedback

gain magnitudes but reversed with feedback gain polarity.

The importance of regarding sway energy above 1 Hz was

confirmed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Postural Overview

People are inherently unstable. While this statement

might prove to be quite controversial to a developmental

psychologist, it would not even begin to raise the eyebrows

of a sensory psychologist. The problem is familiar to

anyone who has watched a child learning how to stand. The

most commonly used model of an upright person is an inverted

pendulum. In static mechanistic terms, a body will fall if

its center of gravity is positioned outside its base of

support. Even a person with a size 11 shoe still has a lot

to contend with. Fortunately, we are endowed with muscles

which can exert forces on our skeletal frames to keep us

upright in a kind of dynamic quasi-stability. However,

these muscles need to be kept informed as to which way they

should pull, with how much force, and when. The requisite

information helps provide us with what is referred to as

spatial orientation, the sense of where one's body is and

how it is moving in relation to rits environment. This is

1
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supplied by our sensory inputs which function as our

interface with our surroundings.

Although any sensory inputs can provide positional

cues, it is well recognized that the visual, vestibular, and

proprioceptive senses play the dominant roles under most

circumstances. These sensory inputs are processed by the

nervous system which, in conjunction with assumptions based

on past experience, provides our spatial orientation and

decides what course of action to pursue. In situations

where all the inputs are interpreted as being in

concordance, the nervous system generally performs its

function superbly. The various inputs are not necessarily

redundant, but are rather in harmony, in that they provide

different facets of the overall situation. In addition,

their different resolution and frequency response

(bandwidth) properties make their relative value vary in

assorted situations, and the nervous system uses its own

program to weight these sensory inputs accordingly.' The

problem arises when the received information is

insufficient, misleading, novel, or conflicting. It is then

that disorientation, and possibly even physical

disturbances, can occur. The degree of disorientation is a

function of the weighting enacted by the nervous system, and

this program is apparently very individualistic and

adaptable. It is difficult to get a good objective measure

of disorientation, but one method that has been commonly

used is to measure postural stability or body sway. This
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leads to another problem which is how to quantitatively

define and measure this parameter? This is one of the

issues addressed by this paper.

With the ability to measure spatial orientation, it

becomes possible to evaluate the role of, and gain an

operational understanding of, any one sensory input. In

many situations, visual perception plays the dominant role,

and sometimes with counterproductive results. Most people

have experienced the power of vision in establishing spatial

orientation while sitting in a stationary vehicle and

watching the vehicle next to them as it begins to move.

Often, the overwhelming sensation is that they are the ones

that are moving. There are many places where it is possible

to view movies projected on 360° screens, and it is not

uncommon for people to lose their balance and/or experience

motion sickness while watching these panoramas filmed from

moving vehicles. In both of these situations the visual

cues dominate the other conflicting sensory inputs,-

compelling a false sense of self motion. In contrast,

travel sickness experienced inside a moving vehicle results

from the dominating, misleading visual cue of a still

surround in conflict with vestibular cues conveying the true

situation. This predicament is of special interest in space

flight where gravity, and its relationship to the

surrounding environment, can no longer be treated as

constants.
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Vision performs a direct feedback role when conveying

information about body sway. A person overlooking a vista

will exhibit an decrease in postural stability, and thus a

greater tendency of falling, due to the decrease in retinal

image motion that occurs during sway while viewing a distant

object. Similarly, a new prescription for corrective lenses

can degrade stability due to the altered relationship

between head movement and retinal image motion. A greater

understanding of the role of visual feedback in balance,

studied by non-invasive means, holds the potential of

revealing significant contributory factors which induce

disorientation and thus promote falling. It is hoped that

this study will suggest possible remedies to reduce the

influence of these factors.

1.2 Previous Postural Stability Studies

The fact that visual information plays an important

role in the regulation of posture has been well appreciated.

A person standing with eyes open will exhibit spontaneous

postural sway which will increase in amplitude by up to 50%

when the eyes are closed. An example of this kind of test

is the classic Romberg test, which has been used as a

diagnostic aid based on the fact that postural stability

also largely depends upon vestibular and proprioceptive

information. Patients with diseases involving these other
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systems show markedly increased closed eye body sway as

compared to normal subjects. However, the general

applicability of the Romberg test has come under question.

The dynamics of the influences on postural stability is

exceedingly complex, as can be appreciated by reviewing the

disconnected and sometimes contradictory data published to

date. Some of this divergent data is apparently the result

of the subtleties of these influences in particular
i

experimental designs, as well as the lack of uniformity in
j

what parameters are measured and the methods for doing so.

As examples, Brocklehurst et al. (1982) reported not finding

a correlation between visual deprivation and postural sway,

and Litvinenkova and Hlavacka (1971, cited by Gantchev et

al., 1972) found that in dark adaptation, closing the eyes

actually reduced body oscillations. Another seemingly
j
i

surprising contradiction was uncovered by Nashner and

Berthoz (1978). In examining the transient responses of
j

subjects to an unexpected movement of a platform upon which
l

they were standing (which were termed "early motor

responses"), they found that no difference in postural

performance (as measured by the body pitch and the EMG

activity of gastrocnemius or ankle extensor muscles) between

normal eyes opened and eyes closed conditions. Only in the

condition of a visual field stabilized with respect to the

subject's head was there a degradation in postural

performance. Thus false visual information did affect

response, but the lack of visual information did not degrade
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it. Apparently, the weighting of the visual information was

somehow being altered.

The interaction between these three (visual,

proprioceptive and vestibular) systems in the control of

postural stability is quite complex and not well understood.

It should be noted that other systems can provide

stabilizing cues which can be significant, especially during

the lack of information from these three major sensory

systems. Examples are somesthetic (e.g., via a blind

person's cane) and auditory cues. Some experimenters have

had their subjects wear headphones transducing white noise

to eliminate extraneous auditory cues. The relative

weighting by the body of these sensory systems is very

individualistic and situationally dependent. Lestienne et

al. (1977), using a moving visual scene to induce postural

instability, found little or no effect with 20% of the

subjects. Most of these subjects then exhibited the more

typical instability when asked to perform mental arithmetic

while the stimulus was present, demonstrating not only

individual differences but also the subtlety of the

weighting factors. This is probably related to what Witkin

(1959) refers to as the two personality types. Field

dependent subjects sense their orientation with respect to

their (visual) surroundings, have lower IQs and are more

dependent on others. Field independent subjects sense their

orientation with respect to their internal "feel" in

relationship to gravity (vestibular), and individuals tend
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to become more field independent as they age. This might

help explain the strong correlation between age and

increased postural sway (Era and Heikkinen, 1985). As seen

above, the typical sensory weighting pattern of the field

independent subject can sometimes be altered by a mental

distraction. Dorman et al. (1978) discusses how a

distraction as well an anxiety, inattention or diminished

eye fixation, can degrade postural stability, and is

probably related to the alteration of sensory weightings.

Vidal et al. (1982) notes that even the instructions given

to subjects can alter sensory weightings and postural

performance. If a subject is told that he can grab a fixed

metal bar to restore his equilibrium if necessary , there

can be even complete suppression of the normal stabilizing
motor reflex in the lower limbs, even though the cues

transmitted from peripheral sensory systems are unaltered.

In general, the studies performed on postural stability
involved the stimulation of one or more of the sensory

systems while either leaving the others intact or altering

them (usually to diminish their effect). When the resulting

spatial information signalled by the various sensory

channels is in conflict rather than accord, sometimes a

single sensory channel determines the apparent spatial

orientation of the body. Gonshor and Jones (1980)

investigated vision reversal produced by wearing dove prisms

to produce horizontal inversion and reversed relative

lateral movement of the visual image. In spite of
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appropriate vestibular and proprioceptive feedback, there

was a strong hierarchical predominance of vision resulting

in a violent loss of balance. In contrast to this, Nashner

(1982) found that unexpected functionally inappropriate

visual orientation cues do not always play a major role in

determining anteroposterior postural performance. He

proposed that the rapid reweighting of sensory inputs is

established by a fixed higher level process. He postulated

that the short term weighting of proprioceptive and visual

inputs is a function of the congruence of each of these

senses with the inertial-gravitational reference provided by

the vestibular system and that conflicting inputs from these

two senses are quickly suppressed in favor of those

congruent with the vestibular reference. Patients with

vestibular deficits (Nashner et al., 1982) and children

below the age of 7 1/2 years (Forssberg and Nashner, 1982)

do not have this higher level vestibular function to

reweight sensory inputs when they are conflicting, and so

experience greater instability than when just deprived of

these sensory inputs.

The idea of some pre-established strategy for rapid

resolution of conflict based on an internal reference system

is also found in the concept of "efference copy." According

to this theory, knowledge of intended movements is used to

construct an "internal model" of orientation which is used

to distinguish between shifts in body orientation relative

to the surround and changes in orientation of external
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objects relative to the body. Nashner et al. (1982) were

concerned that a limitation of this concept in explaining

the observed phenomena is when reorientation of the body

occurs without prior knowledge, as when due to the

inherently unstable characteristics of the body in the

presence of external perturbations. Incorporation of a

memory-like process and less reliance upon the intentional

nature of movements mitigates those concerns to some extent

(Held, 1961).

A moving visual scene can induce a sensation of

self-motion called vection. Dichgans and Brandt (1978)

state that it is very likely that the afferent physiologic

mechanisms involved with vection are identical with those

stabilizing posture. When a subject views a moving visual

environment, a conflict is induced between the changing

visual input, which can be interpreted as body movement, and

vestibular and proprioceptive information which detect no

movement. Often, this conflict leads to disorientation and

motion sickness as well as increased postural sway.

Lestienne et al. (1977) attributed increased postural

oscillations during a constant velocity moving visual scene

to the visual-vestibular conflict reducing their "weight

ratio" in favor of proprioceptive input. This enhancement

or increased gain of the proprioceptive feedback loop would

cause overcompensation and thus oscillation. Another

example of the interactions between systems during conflict

was shown by Lackner and Teixeira (1977). They found that
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although visual stimulation usually dominates vestibular

input, if a strong (continuously changing) vestibular and

proprioceptive input is generated by continuous and periodic

head movement, the effect of the visual stimulation was

lessened. This they likened to the domination of other

senses over vision when the retinal image is stable. They

concluded that covarying patterns of sensory change from a

number of receptor systems allow a more accurate assessment

of ongoing orientation because of less opportunity for

adaptation when the input is changing and because a changing

sensory input is "weighted" more heavily in determining

ongoing orientation. For convenience, this is termed the

"stimulus magnitude effect."

Teixeira and Lackner (1979) also found that as the

velocity of the visual stimulation was increased the greater

frequency of voluntary head movements needed to prevent

visual dominance of apparent orientation. However, the

issue could be raised that moving the head also increases

retinal image motion. The situation is complicated by the

fact that sometimes retinal image motion is accompanied by a

lowered weighting of vision as was found by White et al.

(1980) during saccadic eye movements. This is necessary to

prevent loss of balance during eye movement that is

initiated by the nervous system. However, White et al.

(1980) also found that retinal image motion caused by

external perturbation of the eyeball is not accompanied by a

lowered visual weighting, and postural stability is
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disrupted. This implies that it is not eyeball movement

itself that is affecting weighting but perhaps eyeball motor

commands. Self initiated head movements also result in

retinal image motions that need to be suppressed for

maintenance of balance. Interestingly, Teixeira and Lackner

(1979) disproved the possibility that inhibition of the

visual stimulation effects was due to suppression by head

motor commands during voluntary movement by replicating

their previous results with passive (mechanically

controlled) head movements. Also the fact that either

rotary or tilting head movements produced similar results is

noted. In the Gonshor and Jones (1980) study with optical

reversal of vision, they found that there was progressive

recovery of postural control after donning the prisms in

walking tests but not in the standing tests. Although they

did not understand why, perhaps this was due to increased

proprioceptive and vestibular input (during walking) having

the effect of reducing the weighting of visual input.

Another example of this "stimulus magnitude effect" on

relative weighting is shown by Lestienne et al. (1977). In

their study of the influence of linear motion of a visual

scene on postural sway, they found that the sway amplitude

was proportional to area of the retina stimulated.

Another factor that influences the relative weighting

of the various stimuli is the current state of postural

stability. By comparing postural performances of subjects

on a stationary platform and one perturbed to induce body
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sway, Soechting and Berthoz (1979) concluded that visual

stimulus motion produces a greater effect when tested in a

dynamic condition of postural change than when tested in

isolation in a static posture maintenance condition. This

might be likened to the difference between transient and

steady state performance, both necessary for full

characterization of a system.

The effect of altering the relationship between a

subject's movement and the resulting retinal image motion

(visual feedback) has already been alluded to. The

condition of a stabilized visual field, used in many studies

(e.g., Nashner and Berthoz, 1978 and Vidal et al., 1982),

involved a visual surround which tracked the anteroposterior

motion of a subject's head, thus attempting to eliminate the

subject's visual sense of motion. The stabilized visual

stimulus was always initially more effective in degrading

postural stability than an eyes closed condition. Vidal et

al. (1982) concluded that the eyes closed condition-could

not be considered visual deprivation but rather a tactic

that reduces visual weighting, and that the stabilized

condition results in an important disorganization of

postural control. Nashner and Berthoz (1978) also tried

moving the visual surround in the opposite direction of the

subject's head to enhance the visual input (any

anteroposterior movement of the subject appeared greater

than it really was), with a resulting reduction in body

sway. In a study (not true visual feedback) by Soechting
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and Berthoz (1979), the subject was accelerated in a cart

while viewing a stimulus simulating one of three conditions

corresponding to viewing just the motion of the cart, the

stationary ground, or twice the cart motion. The angular

displacement of body was similar in the first two conditions

but was much greater in the latter condition. Their

interpretation was that the first two conditions simulated

normally encountered experiences but that the latter

condition did not. In the Gonshor and Jones (1980) study

with dove prisms, retinal image motion resulting from

lateral body sway had the same magnitude but was in the

opposite direction from normal. This extremely abnormal

situation gave a subject the impression of moving in a

direction opposite of the body's actual movement, resulting

in severe instability. The relationship between retinal

image motion and head motion can be thought of as a retinal

image feedback gain. Gantchev and Koitcheva (1981)

artificially simulated this feedback by having a subject's

anteroposterior sway controlling the vertical movement of a

horizontal line on a monitor viewed by the subject. They

found that increasing the gain (the movement of the

horizontal line) resulted in a decrease in body sway. In

another study using the same system, Gantchev et al. (1981)

found that reversing the direction of motion of the

horizontal line did not significantly effect body sway but

that introducing a delay in the visual feedback did. The

degradation in postural stability was greater with a
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320 msec delay than with a 1200 msec delay (although the

delayed feedback performance was still an improvement over

the no feedback condition). Their conclusion was that the

degradation was a function of the phase relationship between

the delay and oscillatory characteristics of the body sway.

In the study of postural stability, another factor that

needs to be accounted for is plasticity and adaptation.

Leibowitz and Post (1980) describe their theory of the

"two-visual systems" concept with a focal mode for object

recognition and identification, and an "ambient" mode which

mediates spatial orientation, locomotion and posture. The

ambient mode is highly plastic and adaptable. For example,

Nashner and Berthoz (1978) found rapid habituation of the

influence of discongruent visual stimuli on EMG activity of

leg muscles (used in assessing stabilization performance of

the body) during repeated exposures. Their study also

showed how the motor system reweights the visual, vestibular

and proprioceptive inputs to postural control following

changes in the conditions of stimulation. They concluded

that visual inputs exert functionally different influences

upon two postural control responses, early and late. The

early response is immediately attenuated (as seen in EMG

activity) upon reception of any unexpected discongruent

visual input until the conflict is resolved. The late

response is compensatory, optimizing postural control with

the given sensory inputs. A more recent paper (Nashner et

al., 1982) states that the rapid reweighting of sensory
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inputs utilizing a fixed internal model of the sensory

context, is not adaptive in the true sense of the term.

Adaptive changes in strategy which accompany modification of

the internal model occur over a much longer time interval

when the model fails to distinguish among self and external

object motions within a new sensory context. Such

adaptation was observed by Gonshor and Jones (1980) when

subjects donned and later removed reversing prisms. An

unexpected result they found was a marked and rapid

deterioration of non-visual performance after the subjects

began wearing the prisms, indicating that during adaptation

the non-visual postural stabilizing systems were undergoing

modification.

In summary, this review of what is known about the role

of visual cues in the stabilization of posture presents a

lot of fragmented bits and pieces that have yet to be put

together to show the whole picture. Some of these pieces do

not seem to fit, perhaps owing to the variety of

experimental methods, the sensitivity and individuality of

subjects' sensory weighting processes, and different

interpretations of data. It is hoped that the new apparatus

introduced here, and the research made possible by its

development, will help in the clarification of these issues.
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1.3 Methods Used in Postural Studies

As technology has advanced, it has continually opened

new doors of inquiry into the operation of nature's most

sophisticated systems. In this modern age of computers, it

is now feasible to build instruments that can interact

online with biological systems, as well as collect and

analyze hugh amounts of data about them. Such technological

innovations presumably can extract new understanding of how

nature normally performs its functions, and well as provide

new means of assessing defective behavior.

1.3.1 Measurement Issues

There is not general agreement in the literature as to

what is the most appropriate gauge of postural stability.
If the body is assumed to behave as a rigid inverted

pendulum, then measuring the movement of any part will

define the movement of the whole. In actuality, the human

musculoskeletal system constitutes an active articulated

mechanism of extraordinary complexity with its 240 or so

degrees of freedom powered by approximately 750 individual

muscles. The correlation between the movement of any two

parts is a function of the plane of interest, the stance of

the subject, and the interface between the subject and the

ground. Inherent individual differences and the
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nonlinearity of the system further complicate the issue.

Thus the validity of any simplifying assumption is context

dependent. The appropriateness of any parameter as a gauge

of postural stability is also a function of the testing

dynamics. As examples, postural performance can be the

transient response to or recovery from a sudden perturbing

stimulus, the steady state response to an ongoing

stimulation or condition, or even the transient response to

an ongoing stimulus condition when some other parameter is

suddenly changed.

Since the stability of the body is related to the

position of its center of gravity relative to its base of

support, monitoring of this dynamic mathematical point has

often been used. This is not an easy task, especially since

the location of the center of gravity moves within the body

as its parts move relative to each other. Measuring the

movement of parts of the body involved with its stabilizing

feedback mechanisms has also been employed. The hehd

contains the sensory transducers for the visual, auditory,

and vestibular feedback systems, and the rotation of the

ankle joint is considered a major source of proprioceptive

information. Once the postural measurements have been made,

the collected raw data still needs to be collapsed in order

for evaluations and conclusions to be extracted. There is

generally a lack of uniformity in the literature as to how

this analysis is accomplished.
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1.3.2 Previous Postural Measuring Systems

As an example of a simple yet coarse mechanical measure

of postural stability, Gonshor and Jones (1980) measured the

time a subject was able to stand on a narrow rail. Thus

their test is related to movement of the body's center of

gravity relative to its interface with the ground. Another

relatively simple mechanical method, one which records head

position, was the use of a hat with a spring loaded pen

pointing upward to draw on a sheet of paper suspended over

the head of the swaying subject (K.D. White, personal

communication, 1985). This sway pattern on the paper was

subsequently scored to evaluate postural stability, a method

both tedious and of limited accuracy. Possible methods of

scoring are measurement of the maximum radius of the pattern

along various orientations, measurement of the total area

encompassed by the pattern, and measurement of the total

locus of sway as performed by Dornan et al. (1978).* They

used a computer and two potentiometric linear displacement

transducers connected by spring loaded strings to the sacrum

and the greater trochanter of a subject to graphically

produce and measure the total locus of sway of a part of the

body that roughly approximates its center of gravity.

Gantchev et al. (1981) were concerned with anteroposterior

sway and used the total locus of sway, or "total way" (sic),

only in that direction as the performance parameter. This

was accomplished with another variation of a mechanically
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connected transducer as described by Gantchev et al. (1972).

A point approximating the center of gravity on a subject's

body was connected to a tensiometric lever whose

deformations were converted to an electrical signal.

However in similar study employing the same apparatus,

Gantchev and Koitcheva (1981) used the mean amplitude of

sway as the performance parameter. Nashner et al. (1982)

measured the anteroposterior sway of a subject's "center of

gravity" with a single potentiometric linear displacement

transducer connected to the hips with a lightweight rod.

The performance parameter was calculated by numerically

integrating the rectified sway signal (with steady state

offset removed) over the trial interval. Reason et al.

(1981) performed the sway signal integration by using a

voltage to frequency converter and a digital counter. Vidal

et al. (1982) were interested in the effect of a stabilized

visual stimulus on body sway in the sagittal plane. This

was accomplished by using the output of a single

potentiometric linear displacement transducer connected to

the subject's head by a lightweight rod to both control the

anteroposterior movement of a visual surround and also as a

sway measure. A cart upon which the subject was standing

was suddenly accelerated and the transient sway response was

recorded. The maximum angular pitch of the body was used as

a performance parameter, and this was calculated using the

potentiometric output signal in conjunction with the

assumption that the body acts as a rigid inverted pendulum.
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Others such as Lestienne et al. (1977) connected an angular

displacement transducer to the subject's calf to measure

anteroposterior ankle rotation, and this was used directly

to determine the maximum angular body pitch. Similarly,

Soechting and Berthoz (1979) used an angular potentiometer

connected by a rod and crank mechanism to a helmet worn by

the subject to measure the anteroposterior body pitch angle.

Such connected devices introduce the major problem of

mechanical loading, which gives the subject positional cues,

as well as having limited resolution and range and of being

mechanically unidirectional in most cases.

A more sophisticated but relatively expensive

mechanical system is the stabilimeter or force plate as used

by Lestienne et al. (1977) and others. The subject stands

on a rigid plate mounted on strain gauges and as his center

of gravity shifts, the forces exerted on each strain gauge

change correspondingly. However, this device only yields

quantitative information about movement of the body's center

of pressure location (i.e. the position of the ground

reaction forces acting on the feet) which is only loosely

related to the body's center of gravity location

(Koozekanani et al., 1980). This in turn is not totally

representative of the body's position since the body

generally does not behave as the one link inverted pendulum

model as is sometimes assumed (Stockwell et al., 1981). In

addition, the mass and mechanical impedances of the

stabilimeter limit the upper end of its frequency response,
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and it is inappropriate to use in situations where it is

desired to induce controlled acceleration of the body via
the feet as an input parameter (Soechting and Berthoz,

1979). In spite of its frequency limitations, Lestienne et

al. (1979) and White et al. (1980) chose to examine the

stabilimeter data collected in their studies using Fourier

transforms. In the former study the power spectral density
of anteroposterior sway was presented, and in the latter

study the lateral sway data was normalized with respect to

individual differences by presenting spectral gains (ratios

of power spectral densities of test and baseline

conditions). Also in the latter study (one of very few

concerned with lateral sway), the subject was instructed to

stand on one foot to decrease stability and enhance the

effect of visual stimuli.

A system which permits measurement of head, neck, hip
and knee movement was described by Booth and Stockwell

(1978). Pin lights attached to appropriate parts of the

body are detected by a videocamera whose signal is connected

to an interface. The interface assigns each light in the

videofield an X and Y coordinate value which is fed into a

computer for later analysis. Computer based video systems

have greater accuracy then mechanical systems, but can be

quite costly due to elaborate hardware and software

requirements. The fundamental resolution limits of video

systems are pixel size and number of pixels per videofield.

If the video field must encompass the entire range of
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possible sway then, for commonly available NTSC standard

video cameras, approximately 256 x 256 pixels limit the

resolution per field. The smallest resolvable movement is

therefore about 1/256 of the field extent in the shortest

("video vertical") direction. In the system of measurement

described below (in section 2.1) the minimum resolvable

movement is more nearly 1/1000 or less of the range of

possible movement, a significant refinement. Two such video

systems have been presented as doctoral dissertations by

Cheng (1974) and Andres (1979).

Another source of data used in determining the effect

of stimuli on postural stability is EMG activity of leg

muscles. The muscles used in different studies were the

hamstrings, the quadriceps, the gastrocnemius, the anterior

tibialis, and the soleus. These data have mainly been used

in assessing transient performance after a sudden

perturbation or change of conditions. Some of the

performance parameters extracted from the data are *(a) time

to initial response onset, (b) time to peak response, and

(c) the energy of a response during some time interval.

Even the same parameters are generally evaluated by

different methods (e.g., different signal filtering schemes)

in the various studies, a complication in the interpretation

of these psychophysiological response measures.
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1.3.3 Previous Stimulus Feedback Systems

Most previous studies employing a visual stimulus

controlled by movement of the subject were concerned with

one spatial dimension only. Nashner et al. (1982) had a

visual surround which rotated in the sagittal plane about an

axis connecting the ankle joints and controlled by the

anteroposterior sway orientation of the hips with respect ho

the ankle joints (as measured by a potentiometric linear

displacement transducer). The precision of the visual

feedback was quite coarse because of the assumption that the

body acts as a one link inverted pendulum. Since there was

no compensation for head movements, the feedback gain

provided by the apparatus was not a constant. Vidal et al.

(1982) avoided this problem by having the anteroposterior

displacement of the head (as measured by a potentiometric

linear displacement transducer) control the mechanical

displacement of a visual surround along a track similarly

oriented. However, the timing characteristics of their

system were not reported. In a kind of visual pseudo

feedback system used by Soechting and Berthoz (1979), the

velocity (in a fore-aft direction) of a visual pattern

projected on a horizontal surface over bhe subject's head

(the sole visual input due to the use of blinders) was

determined by the transient velocity pattern of a cart

within which the subject was standing. Thus the movement of

the visual stimulus was tightly correlated to the movement
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of the subject's feet but not the subject's eyes (because of

the head movements of the subject). The visual feedback

stimulus used by Gantchev and Koitcheva (1981) and Gantchev

et al. (1981) was a horizontal line displayed on a monitor

positioned 1 m from the subject. The vertical movement of

the line was controlled by the anteroposterior sway of the

subject (measured at a point approximating the center of

gravity of the subject's body). The gain, polarity, and

response delay of the vertical movement of the line were

independently variable, within limits. Again, actual

movements of the head and eyes were neglected in formulating
the visual feedback conditions.

In contrast to the above situations, in the Gonshor and

Jones (1980) study the movement of the visual feedback

stimulus was not limited to a single dimensional component

of the subject's movement. Now the stimulus correlation or

gain was limited to a single value with sign reversal

achieved optically and virtually instantaneously.

Unfortunately, the limited visual field forced by the use of

prisms plus the crude response measure used in this study

limit the generality of their findings. Dove prisms were

mounted in goggles so as to produce horizontal inversion of

the optical image, which reversed the direction of movement

of the retinal image during any head movement in the

transverse plane.
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1.3.4 Position Sensor System Overview

The Position Sensor System (PSS) has been developed as

an economical yet high resolution tool for measuring body

sway in three dimensions, performing mathematical analyses

of sway data, and generating visual stimuli to ascertain

their contributions to postural stability. It is a vast

improvement over other systems to date used to measure

postural stability, and should expand the scope of research

possibilities as well as being a readily affordable clinical

screening tool. The PSS as currently implemented is a

multicomputer based system composed of four major

subsystems: a Data Acquisition Subsystem (DAS), a Stimulus

Control Subsystem (SCS), a Stimulus Projection Subsystem

(SPS), and a Data Processing Subsystem (DPS). The DAS and

the DPS together can measure and analyze postural stability

independent of the stimulus subsystems. Also the SCS can be

programmed to generate independently and to control- the

projection of visual stimuli by the SPS; else the SPS can

function separately given appropriate analog control

signals.

The microcomputer based DAS is the hub of the PSS. Its

function is to sample continuously the position and

orientation of a standing subject's body within a finite

volume that is large enough to accommodate the extreme

possible limits of postural sway in any direction. It also

functions as the "master" control center to run experiments
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and coordinate the operations of the other sub-systems. A

unique feature of the DAS is that its operation is based on

acoustics. The principle involved is that the distance from

a point sound source to a point sound receiver can be

determined by measuring the propagation time of a

transmitted sound front. A source's position in three

dimensional space can generally be ascertained by employing

three noncollinearly-fixed receivers. The DAS samples the

distances from acoustic sources secured to a subject's body

to fixed microphones positioned within the subject's

surroundings.

The SCS generates analog waveforms that drive the SPS.

Based on a separate microcomputer, it can run independently
of the DAS, be synchronized by the DAS, and/or use the raw

position data transmitted by the DAS. In the latter case,

the SCS computes the subject's position and orientation

online, and uses some specified function of the processed

data to control the SPS.

The SPS incorporates a vertically oriented cylindrical

screen within which the subject stands, and a projector

which is positioned along the cylinder's axis of rotation

above the subject's head. The projector is a shadowcasting
device which projects a vertical grating onto the screen

that totally encompasses a properly positioned subject's

field of view. The grating moves horizontally across the

screen as dictated by the SPS input analog control signal.
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The DPS stores and processes the raw data, and allows

for offline file manipulation to repair data errors. Some

of the statistical analyses performed offline on the

processed data are position and velocity means and standard

deviations, spatial variance and covariance. The Fast

Fourier Transform is used to examine and compare the

frequency spectra of body sway data collected under

different stimulus conditions. The DPS can provide

numerical and graphical outputs to either a monitor or a

printer.

The PSS is a powerful, versatile tool which will permit

the investigation of many factors involved in postural

stability. It has already been used, not only in the

present studies, but also in a research project involved

with postural stability'during saccadic eye movements

(Krantz, 1985), and is presently being used in related

projects.

1.4 Proposed Study

It has been demonstrated that visual cues have the

potential of being the dominant or heaviest weighted sensory

input, even when they are in conflict with other cues,

resulting in postural instability (e.g., Gonshor and Jones,

1980). Yet it has also been shown that when a visual cue is

in conflict with vestibular information as an internal
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reference, the visual weighting may be reduced (Nashner,

1982). Nashner (1982) has shown that even when a visual cue

is destabilizing, its weighting is also a function of the

other inputs to the system. Possibly there are important

situational differences between the two studies.

Gonshor and Jones (1980) studied direction reversal of

the lateral movements of retinal images while Nashner (1982)

studied a stimulus moving in an anteroposterior direction

with resulting collinear sways. It is not presently known

whether there are separate mechanisms for postural stability

in these two planes or what the interactions between them

might be. Certainly different skeletal muscles are

involved. Also lateral sway in front of an object results

in lateral retinal image motion while anteroposterior sway

results in a change in the size of the retinal image of the

surrounding objects (as well as a possible change in ocular

vergence).

Another difference has to do with the visual feedback

gain, which can be expressed as the relationship between a

subject's movement and the resulting retinal image motion.

Normal vision provides, negative feedback, defined as having

a retinal image feedback gain of minus one. In the Gonshor

and Jones (1980) study, the inverting prisms would have

produced a gain of plus one (direction reversal to positive

feedback) since movement of the subject resulted in an equal

but opposite retinal image motion from that expected. In

the Nashner (1982) study the stabilized (not environmentally
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stationary) stimulus would have produced a gain of zero,

since subject movement results (in principle) in no change

in the retinal image. (Since there was no compensation for

head movements, the apparatus approximated poorly a gain of

zero.)

Previous studies that attempted to vary systematically

the gain and phase of the retinal image feedback (Gantchev

and Koitcheva, 1981; Gantchev et al, 1981) have suffered

from contrived methods to control the (normally

uncorrelated) longitudinal retinal image motion by

anteroposterior body sway, and this precluded the

possibility of distinguishing between positive and negative

feedback. In addition, the feedback stimuli used only

subtended a small fraction of the total visual field (e.g.,

a video monitor positioned 1 m from the subject).

The present study proposes to quantify the effects of a

range of experimentally altered visual feedback gains on

postural stability, to clarify issues described above.

Postural performances will be expressed as comparative body

sway frequency spectra similar to those presented by White

et al. (1980). Frequency analyses of sway have seldom been

investigated, and when they have, they generally have

focused below 1 Hz since that is where most of the sway

component spectral energy resides. The common assumption

that nothing of interest occurs above 1 Hz will be explored.

The hypothesis is that visual feedback contributes to

at least two factors affecting postural stability; namely
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the size of the retinal image motion and the correlation of

this motion with the body sway. The interaction of these

factors should be revealed by the influence of various

altered feedback gains on a subject's stability.

The first factor is related to how the weighting of

retinal image motion may be proportional to the magnitude of

the sensory input, so that altered visual feedback gain may

disrupt postural stability differently in the presence of

larger retinal image excursions ("stimulus magnitude

effect").

The second factor is related to how feedback affects

the stability of a system. It is further hypothesized that

the postural control system adaptively adjusts some internal

feedforward gain characteristic, so as to achieve

functionally appropriate body sway performance with the

inherent optically determined visual feedback gain. This

gain is proportional to the ratio of the magnitudes of

retinal image motion to head movement and is assumed to be

negative. Additional parameters that enter into the setting

of the internal feedforward gain are (a) the physical

characteristics of the body (e.g., mass distribution, muscle

tone, etc.), (b) the retinal, neural, and motor activity

time delays, (c) the environmental and situational factors

the body is normally exposed to (e.g., shoe type, gymnastic

training, mountain climbing, etc.), and (d) the internally

programmed relative weighting of visual and other sensory

inputs.
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Increasing the externally imposed negative feedback

gain might decrease body sway or some frequency components

of that sway, depending upon the phase lags introduced by

the experimental apparatus. Beyond a certain point,

increasing the negative feedback might lead to

overcompensating postural movements leading to increased

instability. Decreasing the negative feedback but

especially introducing positive feedback (direction

reversal) should be highly disruptive to the maintenance of

balance.

Another consideration involved with visual feedback is

the absolute and relative values of the input signal and how

each affects stability. If retinal image motion per se is

the sole visual feedback input to the system, then for a

given body movement, zero retinal image motion opens the

loop so that retinal image motion in the direction normally

encountered constitutes negative feedback and in the other

direction constitutes positive feedback. Therefore", for a

given body movement, relatively small retinal image motions

in these opposite directions may result in profoundly

different postural performances (notwithstanding reduced

visual weighting in both cases due to the stimulus magnitude

effect).

On the other hand, the system is "used to" a particular

value of negative feedback gain. If this value behaves like

a set or transition point, then a small change in gain from

above to below this value may result in a greater variation
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in postural performance than would be found with a similar

change in feedback gain about a different quiescent point.



CHAPTER 2
POSITION SENSOR SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Overall design of the Position Sensor System (PSS) has

been described in the context of previous measuring devices

and of the proposed study in section 1.3.4. The complete

PSS consists of four subsystems, whose flow of control

generally presumes that the Data Acquisition Subsystem (DAS)

is the system "master" and that the other subsystems act as

its peripherals. The Data Processing Subsystem (DPS; a

TERAK 8510a and 8512 microcomputer with disk drives) simply

receives serial data transmissions for mass storage and

offline analyses. The Stimulus Control Subsystem (SCS) can

stand alone, but otherwise relies upon online data

transmitted via a parallel link to the DAS, in order to

control the Stimulus Projection Subsystem (SPS).

2.1 Data Acquisition Subsystem

The DAS is designed to ascertain the distances from

acoustic sources secured to a subject's body to fixed

microphones positioned around the subject. It is

33
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predominantly based on hardware component sections that are

controlled by a small microcomputer which also functions as

the main control center for the overall PSS. Preliminary

versions of the DAS, presented in two previous papers

(Shuman, 1981a and Shuman 1981b), demonstrated that the

apparatus was capable of achieving a relative source to

receiver distance resolution of better than 1 mm over more

than aim range.

In its present implementation the DAS is capable of

sampling distances at a 50 Hz rate. It generates pulses

which are gated to the acoustic sources in sequential order

to produce click sounds. Each of these pulses also starts

all the digital timers, one dedicated to each a microphone.

When a click sound is received by a microphone, its timer is

stopped, and after the click sound has been received by all

the microphones, the microcomputer reads and resets all the

timers. Acoustic source identification and synchronization

is achieved by click pulse width encoding and detection. If

operational errors are not detected, the DAS transmits the

collected raw data online to storage for offline processing,

and if appropriate, to the SCS for a stimulus position

update.
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2.1.1 DAS Hardware

The DAS hardware, represented in the PSS block diagram

in Figure 1, is composed of three main component sections

centered around the position microcomputer (see section

1.3.4 for a general system overview). In this depiction,

the sound generation component consists of an acoustic

source driver circuit and 1 to M sound transducers. The

sound reception component consists of 1 to N

microphone/detection circuits which are connected to the

computer via the timer interface circuit component. This

component contains 1 to N timers, a sguare wave generator,

test control and synchronization circuitry.

A subject could theoretically wear any number of

miniature acoustic sources, each determining the location of

that part of the body to which it is attached. In reality,

any obstacle in the path between an acoustic source and a

microphone, such as the subject's body, results in •a

shadowing effect which alters (increases) their relative

distance reading. In addition, acoustic sources and

microphones have nonuniform directional characteristics

which become more problematic at higher freguencies. This

necessitates employing additional appropriately aimed fixed

microphones around the subject so that each acoustic source

has a clear path to a least three microphones for any

possible position of the subject. Also each source to

microphone path needs to be within some specified angle from
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Figure 1. Position Sensor System Component Sections. These sections are the Data
Acquisition Subsystem (DAS), the Stimulus Control Subsystem (SCS), the Stimulus
Projection Subsystem (SPS), and the Data Processing Subsystem (DPS)..
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the central axis of the source, this angle being a function

of the source's dispersion characteristic and of the

frequency spectrum of the employed sound. It is then the

task of software, using error detection techniques, to

select the appropriate microphones to use in the

localization of each acoustic source.

For this study, the determination of the position and

orientation in the transverse plane of the head of a

standing human subject is used as the measure of postural

stability and in the derivation of the visual stimulus

control signal. This is accomplished by the use of two

sources attached to the head and positioned along a

transverse plane. In order to achieve adequate

orientational resolution and to be outside of the subject's

field of vision, the sources are positioned 40 cm apart on

opposite sides of the head. This is implemented by

fastening them to the ends of a slat (constituting the

"headpiece") which is attached to a hat consisting of the

plastic webbing taken from the inside of a construction hard

hat. The webbing can be adjusted to fit securely to

eliminate relative movement between the sources and the

subject's head. Four microphones are positioned at the

vertices of a square of length 100 cm mounted horizontally

7’-8" above the floor. This square, bolted to the ceiling

and referred to as the system overhead frame, is constructed

from aluminum L stock with flat aluminum diagonal

crosspieces to maintain squareness and support SPS projector
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and screen. To collect data, a subject is initially

positioned under the center of the square and facing

parallel to two of its sides. The acoustic sources point

upward and the microphones are aimed inward towards the

center of the square and downward at a 45 degree angle to

the plane of the square. This configuration works within

the limitations of the directional characteristics of the

acoustic sources and the microphones for any expected body

sway of the subject.

The volume of space within which acoustic sources could

theoretically be localized is anywhere between the plane of

the suspended square and the floor. With the practical

constraints of the amplitude of an acoustic source output,

the sensitivity of the microphones, and noise

considerations, it was necessary to define a volume of space

within which the acoustic sources could be expected to be

found. A decision was made to impose the limitation that

the distance from the top of a subject's head (wher-e the

acoustic sources are positioned) to the floor be within the

range of 5' to 6'-4". It was empirically determined that

the maximum a subject's head could move in any direction

along the transverse plane during body sway was 30 cm. This

information was used in calibration and characterization of

the DAS as will later be seen.

The acoustic sources are common miniature earplug

speakers modified to broaden their sound dispersion

characteristic by cutting off the protruding plastic that
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would normally fit in the ear. Each source employs an eight

ohm voice coil to move a small ferrous diaphragm and the

sound is emitted through the 7 mm diameter hole left after

modifying its plastic case. Under a worst case condition of

a subject's head being 6'-4" above the floor and swaying

30 cm away from a microphone, the maximum angle between the

central axis of the distal source and a line connecting this

source/microphone pair is 70 degrees. Using data previously

presented (Shuman, 1981b), this results in a maximum

increase of 3 mm in the sampled distance beyond the value

found when the source is pointed directly towards the

microphone. The relative error between consecutive samples

for any possible body sway is substantially less.

The sources are powered by the acoustic source driver

circuit represented in Figure 2. The complete schematic

diagram for the present implementation was previously shown

in Shuman, 1981b. The driver generates pulses which are

gated sequentially to the appropriate sources to produce

click sounds. The circuit also generates a timer control

signal (summed click pulses) to notify the timer circuits of

each click sound's transmission. In the initial design

(Shuman, 1981a), the battery powered driver circuit was to

be worn by the subject and the timer control signal would be

relayed by an FM transmitter/receiver pair to the timer

circuits. This was to insure that proprioceptive positional

clues would not result from wires connecting the subject to

any stationary object. In the present implementation, a
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stationary driver circuit is connected to the acoustic

sources by fine wires dangling from the end of a light

spring over the head of the subject. This is found to also

adequately eliminate proprioceptive clues and obviates the

use of the FM transmitter/receiver pair. For safety

considerations, the driver circuit is still battery powered

so that the acoustic sources attached to the subject are

never even indirectly connected to the 120 volt power line

in the laboratory. The batteries in the driver circuit (two

9 volt transistor batteries) are automatically recharged

whenever the main power to the PSS is turned off.

The acoustic source driver circuit can operate in three

possible modes: a free running sequential order mode for

normal use and two manual modes for testing and calibration

(a sequential order mode and a single acoustic source

repetition mode). The free running mode requires a square

wave input signal which can be generated by a self contained

oscillator whose frequency is controlled by a precision

variable resistor. In the present implementation, the

square wave input is more precisely generated and controlled

by the timer interface circuit under software control. The

acoustic source pulses are at the oscillator frequency and

so the DAS sampling frequency is equal to the oscillator

frequency divided by the number of acoustic sources. The

manual modes use a mechanical switch and a debouncing

circuit to generate single pulses.
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Each pulse of the square wave input signal train is

sequentially gated to the appropriate power circuit

dedicated to a particular acoustic source. A power circuit

consists of a EGC 186A power transistor whose base is driven

by a dedicated one shot. In order to create a sharp click

sound (i.e., a fast rise time sound wavefront), the one shot

output biases the power transistor into saturation which in

turn supplies the acoustic source with a fast rise time high

current pulse (approximately 2 amps). The diode across the

inductive voice coil of the speaker reduces the voltage

induced when the transistor is turned off. It was

empirically determined that a one shot pulse width between

approximately 50 to 80 usees results in a maximum amplitude

microphone output for the transducers used. This is

apparently due to the resonant frequency of the microphone

which rings at about 8 kHz since half of its resonant period

is approximately equal to the mean of the above one shot

pulse width range. Such a short pulse also does no-t

overheat or burn out the acoustic source for the duty cycles

involved (less than 0.25% with a 25 Hz sampling frequency)..

It was discovered that the rectangular current pulse

resulted in the click sound persisting for a long time after

the pulse ended, due in part to the resonant oscillations of

the speaker's diaphragm. This in turn reduced the maximum

sampling frequency of the DAS. The problem was partially

solved by slowly returning the speaker's diaphragm to its

rest position. This was accomplished by reshaping the
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rectangular base drive of the power transistor to be more

like a sawtooth. An RC circuit providing a 2 msec decay

time constant was empirically found to permit the highest

click rate frequency.

The outputs of all the one shots are summed to provide

the timer control signal previously mentioned. In addition,

this composite signal is used by the position microcomputer

to achieve synchronization with the acoustic sources by

means of the sync detector section of the timer interface

circuit. As shown in Figure 2, the one shot output is about

60 y.sec for acoustic source 1 and about 80 usee for all the

other acoustic sources. The composite signal, shown as

waveform A, triggers the sync detector one shot which has an

output duration of about 70 usee, shown as waveform B. The

sync detector latch, which is reset by the position

microcomputer at the leading edge of each acoustic source

one shot output, is set by a latch pulse (waveform C) which

is only generated when acoustic source 1 is activated. The

position microcomputer reads the latch to ascertain the

beginning of a sequence of acoustic clicks and also to check

that the number of clicks in each sequence (corresponding to

a complete sample) is correct, as is discussed further in

section 2.1.3 on the DAS software.

The function of each of the microphone/detection

circuits is to indicate precisely the time of reception of

an acoustic click transmitted from anywhere within the

volume of space that the subject's head could reasonably be
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located. Each circuit, as portrayed in Figure 3, is self

contained in a shielded metal-box. The microphone sound

transducer is a miniature piezoelectric crystal element

which produces a ringing response at its resonant frequency

(approximately 8 kHz) when the click sound pressure wave

front impinges on it. This ringing is first amplified by a

differential input 40 dB preamplifier utilizing an LM725

operational amplifier with external frequency compensation.

This op amp was chosen because of its wide bandwidth and

good noise performance as well as its high common mode

rejection ratio (CMRR) of 120 dB. The common mode rejection

(CMR) of the circuit is maximized by adjusting RcOM* A

second stage of about 50 dB gain employs an externally

compensated LM725 op amp in an inverting amplifier

configuration to bring the signal level up for detection.

The two stages are directly coupled and their net offset

voltage, as measured at the output of the second stage, is

nulled out by adjusting RofF in order to maximize the

dynamic range of the pair. The signal is then capacitively

coupled (to remove any dc component due to drift) to a

threshold detector consisting of an LM741 op amp in an open

loop configuration with a threshold level set by Rth* The

output of the detector is a pulse which goes from about

-10.4 V to +10.8 V whenever the signal crosses the threshold

level. A common emitter transistor converts the pulse to

appropriate logic levels so as to act as a stop pulse for

the appropriate timer. Because of the finite slew rate of
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Figure 3. Microphone/Detector Circuitry with Operational Waveforms. The threshold level
is set to detect the third peak of the microphones ringing response to the click sound
produced by an acoustic source positioned within the operational volume of the DAS.
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the detector op amp, its output takes almost 30 usee to
t

swing from its negative to positive saturation values. This

characteristic is capitalized upon in the performance of

some low pass filtering which reduces false detection by
noise spikes. A 6.2 V zener diode is incorporated into the

base circuit of the transistor so that true detection

requires the op amp output to exceed about +6.9 V or more

than 75% of its possible voltage excursion. Therefore,
detection requires the input signal to exceed the threshold

level for almost 23 usee.

The initial ringing response to a click sound wave

front at the input of the threshold detector, as shown in

Figure 3, is a growing sinusoid whose peak amplitudes are a

function of the position of an acoustic source relative to

the microphone element. The threshold level should be set

high enough to eliminate false triggering due to electrical

and unavoidable audible noise and low enough to detect the

click sound when the acoustic source is at its expebted

worst case distance and orientation relative to the

microphone element. Another consideration, previously
alluded to during the discussion of the acoustic sources'

driver circuits, is the effect of the threshold level on the

maximum sampling frequency of the DAS. The persistence of

the ringing response, which is a function of the click sound

waveform as well as the microphone element characteristic,
prohibits the transmission of the subsequent click sound

until the ringing has decayed below the threshold level.
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Once below this level, a sizable ringing amplitude might

still alter the detection time of the contiguous click sound

as a result of constructive or destructive interference.

This is one source of error which affects the accuracy of

the DAS (discussed in section 2.1.4). An empirical study

was performed to determine which peak of the growing

sinusoid should be detected for an optimal performance

range. Earlier peaks provide a truer indication of the

click sound wave front arrival and fluctuations in the

ringing waveform introduce less error, but the larger

amplitudes of later peaks allow for a higher threshold

level. However, beyond the second peak, false detection by

a previous peak can easily occur when an acoustic source is

close to a microphone. A figure of merit for these later

peaks is the amplitude ratio of a peak with the preceding

peak of same polarity, and this was greatest for the third

peak. Within the volume of space of interest, the third

peak minimum amplitude was 0.88 V and the first peak maximum

amplitude was 0.27 V. Based on the discussed tradeoffs, a

threshold level of 0.7 V was selected. The polarities of

the acoustic sources (actually connected to the driver

circuits via polarity reversing switches since the

polarities of the miniature earplug connectors were found to

be random), microphone elements and threshold levels were

chosen to detect the third peak.

The timer interface circuit is entirely digital and

could be implemented in a variety of ways depending upon
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which microcomputer is chosen for the DAS to be centered

around. The present implementation, discussed in detail in

Shuman, 1981b, uses a modified Ohio Scientific Challenger IP

8K microcomputer based on a 6502 processor running at 2 MHz.

The timer interface circuit is composed of a Synertek

SY6522A Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) dedicated to each

microphone/detection circuit, supporting TTL chips, and

buffers for the computer's address bus. The VIA's "Timer 2"

16 bit timers count pulses from gated 1 Mhz signals derived

from the microcomputer's internal crystal clock giving a

detection digitizing resolution of 1 usee. These signal

gates are opened synchronously by the summed click pulses

output of the acoustic source driver and are closed by the

first output pulse of it's dedicated microphone/detection

circuit. Using hardware timing permits greater accuracy in

measuring these asynchronous events. Software controls the

non time-critical functions of initializing and reading of

the timers. Modifications to the timer interface Circuit

since the description presented by Shuman (1981b) are the

inclusion of test control, the square wave signal generator,

and the parallel link. Test control consists of begin and

halt mechanical grounding switches (pulled up for noise

protection) interfaced to the computer by port lines PB4 and

PB3 on VIAl (the VIA dedicated to microphone/detector 1 or

"mic 1") and monitored by software. The square wave

generator utilizes "Timer 1" on VIAl in its free-run mode

which is set to frequency, started, and stopped under
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software control. The output of this generator timer, on

PB7, is stepped down to the desired range of frequencies for

the acoustic source driver by a TTL 7493 divide by 16 chip.

The parallel link, which transmits the microphone dedicated

timers' readings to the stimulus microcomputer, utilizes a

byte wide port (PA0-PA7) on VIA2 for data and its two

associated control lines (CA1 and CA2) for handshaking. The

port is connected, with a one to one pin correspondence, to

an equivalent VIA port in the SCS. The control lines are

cross connected to the VIA control lines from the SCS (input

control line CAl on VIA2 to output control line CA2 from the

SCS VIA and vice versa). The sync detector, discussed

previously, is also part of the timer interface circuit with

its latch reset and read by VIA1 under software control.

2.1.2 DAS Geometric Analysis

The following geometric analysis, although not directly

performed or used by the DAS, is presented at this time to

clarify how the DAS works in conjunction with the rest of

the PSS to fulfill its role in measuring postural stability.
The mathematical results of this discussion are actually

utilized in the data analysis performed by the SCS and the

DPS.

If the distance from a movable point sound source to a

fixed point sound receiver is ascertained, then the source
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is known to be located somewhere on the surface of a sphere

centered about the receiver with a radius equal to that

distance. If the distance to a second receiver is known,

then the source's position is somewhere along the

intersection of the two spheres, which is a circle whose

axis of rotation is the line connecting the two receivers.

If the distance to a third receiver not on line with the

other two is known, then the source is at an intersection of

this new sphere with the previous circle, which is two

points equidistant from and on opposite sides of the plane

defined by the three receivers. If it is known which side

of the plane the source is on, then the location of the

source in three dimensional space relative to the receivers

is established.

For this study, the determination of the position and

orientation of a subject's head along a transverse plane,

which involves two translational and one rotational degrees

of freedom, is deemed sufficient (Krantz, 1985). This can

be ascertained by minimally employing two acoustic sources

attached to the head along a transverse plane. An

unrestrained head can move with all three translational and

three rotational degrees of freedom. With the two sources

fastened on opposite sides of the head, all these degrees of

freedom can be resolved with the exception of rotation about

a line connecting the two sources (like nodding "yes").

However, during typical sway, a body does not lean beyond an

amount that would displace its center of gravity beyond the
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support base of its feet. Therefore, the up and down motion

of the head can be considered a second order effect, and

rotations within the sagittal and coronal planes yield

little additional information beyond that obtained from head

translations in the transverse plane. In addition, within
the context of this study employing a vertical grid stimulus

constrained to moving laterally around a cylindrical screen,

information about head movement involving these other

degrees of freedom could not, in any event, have any effect

on the stimulus movement.

Figure 4 presents a graphical depiction of the

geometric relationships between the two acoustic sources and

four microphone/detectors projected on to a transverse

plane. The subject is standing at the intersection of lines

LI and L2 looking at a point (Yp,Xp) on the cylindrical
screen. The two acoustic sources, Sp 1 and Sp 2, are

positioned on opposite sides of the head at the ends of line

LI. The four microphone/detectors, Mic 1 through Mic 4, are

positioned at the vertices of a square that is over the head

of the subject, thus removing any ambiguity as to which side

of the receiver plane the source is on (as discussed above

in this section). The distances, D1 through D8, correspond

to the eight possible speaker-microphone (sp-mic) pair

combinations. These distances are used to calculate the X

and Y coordinates of Sp 1 and Sp 2 using the following

equation derived from the Pythagorean theorem in Krantz

(1985) :
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Figure 4. PSS Geometry: Head Localization and Stimulus
Angle Determination. The subject's head is located at
the intersection of line Ll (connecting the acoustic
sources) and line L2 (a segment of which is the subject's
line of sight). The distances from acoustic sources to
microphones (D1 through D8) are used to calculate the
acoustic sources' coordinates which defines the subject's
location and orientation. The intersection of the
subject's line of sight with the cylindrical screen is
used to calculate the stimulus visual feedback angle 8.
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(1) CV = ((Dist A)2-(Dist B)2)/(2L)
where C\¡ is a coordinate value of an acoustic source, Dist A

and Dist B are the distances from this acoustic source to

two microphone/detectors lying on a line parallel to the

axis that is the same as the desired coordinate, and L is

the distance between those two microphone/detectors

(empirically found to be 100.2 cm). Thus, in conformity
with the above discussion, the determination of the location

of an acoustic source in a transverse plane requires the

employment of three microphone/detectors. With the four

available microphone/detectors, each of the four coordinate

values can be calculated using two different distance pairs,

and this redundancy allows for a certain degree of error

correction. The choice of which distance pair to try first

is based on the practical consideration of minimizing

potential interferences. For the X coordinates, the

determining factor is possible head shadowing, and for the Y

coordinates, it is possible ambient noise coming from behind

the subject (due to the location and orientation of the

experimental setup relative to the experimenter and the rest

of the laboratory). Table 1 presents the resulting default

and alternative coordinate determinants. For example, the

default implementation of equation (1) for the Y coordinate

of Sp 1 is

(2) Y1 = ( (D2) 2 - (DI) 2) / (2L)

and the alternative implementation is

Y1 = ((D3)2 _ (D4) 2)/(2L)(3)
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Table 1
Coordinate Determinants

Speaker
Coordinate

Y1

XI

Y2

X2

Default
Distances

D2-D1

D4-D1

D7-D8

D8-D5

A1 ternative
Distances

D3-D4

D3-D2

D6-D5

D7-D6

A raw position datum for a sp-mic pair is a 16 bit

integer corresponding to the number of (approximately) 1 Mhz

clock cycles that occurred between the beginning of the
l

acoustic source driver pulse and the detection of the third

peak of the microphone/detector's ringing response (see

section 2.1.1). The expression of the relationship between

this number and the distance from the acoustic source to the

microphone detector is

(4) C = mD + b

where C is the number of clock cycles, D is the distance, m

is a factor related to the speed of sound in air, and b is a

constant resulting from the delays involved with the

transmission and the detection of the sound front. It was

■>

empirically determined that for all the sp-mic pairs
I

m = 28.46 cycles/mm with a variance of 0.0006

and b = 175.5 cycles with a variance of 31.0
t

which is reasonable since m is a physical constant and b is

a function of variability in electronic components.
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Combining the above equations and empirical measures, the

expression for a coordinate value in mm is

(5) Cv = ((CA)2 - (CB)2 + 351(CB " CA))/16232

where CA and CB are the sp-mic pair raw position data

measured in clock cycles, using the pair distances described

in Table 1.

2.1.3 DAS Software

The DAS software is an online system that manages the

execution of experimental trials, which in turn involves the

collection and transmission of raw position data as it is

generated. The raw datum for each sp-mic pair is a 2 byte

number read from the timer dedicated to that particular

microphone/detector. In this implementation, a complete

sample is composed of two groups (corresponding to the two

acoustic sources) of 8 bytes (corresponding to the four

microphone/detectors) for a total of 16 bytes. DAS

management involves control of the sampling rate, number of

samples per trial, and initiation of a trial. In addition,

the program checks and corrects for loss of acoustic source

number synchronization and overflow conditions which occur

if the input data rate exceeds the output rate. It is

designed to run in conjunction with the previously described

DAS hardware (section 2.1.1) centered around a 6502 based

modified Ohio Scientific Challenger C1P microcomputer



(henceforth referred to as C2). In order to perform its

function at maximum speed, the program runs at a machine

language level uhder the control of a BASIC program which

also performs offline tasks and acts as a user interface.

The complete program fits well within the 8K of user RAM,

with less than 350 bytes allocated to the machine language

program and associated buffer locations.

There are presently several different versions of this

software in_each of two groups. The various BASIC versions

provide for different experimental designs and for either a

software or: hardware controlled square wave generator input

to the acoustic source driver. The two groups have to do

with the machine language portions of the programs. Group 1

is optimized for the highest possible sample rate, with

transmission of the raw data via an RS-232 4800 baud serial

link to a mass storage device (the DPS) for offline

analysis. This is accomplished by transmission of the

collected raw data from the previous sample during the

software idle periods between transmission and reception of

the click sounds (typically 2 to 4 msec). Group 1 programs

can óperate at a 50 Hz click rate or a 25 Hz sample rate

with; a two acoustic source implementation. Group 2

programs, one of which was used in this study, are designed

for the case in which the motion of the subject can affect

the stimulus motion. Therefore the raw data are transmitted

to the stimulus microcomputer (henceforth referred to as Cl)

via a byte wide parallel data link as well as to the DPS.
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In this case, the delay until transmission of the raw data

is crucial and so this delay is minimized at the expense of

reducing the maximum click rate to 20 Hz or a 10 Hz sample

rate. In order to avoid having the position microcomputer
(C2) wait for the stimulus microcomputer's (Cl) need for

more data, any attempted transmission by C2 on the parallel

link generates an interrupt on Cl.

The BASIC program used in this study, CTRL.BAS, and the

assembled form of its group 2 machine language program,

CTRL.MLP, along with detailed documentation and a memory map

of the system, are all included in section A in the

Appendix. Operation of the DAS software begins with

CTRL.BAS poking (loading) the machine language program into

memory, and then initializing the timer interface circuit

and locations in C2's RAM involved with the operation of

CTRL.MLP. Of major interest are the sync memory location

which keeps track of which acoustic source click sound is

next expected, the sample counter which monitors the

duration of a trial, and the data storage block (DSB) which

is an 8 byte buffer used for temporary storage of each data

group before transmission via the serial and parallel data

links. The timer interface circuit initialization includes

the (a) set up the parallel link to interrupt Cl when C2 is

ready to transmit data from the DSB, (b) notify Cl when

valid data is on the link, and (c) wait until Cl

acknowledges receiving each byte before sending the next

one. If acknowledgement is not received within certain time
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period (the time until the next click sound is transmitted),

a flag is set and transmission via the parallel link is

aborted. The raw timer data are stored in the DSB prior to

transmission in order to have a briefer interrupt of C2 than

would be possible if the individual timers were read and

written directly to the parallel link.

After initialization is completed, the user is asked to

enter the desired sampling rate and number of samples per

trial. A prompt on the monitor asks the user to turn on the

battery powered acoustic source driver, to check that the

stimulus computer is ready, and to press the BEGIN switch.

Pressing the switch turns on the square wave generator which

starts the click sounds and CTRL.MLP is entered. An

overview of CTRL.MLP is shown in the flowchart in Figure 5.

The system is prepared to expect a click sound from Sp 1 by

setting the sync memory location and the countdown timers

are initialized (to $FFFF, where $ indicates an hexidecimal

number) in preparation for counting clock pulses. The HALT

switch used to abort manually and the sample counter which

terminates a trial if it reaches the user specified number

of samples per trial are checked. If termination is

indicated, a termination routine is entered which begins by

loading the DSB with a termination code (8 bytes of $FF). A

delay insuring that Cl is ready to receive data (Cl

operation is discussed in section 2.2.3) is accomplished by

waiting for the next click to be transmitted and detected by

Mic 1. The termination code in the DSB is transmitted a
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The Data Storage Block (DSB) (.Enter from BASIC )accumulates all the timer data
for each dick prior to transmission
to the Stimulus Computer (C1)
and Mass Storage.

Return to BASIC ^
w/Error Message J

Figure 5. DAS Software Flowchart: Online Operation.
CTRL.MLP manages the detector timers, acoustic source
synchronization, and timer data transmission.
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byte at a time to Cl via the parallel link, then serially to

mass storage, and then again to Cl. Cl may need to receive

the termination code twice before recognizing termination by
C2 (depending upon the state of Cl at the time of

interrupt), and the two interrupts of Cl need to be

separated by a time period provided by the transmission to

the DPS (discussed further in section 2.2.3). The sample

counter is updated, then the program returns to CTRL.BAS

which turns off the square wave generator, thus stopping the

clicks sounds, and displays the number of samples m the

trial on the monitor. After a pause, CTRL.BAS is ready for

the next trial and again prompts the user to turn on the

acoustic source driver and check that Cl is ready. The

sampling rate and number of samples per trial can only be

specified before entering the first trial. If the BEGIN

switch is pressed before the acoustic source driver is

turned on, a message to that effect is displayed on the

monitor and, after a pause, CTRL.BAS is again ready for the

next trial.

If a termination (manual abort or sample count reached)

was not indicated during the running of CTRL.MLP, it then

waits for a click sound (from Sp 1 if CTRL.MLP was just

entered) to be transmitted. Upon transmission, which starts

the timers counting (purely a hardware function), CTRL.MLP

clears the sync detector latch and waits for Mic 1 to detect

the click sound. Upon detection, which stops the Mic 1

timer (again a hardware function), CTRL.MLP performs a sync
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check by comparing the expected acoustic source identity

(stored in the sync memory location) with the actual

acoustic source identity (as read from the sync detector

latch). If the sync check is good, the 2 byte datum from

the Mic 1 timer is stored in the DSB and the program

checks/waits for Mic 2 to detect the same click sound (which

it may have already). When it does, the datum from the Mic

2 timer is stored in the DSB and the same procedure is

followed for Mies 3 and 4. The sync check is only made one

time for each click sound, and that is after its detection

by Mic 1. Once all the raw timer data are stored in the

DSB, its contents are transmitted to Cl via the parallel

link. If data transmission is not successful, as evaluated

by the handshaking, the termination routine is entered. If

data transmission is successful, the DSB is then also

transmitted to the DPS via the serial link, the sample

counter is updated, and the sync memory location is set for

the next acoustic source. At this point, a check i's made to

see if the next click sound has already been transmitted.

If it has not, CTRL.MLP loops back to prepare the timers for

the next click sound and the program continues. If the

click has been transmitted then CTRL.MLP has fallen behind

(an overflow condition), and the program returns to CTRL.BAS

which displays a message to that effect on the monitor.

After a pause, CTRL.BAS is again ready for the next trial.

Such overflow can be caused by too fast a sampling rate, by

missed detection of a click sound by one of the microphones,
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or by excessive acoustic source to microphone/detector

distance.

If sync check fails then CTRL.MLP increments a sync

error counter displayed on the monitor and loads the DSB

with the sync error code (8 bytes of $00) . If a click sound

from Sp 1 was expected but was received from Sp 2, then the

sync error code is sent to the DPS twice and the sample

counter is updated. This fills a complete record in mass

storage so that it has an indication of the sync error and

is also prepared next to receive timer data corresponding to

Sp 1. Nothing is sent to Cl so that the stimulus position

is not updated and Cl is still expecting timer data

corresponding to Sp 1. The program then continues by

waiting for a click sound to be transmitted, with the

expectation that it will be from Sp 1. If the sync error

occurred when a click sound from Sp 2 was expected but was

received from Sp 1, then the sync error code is sent to Cl.

This aborts the next stimulus update even though va-lid timer

data corresponding to Sp 1 is currently held by Cl (see

section 2.2.3), and leaves Cl expecting timer data

corresponding to Sp 1. Under this sync error status, if

data transmission to Cl is unsuccessful, then the

termination routine is entered. If data transmission is

successful, then the sync error code is then sent to the

DPS. This completes the partially filled record in mass

storage so that it has an indication of the sync error and

is also prepared to next receive timer data corresponding to
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Sp 1. The sample counter is then updated. Now Cl and mass

storage are expecting timer data corresponding to Sp 1 so

that the next click sound needs to be ignored. After all of

the mies have detected this next click sound and all timers

stop, the program loops back to set the sync memory location

for Sp 1 and continues as previously described.

2.1.4 DAS Characterization

To fully and accurately characterize the DAS (and later

the SCS), it was necessary to be able to translate and

rotate the headpiece (the two acoustic sources attached to

the supporting slat) over the DAS operational range with an

accuracy substantially greater than that of the DAS. In

order to accomplish this task, the Calibrated Mechanical

Transport System (CMTS) was designed and assembled

(described in section B in the Appendix).

The DAS, whose actual output is timer counts

corresponding to distances between microphone/detectors and

the two acoustic sources, was characterized based on the

processed data output of the offline DPS resulting from

discrete tests. For each trial, the DPS calculated the

means and standard deviations of (a) the Y and X coordinates

of the midpoint of a line (LI in Figure 4) connecting the

acoustic sources, corresponding to the location of the

center of the headpiece, and of (b) the rotational
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coordinate of a line (L2 in Figure 4) normal to line Ll,

corresponding to the orientation of the headpiece. Thirty
two samples (determinations of the coordinate values) were

made for each test measurement.

The DAS was first checked for resolution (output

consistency) with the headpiece positioned at a single

location. A similar approach, discussed in section D.6 in

the Appendix, was used in designing the simulation of the

stimulus jitter introduced by the variability of the raw

position data. The data distribution used in the

simulation, although not repeated here, can be considered as

additional characterization of the DAS.

With the CMTS adjusted to give nominal Y, X and

orientation coordinate positions of (0,0) mm and 0°

respectively (graphically displayed in Figure 4), four tests

were conducted with the resulting data shown in Table 2.

Within the short time span of a single characterization

trial (3.2 sec), the standard deviations of the position

means primarily reflect experimental uncertainties and noise

in the system rather than drift. The means of these

standard deviations are referred to in the table as

intertrial means of intratrial standard deviations. In the

first test, 32 trials were performed in quick succession.

Even so, it is seen that the position means do drift

slightly as indicated by the larger standard deviations of

these means, which are referred to as intertrial standard

deviations of intratrial means. In the second test, the
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CMTS was checked for confidence of position repeatability by

moving the headpiece and then returning it to the same

position (as indicated by the CMTS vernier dials) before

each of 32 trials. The results corroborate the accuracy of
the CMTS by showing a maximum standard deviation of position

means increase of 0.04 mm beyond that found in the first

test. The third test further investigated position data

fluctuations due to drift over 25 trials. In this test the

PSS was powered down for awhile after each of the first two

groups of 5 trials and then the PSS was allowed to idle with

power on for an hour after each of the second two groups of
5 trials. The results show a substantial increase in the

standard deviations of the position means. The fourth test

examined the influence of acoustic source use on drift and

involved transmitting 2000 clicks between each group of 5

trials for a total of 15 trials. The results of this test

indicate that acoustic source usage does not exert a strong

influence on drift.

The next series of tests characterizes the DAS for

headpiece position data accuracy over a portion of the

system's operational range with the use of the CMTS. Of

interest is not only the accuracy of the absolute coordinate

values but also the accuracy of changes in the coordinate

values resulting from small positional perturbations

(indicating relative position accuracy) over a range of

nominal positions. The results of 5 tests are summarized as

error means and standard deviations in Table 3. In each
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test the absolute position data errors are calculated by

using the line which best fits the data points as found with

linear regression analysis. The errors found with lateral

(along the X axis) translation are somewhat affected by

headpiece orientation and are as much as twice those found

with diagonal (along the -45° line) and anteroposterior

(along the Y axis) translation. The results also indicate

that perhaps more than half of the magnitude of these errors

can be attributed to the DAS fixed position resolution

limitations previously presented.

Table 2
DAS Accuracy with a Stationary Subject

Parameter Y Axis X Axis Rotation
(mm) (mm) (deg)

Test 1 - Rapid succession - 32 trials
Intertrial mean of intratrial S.Ds. 0.25 0.32 0.07

Intertrial S.D. of intratrial means 0.27 0.43 0.08

Test 2 - Subject moved and returned - 32 trials
Intertrial mean of intratrial S.Ds. 0.24 0.33 0.07

Intertrial S.D. of intratrial means 0.31 0.45 0.08

Test 3 - System turned off and on - 25 trails
Intertrial mean of intratrial S.Ds. 0.29 0.33 0.08

Intertrial S.D. of intratrial means 0.54 0.50 0.12

Test 4 - Extensive source operation - 15 trials
Intertrial mean of intratrial S.Ds. 0.25 0.30 0.07

Intertrial S.D. of intratrial means 0.22 0.40 0.07
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Table 3
DAS Operational Range Accuracy

Test Range Absolute Position Relative Position

Rotation
about
(0,0)

-46°
to
45°a

Err Mean
0.20°

Err S.D.
0.15°

Err Mean
0.11°

Err S.D.
0.09°

Translate
along X axis
w/ 0° rot.

-531 mm

to
0 mm*3

0.9 mm 0.7 mm 0.6 mm 0.4 mm

Translate
along X axis
w/ -43° rot.

-340 mm

to
0 mm*3

0.9 mm 0.5 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

Translate
along -45°
w/ 0° rot.

-20 mm

to
435 mmc

0.4 mm 0.2 mm 0.3 mm 0.3 mm

Translate
along Y axis
w/ 0° rot.

-147 mm

to
312 mmc

0.5 mm 0.2 mm 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

a) Data point intervals are 6° with 0.3° perturbations for
relative position measurements.

b) Data point intervals are 38.1 mm with 2 mm perturbations
for relative position measurements.

c) Data point intervals are 57.2 mm with 2 mm perturbations
for relative position measurements.

The speed of the DAS, alluded to in the software

description (section 2.1.3), and other factors affecting the

performance of this implementation, are discussed among

conclusions regarding the PSS in section 5.1.1.
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2.2 Stimulus Control Subsystem

The Stimulus Control Subsystem (SCS) is designed to

generate analog waveforms that drive the Stimulus Projection

Subsystem. The SCS is predominantly based on software and,

in the implementation discussed here, performs extensive

machine language level processing in generating these

waveforms as a function of the raw position data it receives

from the DAS.

2.2.1 SCS Hardware

The SCS hardware is composed of the stimulus

microcomputer, an interface to the parallel link, and a

12 bit digital to analog converter. Its function, in

conjunction with appropriate SCS software, is to generate

analog waveforms that control the movement of the vfsual

stimulus. In this particular study, the major task of the

SCS is to receive raw position (timer) data from the DAS,

process the data, and update the stimulus position, all as

quickly as possible in order to minimize the response delay

between the subject's movement and stimulus movement. In

order to achieve this, the stimulus microcomputer, an Ohio

Scientific Challenger IP microcomputer similar to the

position microcomputer, was made operational at 2 MHz by

swapping in faster chips and rewiring the clock inputs. A
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6522 VIA chip was installed to provide ports for the D/A

converter and the parallel link. The D/A converter,

discussed in detail in section C in the Appendix, is based

on a NS DAC1210LCD chip, and control signals are derived

specifically to enable it to perform at maximum speed in

conjunction with the SCS program operating at a machine

language level. In addition, the interrupt handler of the

computer's operating system, which was necessary to receive

the raw position data with greatest time efficiency,

suffered from a design error which had to be corrected (see

section D.l in the Appendix).

2.2.2 SCS Geometric Analysis

One of the main functions of the SCS is to calculate

the desired stimulus position based on the position and

orientation of the subject's head and the selected ^feedback

gain of a trial. This calculation, performed by the SCS

software (section 2.2.3), involves the use of ten equations

that are discussed in this section.

The first four equations are used to calculate the X

and Y coordinates of Sp 1 and Sp 2 which define the position

and orientation of the subject's head (see Figure 4 and

discussion in section 2.1.2). These equations are of the

form shown in equation (5), section 2.1.2, except that the

units of the coordinate values are changed to "rads" in
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order to simplify the remaining equations. A rad is defined

as a length equal to the radius of the cylindrical stimulus

screen and, although designed to be 80 cm, has been

empirically found to be 77 cm (see section 2.3.2). The

generalized expression of these four equations for a

coordinate value in rads is then

(6) CV = ((CA)2 - (CB)2 + 351(CB - CA))/12498510
where CA and CB are sp-mic pair raw position data that are

picked by the SCS software based on its error checking and

correcting functions. See Table 1, section 2.1.2.

The next four equations are used to calculate the

stimulus position for the normalized case of unity feedback

gain. This case corresponds to the stimulus moving with the

subject's head so that it appears stationary to the subject.

Referring to Figure 4, section 2.1.2, the intent is to

calculate the stimulus angle 0 such that the stimulus

projection line (L3) intersects the subject's line of sight

(a segment of line L2) at the surface of the screen! A

subject standing at the center of the screen (on the axis of

rotation) and facing straight ahead (along the Y axis in its

positive direction) would result in 0 = 0°. The equation of

the line that includes the subject's line of sight (L2) is

defined as

(7) X = mY + b

meaning that m = 0 corresponds to the subject facing

straight ahead (parallel to the Y axis). Line L2 is assumed
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to be orthogonal to the line connecting the acoustic sources

(LI), and thus the slope of line L2 is

(8) m = - (Y2 - Yl) / (X2 - XI)

Line L2 bisects line LI at a point whose (Y,X) coordinates

are ((Yl + Y2)/2,(X1 + X2)/2), so from equation (7) the X

intercept of line L2 is

(9) b = (XI + X2 - m (Yl + Y2))/2

The equation describing the screen is

(10) X2 + Y2 = 1

since the screen radius is defined as 1 rad. The X

coordinate of the intersection of line L2 with the screen,

from equations (7) and (10), is then

(11) Xp = b + mYp = (1 - (Yp)2)^
Squaring both sides of equation (11) and solving the

resulting quadratic equation for Yp, the Y coordinate of the
intersection of line L2 with the screen is

(12) Yp = (- bm + (m2 - b2 + 1)h)/(m2 + 1)
There are two values for Yp corresponding to two possible

intersections of line L2 with the screen. Since it is known

that the subject's line of sight is always in the positive

direction with regard to the Y axis, the greater value of Yp
is the only one of interest. In addition, if the radical in

equation (12) is defined as

(13) S = (m2 - b2 + 1)h

then equation (12) becomes

(14) Yp = (- bm + S)/(m2 + 1)
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The tangent of the normalized stimulus angle, with the use

of equation (11), is

(15) tan ©n = Xp/Yp = (b + mYp)/Yp
and finally, using equation (14) in equation (15) and

simplifying, the normalized stimulus angle is

(16) 0n = arctan ( (b + mS)/(S - bm) )

The following two equations are involved with initial

position correction and trial feedback gain. The stimulus

angle is initialized to 0° at the beginning of a trial to

allow for the greatest possible stimulus movemenb in either

direction before reaching the physical limits of the SPS

(resulting in nonlinear "clipping"). The initial position

and orientation of the subject might not be in absolute

accord with the initial stimulus angle, and so as to prevent

an abrupt initial stimulus movement at the beginning of a

trial, these initial positions of subject and apparatus are

coupled by setting an initial position correction offset.

This also compensates for any malposition of the actmstic

sources on the subject's head (i.e., subject's line of sight

not being exactly orthogonal to, or bisecting, the line

connecting the acoustic sources). This offset is then used

in calculating each new stimulus position update in order to

maintain smooth stimulus motion during the remainder of the

trial. Thus the relative movement between the subject and

the stimulus is maintained, although the absolute position

of the stimulus is not solely determined by the present

subject position. This is of no consequence in this study
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where the stimulus is a vertical grid pattern covering the

full field of vision of the subject. The equation for the

initial position correction offset is

(17) C = 0i - G0n

where ©i is the initial stimulus position, and G is the

trial feedback gain condition. This equation is only used

once during each trial with the first valid value of 0n

calculated by equation (16). Once the value of this offset

is established, then the equation for the actual stimulus

angle that is used throughout the remainder of the trial is

(18) ©a = G0n + C

This actual stimulus angle is the final result that

needs to be sent to the 12 bit D/A converter for controlling
the SPS. Before the result can be used however, it needs to

be modified for compatibility with the converter. For the

sake of time efficiency, this preconditioning of the actual

stimulus angle is incorporated into equations (17) and (18)

as they are used in the SCS software (see section 2*'. 2.3).

2.2.3 SCS Software

2.2.3.1 Background. The SCS software, developed for

this study, is an online system which manages the

utilization of the received raw position data to generate

analog waveforms which are user specified functions of this

data. This software, which is the heart of the SCS, is
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involved with (a) the generation of a random sequence of

trial stimulus conditions, (b) the initialization of the

mass storage device for cataloging these trials into stored

data files, (c) the task of reception, error detection and

possible correction of the raw position data sent by the

DAS, (d) the calculation of the position and orientation of

a subject from each complete raw data sample, (ej the

calculation of the desired stimulus position based on the

subject position and orientation result and the trial

stimulus condition gain or (f) the calculation of the

desired stimulus position based on a distribution simulating
the jitter introduced by the DAS's experimental

uncertainties and the trial stimulus condition gain, and

(g) the conversion of the desired stimulus position to an

analog form by interfacing with and generating waveforms

used for the control of a D/A converter.

The major concerns in the development of this software

were speed and size. The stimulus microcomputer only has 8K
of user available RAM to perform all the above functions.

Speed is of the utmost importance since this determines how

long it takes for the most recently determined position of

the subject to be reflected in an updated position of the

stimulus. In order to maximize the speed of the software,
all the online functions during a trial are performed at a

machine language level. In addition, a number of unorthodox

practices are incorporated which, while aiding with speed

and size, make the code difficult to follow and to modify.
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The more complex equations, used in the calculations of the

subject position and orientation and desired stimulus

position, are evaluated using BASIC floating point variables

and the available operating system ROM routines, but all

accessed from the machine language level. The number of

BASIC variables used is minimized by their multiple usage to

reduce allotted variable array space and access time;

however, this makes the software maintenance difficult. In

addition, some numerical constants are represented by

variables to improve access speed, and equations are

arranged with regard for the speed of different algebraic

operations, all in order to reduce computation time. The

machine language portion of the software consists of six

routines imbedded in a BASIC program which performs offline

tasks and acts as a user interface. The complete program

with allocated memory uses all but about 100 bytes of the

available RAM. Therefore, the BASIC portion has virtually

no documentation included together with the code. An

operational overview of the software is presented in the

following sections, and the actual code with separate

documentation and memory map of the system is presented in

section D in the Appendix.

2.2.3.2 Pretrial operation. Operation of the SCS

software begins with the BASIC program, DSTIM.BAS,

generating a random sequence of trial conditions. There are

14 different trial stimulus conditions corresponding to
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(a) positive and negative feedback plus baseline conditions

for 4 different nonzero values of stimulus gain, and

(b) both an eyes opened and eyes closed condition for zero

stimulus gain (stationary stimulus). The eyes opened zero

gain condition is picked twice in the generation of 15

randomly sequenced trials. The entire 15 trial sequence is

repeated in reverse order (counter-balanced) for a total of

30 trials per subject run. The sequence is selected with

the computer's pseudo-random number generator and begins

with the (N x 15)th random number where N is the subject

number (1 to 33). At the user's command, the subject's

trial list is printed as hardcopy and then downloaded to the

DPS, to organize the filing of the forthcoming raw position

data. DSTIM.BAS then pokes (loads) memory with initial

values for buffers, code for the machine language routines,

and algebraic equations in BASIC's intermediate code or

"tokenized" form. The interface for the parallel link is

initialized to effect an interrupt of the SCS when -the DAS

is ready to transmit data, to notify the DAS when it is

ready to receive each byte, and to latch each byte when the

DAS indicates data ready. The D/A converter interface is

initialized for sending data and for generating waveforms

involved with the production of control signals for the D/A

converter (see section C.l in the Appendix). Some status

and error flags involved with the operation of the machine

language routines are now cleared offline. The mic error

criteria values for online checking of the raw position data
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(discussed later in this section) are entered from DSTIM.BAS

and poked into machine language code in order to simplify
access. Information sent to the D/A converter initially
centers the visual stimulus on the screen, and some

numerical constants are assigned to BASIC floating point

variables. The test condition for the first trial is

displayed on the monitor along with "STIMULUS ERRORS= 0" and

a message stating how to enter a different trial. Every

occurrence of a stimulus error updates both the associated

counter and the displayed message. The option to enter a

different trial can be invoked by pressing the <BRK> key at

any point of operation to stop the SCS software. Then, by

performing a warm start (<W> key), hitting any key and

<RET>, and entering the command "G0T0999", DSTIM.BAS allows

the user to resume the program at any requested trial in the

sequence.

After the monitor display is updated, the interrupt

capability of the stimulus microcomputer is enabled:' and the

software begins online operation. If the trial is a

feedback condition, then the trial gain is preconditioned by
a numerical factor to achieve compatibility with the D/A

converter (as discussed in section 2.2.3.3) as assigned to

the variable G, and the machine language routine, ERROR.MLP,

is entered. If the trial is a baseline condition, a

DSTIM.BAS routine is entered which simulates the stimulus

position jitter induced by the DAS (discussed in section

2.2.3.4) .
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2.2.3.3 Feedback condition trial. An operational

flowchart of the machine language routines is shown in

Figure 6. It begins with ERROR.MLP being either (a) just

entered from DSTIM.BAS, or (b) looped back to after

processing the previous data. After performing some

initialization tasks, this routine checks the data error

flag for a data use error, which occurs when a new sample

data from the DAS arrives before the new data buffer is free

(an overflow). This error indicates that the DAS sampling

rate is too fast for the SCS to keep up with, and results in

(a) the SCS returns control to DSTIM.BAS, (b) an error

message is displayed, and (c) the SCS program ends. If no

data use error occurred then ERROR.MLP checks the data-in

flag for the arrival of, and if necessary waits for, the new

position sample raw data transferred from the DAS.

The DAS transmits position data grouped by acoustic

source, and each transmission generates an interrupt that

switches control to the interrupt handler, DYNHAND." First,

DYNHAND checks the data-in flag to check whether the new

data buffer is free, and if it is not, the data error flag

is set and the handler returns from the interrupt. If the

buffer is free, DYNHAND stores the incoming data group in

its appropriate location in the new data buffer and then

returns from the interrupt. This buffer can contain a

complete raw position data sample (all the data groups) and

DYNHAND only sets the data-in flag when the buffer is full.
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Figure 6. SCS Software Flowchart: Online Operation for
Stimulus Feedback Trials. Raw positional data from the
DAS are error processed and used in the calculation of a

variable gain visual feedback signal.
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Upon determining that a new data sample has been stored

in the new data buffer, ERROR.MLP begins error checking.

The geometric relationships between acoustic sources and

microphone/detectors, as depicted in Figure 4

(section 2.1.2), are referred to here. Each of the sp-mic

pair data in the new data buffer, corresponding to one of

the eight distances D1 through D8, is checked for meeting

three criteria (whose test values were entered via

DSTIM.BAS). Two criteria are minimum and maximum allowable

values for the datum, each associated with the operational

limits for these distances (i.e., the limits of the

measurement volume). The third criterion is a window test

based on the fact that an acoustic source can only move a

finite distance between successive samples.

One problem of a window test is in allowing the

collection of valid data to "get started" from an initial

situation of no pair data (all initial datum values are

$0000). Another problem is to "catch up" after one*'or more

datum errors of a particular sp-mic pair since by then the

acoustic source might have moved away from a previous

position not to return to that vicinity again. The solution

is a window comparison of a sp-mic pair datum with the last

datum of that same pair which had passed the minimum and

maximum criterion tests (but not necessarily the window

test). This is implemented by having an old data buffer,

structured like the new data buffer, which stores the sp-mic

pair data to be used in the next collected data sample's
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window criterion tests. Whenever a sp-mic pair datum in the

new data buffer fails either the minimum or maximum

criterion tests, an error flag for that pair is set and the

datum presently in the old data buffer for that pair is left

unchanged. However, if these two criterion tests are

passed, but the window criterion test is not, the error flag

for that sp-mic pair is still set but, as when all the tests

are passed, the new pair datum overwrites the datum in the

old data buffer.

ERROR.MLP performs its error correcting function by

evaluating the results of these criterion tests and deciding

whether to, and with which sp-mic pair data, effect a

stimulus position update. The sp-mic error flags permit

judgements as to whether each of the four coordinate values

(two for each acoustic source) can be calculated using

(a) the default, or if not, (b) the alternative coordinate

determinants, or if neither then (c) the stimulus position

is not updated. See Table 1 in section 2.1.2 for default

and alternative coordinate determinants.

If all four acoustic source coordinate values cannot be

calculated, a flag is set and control is passed to TERM.MLP.

This routine determines why the stimulus position update

could not be accomplished. The possible reasons are

(a) true datum errors, (b) every datum in the first sample

of a trial always fails the window test, or (c) the

termination code was sent by the DAS signifying the end of a

trial. In the first case, the STIMULUS ERRORS counter is
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incremented, the data-in flag is cleared indicating that the

new data buffer is free, and the program returns to

ERROR.MLP to await the arrival of the next position data

sample. The second case is treated similarly except that

the STIMULUS ERRORS counter is not incremented. In the

third case, further interrupts are disabled and the program

returns to DSTIM.BAS which then reports the end of the trial

and prepares for the next trial in the sequence.

If all four acoustic source coordinate values can be

calculated then the sp-mic pair data are arranged in

appropriate locations in the new data buffer, which now

serves as an "equation variables buffer", to be assigned to

BASIC variables by a routine called VAR.MLP. This buffer is

reorganized in a manner which capitalizes on the existing

positions of the pair data within it in order to minimize

the amount of data movement and time expenditure necessary

(as shown in section D.4 in the Appendix). In order to

avoid any data loss due to overwriting in the equation

variables buffer, any sp-mic pair data that needs to be

moved is read from the old data buffer (which by now

contains the pair data from the present sample) into this

buffer.

VAR.MLP now assigns each of eight BASIC variables

(S through Z) to a different 2 byte datum in the 16 byte

equation variables buffer, corresponding to the eight

distances chosen to be used in the calculation of the

acoustic sources' coordinates. This is accomplished by
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using (a) an operating system ROM routine which converts

each 2 byte datum to a floating point number, (b) another

ROM routine which creates BASIC floating point variables,

and (c) a third ROM routine that sets pointers which equate

the variables to the numbers. With all the BASIC variables

assigned, the data-in flag is cleared to indicate that the

equation variables (or new data) buffer is now free.

The process continues with a routine, EQRUN.MLP,

directing calculations using the algebraic equations

previously loaded into memory in BASIC "tokenized" form by

DSTIM.BAS. A pointer is set to the location of each

equation which is then evaluated by a ROM routine. The

first four equations, used to calculate the four coordinate

values, are in the form of equation (5) in section 2.1.2 and

in BASIC nomenclature are

(19) S = (T*T-S*S+P*(S-T))/Q

(20) T = (V*V-U*U+P*(U-V) ) /Q

(21) U = (Y*Y-Z*Z+P*(Z-Y))/Q

(22) V = (X*X-W*W+P*(W-X))/Q

where the variables S through Z on the right sides of the

equations were assigned by VAR.MLP as described above and

the variables S, T, U, and V on the left sides of the

equations correspond to the coordinates Yl, XI, Y2, and X2

respectively. As previously described, the multiple use of

BASIC variables saves memory and execution time, as does the

multiplication of a variable by itself rather than squaring

it, and also the use of the variables P and Q rather than
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numerical constants. DSTIM.BAS previously assigned the

values P = 351 and Q = 12498510 offline, with Q being

different than in equation (5) in order to have the units of

the coordinates come out in rads (1 rad = 770 mm).

The next four equations, used in calculating the

normalized stimulus angle, are taken from equations (8),

(9), (13), and (16) in section 2.2.2 and in BASIC

nomenclature are respectively

(23) W = (S-U) / (V-T)

(24) X = (T+V-W*(S+U))/A

(25) Y = SQR(W*W-X*X+N)

(26) T = ATN((X+W*Y)/(Y-X*W) )

Again, the definitions of variables might change in each

equation, but they can be ascertained by comparing these

equations with those they are taken from. The two

variables, A and N, were equated to the numerical constants,

2 and 1 respectively, by DSTIM.BAS. The normalized stimulus

angle, T, is expressed in units of radians by the arctan ROM

routine, ATN.

The last two equations, used in calculating the initial

position correction offset and actual stimulus angle, are

taken from equations (17) and (18) in section 2.2.2 and in

BASIC nomenclature are respectively

(27) C = C-G*T

(28) T = G*T+C

When EQRUN.MLP is entered for the first time in a given
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trial, equation (27) is used to calculate the initial

position correction offset, C (on the left side of

equation (27)), and the initialization flag is set so that

this equation is bypassed in subsequent usage of this

routine. The actual stimulus angle, T (on the left side of

equation (28)), is the result to be sent to the 12 bit D/A

converter for controlling the SPS. Incorporated into the

calculation of T is a preconditioning for compatibility with

the D/A converter. The angle sent to the converter first

needs to be converted to an integer in the range of 0 to

4095 (a 12 bit binary number) corresponding to a stimulus

movement range of 0° to 32° (as dictated by the limitations

of the SPS as discussed in section 2.3.2). It should be

noted that the preconditioning includes a change of

convention for the stimulus angle from a straight ahead

position (along the Y axis in Figure 4) being called 0° to

being called 16°. After the angle is converted to an

integer, it needs to be left justified 4 bit positions so

that its most significant bit is the most significant bit of

a 2 byte word (as discussed in section C.l in the Appendix).

Two of these left shifts are later performed by a D/A

converter handling routine, D/A.MLP, as part of its out of

bounds error detecting function, and so only two left shifts

are incorporated into this present calculation of T.

For any stimulus angle within the acceptable 16° ± 16°

range, the calculation of the preconditioned actual stimulus

angle in equation (28) will result in the BASIC floating
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point variable, T, having a value between 0 and 16380 ($0000

and $3FFC). The routine D/A.MLP begins by using a ROM

routine to convert the angle T to a 2's complement 16 bit

integer. In this form, an angle within the acceptable range

has its two most significant bits being 0s since the

preconditioning only included two of the four left shifts

needed for full left justification of the original 12 bit

number. This allows for quick testing of an angle to

determine if it is within the bounds imposed by the SPS,

which in turn is now reflected in the input capability of
the D/A converter. D/A.MLP performs a left shift on the

16 bit integer, and if the overflow bit is a 1, then the

angle is less than 0° (a negative value) and the stimulus

update is aborted. If the angle is not less chan 0°, then

another left shift is performed, and if the overflow bit is

a 1, then the angle is greater than 32° (32° would now be

represented by the value $FFF0) and the stimulus update is

aborted. In the event of an abort which ends the trial, the

error and clipping flags are set, further interrupts are

disabled, and control returns to DSTIM.BAS. For the

convenience of the user, DSTIM.BAS provides the option of

either repeating the trial or going on to the next trial.

If the angle was within the acceptable range, then

D/A.MLP transfers the 16 bit number, a byte at a time along

with the appropriate control signal generating bytes (see

section C.l in the Appendix), to the D/A converter. A pause

during the transfer, necessary because of the converter's
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operating and settling times, is efficiently used to perform

some initialization for the forthcoming next operation of

ERROR.MLP. Upon completion of the transfer, which results

in the stimulus position update, the program returns to a

postinitialization entry point in ERROR.MLP for processing
the next position sample data in the trial.

Preconditioning for D/A conversion is accomplished by
the utilization of numerical constants in the equation

variables as follows. An angle expressed in radians can be

converted to the proper form by multiplying it by the factor

J where

J = 180/pi (degrees/radian) x 4096/32 (digital levels/degree)
x 4 (effects two left shifts of a binary number)

= 29335.439

In equation (28), the value of T on the left side would then

be in the proper form if C (the initial position correction

factor) already was in that form, and the term G*T was

multiplied by J. This C (the initial position correction

factor) would be in the proper form if in equation (27) , C

on the right side (the initial stimulus position) already

was in that form, and the term G*T was multiplied by J.

Since the stimulus is initially centered on the screen by

DSTIM.BAS, the initial stimulus position, C, in the proper

form, is 16° x pi/180 (radians/degree) x J = 8192. This

numerical value for C is assigned by DSTIM.BAS before the

beginning of the trial. The multiplication of the term G*T

by J in both equations (27) and (28) is accomplished (as was
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mentioned in section 2.2.3.2) offline by DSTIM.BAS

multiplying the trial gain G by the factor J just before

ERROR.MLP is entered.

2.2.3.4 Baseline condition trial. For a baseline

condition trial, DSTIM.BAS uses a routine which simulates

the stimulus position jitter induced by the DAS. This

jitter is a result of noise and of fluctuations in the

characteristics of the DAS components, and because of the

quantizing effect of the DAS timers, it appears as a

discrete variation in the stimulus position. A discussion

of the design of the simulation, and a justification of its

validity, appears in section D.6 in the Appendix. The

routine begins by waiting for a complete raw position data

sample to be received hy the SCS (as indicated by the

setting of the data-in flag which it then clears), after

which a time-out counter is cleared and a random number

between 0 and 1000 is selected. This number is used to

access a weighted tree which returns a normalized integer

stimulus rotation angle from -7 to +7. These integers, when

multiplied by 0.0434°, yields stimulus position angles such

as are observed with the jitter introduced when unity gain

feedback is employed and a stationary headpiece is

positioned at the center of the SPS. The preconditioned

actual stimulus angle is calculated from

(29) Y = 32768+C(0,T)*Y*89
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where 32768 centers the stimulus (it is half of the

maximum possible value of a 12 bit number, left justified in

a 2 byte format), C(0,T) (a BASIC array variable) is the

gain condition of the trial, Y (on the right side of

the equation) is the normalized integer stimulus rotation

angle, and the factor 89 converts this integer to an

angle in the 12 bit left justified format

(0.0434° x 4096 digital levels/32° x 16 for four left

shifts). The calculated value of Y in equation (29) is sent

to the D/A converter as high and low bytes with appropriate

control signals, which updates the stimulus position.

DSTIM.BAS then waits until another complete data sample is

received by the SCS before clearing the time-out counter and

selecting the next random number. The simulation ends when

the time-out counter indicates that a new data sample has

not been received for some time duration greater than any

expected position sampling period. DSTIM.BAS then goes

offline to report the end of the trial on the monitor and to

prepare for the next trial in the trial sequence list.

2.2.4 SCS Characterization

Any characterization of the predominantly software

based SCS would be a function of the particular

implementation. For example, Krantz (1985) used the SCS to

simulate the amplitude and duration of retinal image motions
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normally produced by actual eye saccades. In the present

application, the two parameters of interest are speed (time

delay) and accuracy of the stimulus feedback image. It

would seem more sensible to evaluate these parameters after

the discussion of the SPS which directly influences them.

Therefore, the feedback stimulus characterization is

postponed until section 2.4.

2.3 Stimulus Projection Subsystem

The Stimulus Projection Subsystem (SPS) is designed to

produce a moving visual pattern which, by totally

encompassing a viewer's field of view, can be of great

benefit in evaluating the role of vision on postural

stability. The pattern consists of light and dark vertical

stripes which move horizontally under the control of analog

waveforms such as those generated by the SCS. It h-as the

capability of being precisely calibrated and of achieving

high accelerations with very little delay, allowing it to

mimic typical eye movements in both speed and acceleration,

and also to provide a visual feedback stimulus controlled by

the body movement of a viewer. There is a fair degree of

flexibility in stripe thickness and spacing which can be

uniform or variable, and the illuminance of the light

stripes is readily adjustable.
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2.3.1 SPS Construction

The SPS components are a shadowcasting projector

mounted overhead and consisting of a fixed light source

surrounded by a cylindrical array of opaque stripes, and a

large concentric cylindrical screen within which the viewer

stands. The cylindrical array is rotated about its axis by
a servo galvanometer in conjunction with its associated

variable characteristic driver amplifier. The driver is

capable of being precisely calibrated with respect to its

input control signal. The light source and the axis of the

cylindrical array are precisely aligned along the axis of

the cylindrical screen and the projector can be vertically
translated above the head of the viewer.

The ideal light source for shadowcasting is a point

source, but in practice it is difficult to achieve the

intensity necessary to project over the large screen area

involved. For creating vertical stripes, a straight line

source aligned with the stripes can work just as well and is

readily obtainable. A 40 watt, 120 volt, clear glass

straight line filament light bulb, available in most

hardware stores, was carefully selected based on the

straightness of its filament. Even so, the 3" filament,

which tends to lengthen and deform when heated, had to be

partially masked in order that only a linear segment of it

would be exposed. This was accomplished by coating a

portion of the glass bulb with black paint. The bulb is
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powered by an variable autotransformer allowing for

adjustment of its luminous output.

The requirements for the shadowcasting array are

integrity of its cylindrical shape during rotation and

heating by the light source, very fine precision of the

masking grid, and low mass to allow for high rotational

acceleration. A thorough investigation resulted in the use

of an aluminum can formerly used to contain 12 oz of Carling
Black Label beer. This can was chosen based primarily on

its low weight and also on the physical characteristics of

its ends, i.e., the reinforced edge around and flat facing
of the top end, and the beveled edge and concave facing of

the bottom end. Both of these edges served such purposes as

preserving the integrity of the cylindrical shape. The beer

was removed through a small hole made in the bottom of the

can and then the bottom edge was ground down until the

concave facing came off leaving the beveled edge intact.

The can was filled with melted paraffin wax, topping it up

as it cooled. This solidified wax provided support for the

thin side wall during the remaining fabrication. The paint
was then removed from the outer surface of the can with

steel wool and the grid pattern was cut in on a milling
machine. To perform this precision cutting, a jig was

assembled to hold and rotate the can. It consisted of a

precision rotary chuck (accurate to a fraction of a minute)

holding the top end of the can while the bottom end of the

can rested against the edge of a fixed open cylinder whose
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diameter was such that it made contact in the middle of the

beveled edge. In order not to deform the can, the chuck

actually held a solid brass cylinder of diameter equal to

the reinforced top edge of the can and they were attached

together with an adjustable hose clamp. A rotating end mill

of appropriate size was lowered into the wall of the can

(many different sizes were used on different cans for

stripes ranging from 1.5° to 7.5°) and the can was

translated on the mill bed to cut the stripe. At this point

the wax in the can also served as a lubricant for the

cutting edge of the end mill. The end mill was raised at

two locations for 0.2" during each translation in order to

produce a 4" long stripe composed of three 1.2" segments.

This gives the finished can additional strength by providing

another two solid rings of metal around its circumference.

After completion of each stripe, the rotary chuck was used

to move the can an appropriate amount (for the desired line

spacing), the next line was cut, and so on until the can was

rotated a full 360°. Additional holes were drilled every

90° in the above mentioned two solid rings of metal to later

be used as alignment markers. The can was removed from the

jig and a hole was drilled in its top end for subsequent

attachment of a galvanometer mounting clamp. The solid

brass cylinder used for holding the can had this hole

already drilled through and thereby acted as a template.

The galvanometer mounting clamp provides a means of

attaching its rotating shaft to the can. It utilizes a
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small collared cylinder (which fits through the above

mentioned hole) with a hole drilled along its axis for the

galvanometer shaft which is then secured to it by three set

screws orthogonal to the axis and spaced every 120°. The

top end of the can is sandwiched between the collar of this

cylinder on the outside and a flat washer on the inside, and

this is held together by three machine screws passing

through holes spaced every 120° (offset from the above set

screws) in the collar and can top and tightened into tapped

holes in the washer. Thus there is one larger hole in the

center of the can top for the collared cylinder, surrounded

by three smaller holes for these machine screws. After

drilling, the wax was melted out, the mounting clamp was

attached to the can, and the remaining exposed can top metal

was partially removed by grinding, leaving three radial

spokes that connect the mounting clamp to the reinforced top

edge of the can. This metal removal reduces weight and, if

necessary, allows the axis of the cylindrical grid to be

aligned with the axis of the galvanometer shaft by a slight

bending of the spokes. Fabrication was completed by

darkening the inner surfaces of the can to prevent internal

light reflections which could degrade the projected pattern.

This was accomplished by lamp black deposition from a

smoking kerosene lantern.

The galvanometer is bolted to the projector frame and

the can is attached to the galvanometer shaft with its

reinforced edge riding just above a flat teflon surface (the
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top of the can is facing down). The light bulb socket is

mounted upside down with two machine screws to a plate with

slotted mounting holes so that the light bulb protrudes

completely down into the open end of the can and can be

translated in one direction. This plate in turn is mounted

with three spring loaded machine screws to a second plate

with slotted mounting holes orthogonal to those above, and

the second plate is fixed to the projector frame. As a

result, with the help of the alignment holes in the can, the

light bulb can be translated (in the horizontal plane) and

rotated (in any vertical plane) within the can until the

filament is exactly aligned with the axis of the cylindrical

grid.

The illuminance of projected light grid lines on the

screen is constant along the horizontal (because of

symmetry) but varies along the vertical due to nonuniform

projection distances. In order that the eye level grid line

illuminance be uniform across subjects of different' heights,

the vertical position of the projector was made adjustable.

The projector frame is bolted to a double rack and pinion

arrangement which is bolted to an overhead mounting plate

attached to the crosspieces of the overhead system frame

(described in section 2.1.1). This allows the projector to

be translated vertically over a 16" range to accommodate

5' to 6'-4" subjects. The horizontal position of the

projector frame can also be adjusted by means of slotted

mounting holes in the projector frame and orthogonal slotted
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mounting holes in the overhead mounting plate. In addition,

the overhead mounting plate is secured to the overhead

system frame by three cotter pinned adjusting bolts which

permit the projector to be rotated in any vertical plane.

This allows the axis of the projector to be exactly aligned

with the axis of the cylindrical screen.

The screen is a white kingsize bedsheet draped over the

edge of an overhead circular white masonite board. This

board is fastened to the bottom of the overhead system frame

(with holes cut in it for . the DAS microphones, also painted

white, to pass through) and thus also functions as the

visual ceiling for the subject. The bottom of the screen is

attached to a free floating weighted masonite arc (behind

the screen and 1" above the floor) which keeps the screen

taut and vertical. The radius of the overhead board (and

the inner radius of the weighted arc) is 80 cm. The

resulting partial cylinder provides an approximately 200°

horizontal visual angle for a subject standing on the axis.

2.3.2 SPS Calibration and Performance

The galvanometer controlling the rotation of the

cylindrical shadowcasting array is a General Scanning Inc.

G-300PD Optical Scanner incorporating a capacitive position

transducer and is driven by CCX-101 Scanner Servo

Controller. Due to position stability problems resulting
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from fluctuations in the CCX-101 power supply, trimmer

potentiometers in this circuit were replaced with more

stable fixed resistors. In order to maximize the position

precision and minimize the transient response time of the

scanner, the loop gain is set to maximum and the damping is

set to minimum with controls on the CCX-101. With these

settings, the shadowcasting can has a tendency to exhibit a

buzzing oscillation. A small amount of a lightweight

machine oil is applied to the teflon surface such that it

also touches the,bottom of the can and the surface tension

of the oil provides sufficient viscous damping to eliminate

the oscillation. This method does not increase the scanner

response time as much as when the oscillation is eliminated

by increasing the electronic damping on the CCX-101.

The angular position of the shadowcasting array can be

inferred from the voltage output of the position transducer.

It was empirically determined that this voltage output

changes 115.6 ± 0.5 mv per degree of rotation. With the

projector assembled, the input control voltage—output

position characteristic shows the scanner to have a 43°

excursion range which is nonlinear at the extremes (the

product specifications state that the excursion range of the

scanner is only 25°). Since the available range and

linearity presents serious performance limits to the system,

a compromise of a 32° range was adopted. To take advantage
of the greater linearity over smaller angular excursions,

the scanner is calibrated over a central 22° range with a
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resulting linearity of better than ±1%. Then over the

remaining 5° range on either side the linearity degrades to

as much as Í3.5%. This calibration, which involves

adjusting the input offset and attenuation controls on the

CCX-101, simultaneously provides compatibility with the

analog output range of the SCS (discussed in section C.2 in

the Appendix). It is an iterative procedure of adjusting
the input attenuation control so that a digital input of
3300 to the D/A converter results in a position transducer

output of -0.980 v, and then adjusting the input offset

control so that a digital input of 554 results in a position

transducer output of 1.500 v.

2.4 Feedback Stimulus Characterization

The temporal and positional accuracy of the visual

stimulus, as controlled by the movement of a subject, is a

function of all three online subsystems of the PSS. This

characterization, although not exhaustive, provides an

overview of the capabilities of the system and indicates

where future performance updates might profitably focus.

The temporal accuracy of the stimulus is inherently
limited due to the sequential sampling nature of the.DAS.

The stimulus position changes are quantized by the sampling
rate of the DAS so that even with the ideal situation of an

instantaneous stimulus update, the stimulus position would
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still only reflect the position a subject was in up to one

sampling period previously. In addition, because the

determinations of the locations of the acoustic sources are

sequential, each complete data sample actually yields an

approximation or "average" position based on the location of

different sources at different times. This "average"
position can be considered as though it occurred at an

"average" time, midway between the times of the click

outputs of the acoustic sources. Since this position is not

ascertained until after the final click of the sample, the

stimulus position would now reflect a delay of between

0.25 and 1.25 times the sampling period for this two source

implementation.

After the final click of the sample, several other

delays occur before the stimulus position is updated. The

propagation time of the click sound to the microphones

depends upon the location of the source, but typically it is
about 4 msec including the detection time. Added to this is

the parallel transfer of the data to the SCS, the SCS

computational time, and the updating of the D/A converter

output. The total time of these three steps was empirically
found to average 83 msec. With the SPS contributing another

1 msec delay, the time from the transmission of the final

click of a sample to the stimulus position update is

typically about 88 msec. Therefore, with a 10 Hz sampling

rate, the overall stimulus delay from the time the subject
was in the position that is best reflected by the new
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stimulus position (i.e., the time midpoint of the sample) is

113 msec.

The positional accuracy of the stimulus image was

investigated by setting the stimulus feedback gain to unity

and measuring the error between where "the subject was

looking" on the screen and where stimulus image moved to.

As in the DAS characterization, the CMTS (described in

section B in the Appendix) was used to translate and rotate

a laser aligned with the attached headpiece (the acoustic

sources with their supporting slat) over a portion of the

operational range of the PSS. Marker tapes were positioned

on the screen at 5° intervals (relative to the screen axis)

from -15° to +15°. The headpiece was translated to some

desired location and then rotated until the laser beam fell

on a particular marker tape. The resulting position of the

stimulus was determined from the output voltage of the

scanner capacitive position transducer (accurate to within

0.5 mv or 0.3') averaged over 4 position samples, and the

rotational error then calculated. Because of the limited

number of samples, the stimulus position may also contain

some small error from the output uncertainty (jitter) of the

DAS. The rotational errors averaged across locations along

a translation line oriented at 0° (the Y axis in Figure 4),

and again along a -45° translation line, are presented in

Table 4. In the 0° translation line case, the results tend

to exhibit odd symmetry about the 0° screen location with

the error mean varying directly with the screen angle while
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the error standard deviation remains fairly constant. The

large mean error at the 15° screen location can be

attributed to the nonlinearity of the galvanometer

characteristic at its range extremes. In the -45°

translation line case, the results are skewed with the

minimum error mean and the maximum error standard deviation

at the -10° screen location. With increasing screen angles,
the error mean increases while the error standard deviation

decreases and then levels off at a value comparable to that

found in the 0° translation line case. The results suggest

that change in the lateral position of the headpiece causes

skewing. To test this hypothesis, these results were

normalized about the lateral position of the headpiece. For

each location along the -45° headpiece translation line, the

line that best fits the error data across screen angles

(excluding the 15° screen angle where the galvanometer

nonlinearity is very apparent) was found using linear

regression analysis. Using the mean slope of these*'lines

(the mean slope is 0.026 with a standard deviation

of 0.007), the error datum at each headpiece position was

adjusted by an amount that would result from laterally

shifting a line with this slope an amount equal to that

headpiece position's lateral component, after conversion to

its equivalent screen angle (i.e., the screen angle when a

0° oriented headpiece is at that lateral position). The

means and standard deviations of the adjusted (normalized)

data, also presented in Table 4, tend to confirm the stated
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hypothesis since these data display a greater resemblance to

the data for the 0° translation line case. However, it

appears from the data that other sources of error also are

operating.

Table 4
Feedback Stimulus Positional Accuracy

Anqular Error (deq)

Screen Angle = -15° -10° -5° 0° 5° 10° 15°

Translation along 0°
Mean -0.63 -0.43 -0.34 ■

linea
-0.05 0.13 0.36 1.12

Standard Deviation 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.20 0.10

Translation along -45
Mean -0.16 0.04 0.06

° lineb
0.30

l

0.37 0.51 1.23

Standard Deviation 0.20 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.11

Translation along -45
Mean -0.42 -

° line*3 with normalization0
0.23 -0.20 0.04 0.10 0.25 0.96

Standard Deviation 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.25

a) Range = -150 to 300 mm, Interval = 75 mm.
-

b) Range = 0 to 375 mm, Interval = 75 mm.
c) Normalized for lateral position of slat (see text).

Another possible source of error is the lack of

integrity of the cylindrical screen. Instead of maintaining
a constant radius of curvature of 80 cm, the tension on the

fabric causes it to bow inward with a resulting radius of

about 77 cm at typical subjects' eye levels over the

pertinent screen angle range (-16° to +16°). This

distortion does not noticeably affect the appearance of the
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grid pattern projected from the screen axis of rotation, but

does introduce an error in the calculated stimulus position

as a function of headpiece location and orientation. In

the 0° translation line (Y axis) case, no error should be

introduced with a 0° orientation of the headpiece, but the

error should vary directly with the absolute value of the

headpiece orientation angle (and this error should change

with translation of the headpiece). Then by inspection of

the error standard deviations in the 0° translation line

case, it appears that this source of error is relatively

small. Be that as it may, the distortion was discovered

after the characterization data was collected, but was

accounted for by appropriate modification of the SCS

software (by changing the definition of a rad from 80 cm

to 77 cm) before the collection of subject data.



CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

3.1 Subjects

There were 33 subjects (17 male and 16 female), all of

whom volunteered without financial or course credit

inducements, but through interest in the subject matter or
in helping the experimenter. The subjects were all within

the age range of 20 to 40 years which was judged to be a

range where the effect of age would not be a factor in

postural stability performance. They were all naive

subjects, having neither had experience with the apparatus

nor knowledge of the experimental conditions. None of the

subjects had any history of postural problems, unusual

dizziness, or afflictions of any of the sensory organs

involved with balance. Corrective lenses previously

prescribed were worn by subjects during the experiment.

104
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3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 Experimental Environment

An effort was made to create an environment which would

minimize the influences on postural stability of sensory

cues other than those provided by the visual stimulus, and

maximize the influence of the particular visual stimulus

used in this experiment. The extraneous sensory cues of

concern were auditory, proprioceptive, and visual resulting

from ambient light.

To prevent unwanted visual cues, the experiment was

conducted in a black room and all the monitor screens were

covered during trial executions.

The ambient auditory environment consisted of the click

sounds produced by acoustic sources (20 clicks/sec),

mechanical sounds resulting from movements of the stimulus

projector over the subject's head, and background noise in

the room from such sources as disk drives, air conditioning

equipment, and unavoidable sounds from people. In order to

eliminate the influence of these auditory cues, the subjects

wore lightweight low impedance magnetic headphones

transducing white noise previously recorded on an audio

cassette tape from a laboratory quality white noise

generator. There is reason to believe that loud noise might

affect postural stability. Possible factors are its

distracting effect, and the reweighting effect of large
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stimulus magnitudes (see section 1.2). Era and Heikkinen

(1985) found residual postural stability degradation in

people who worked in noisy environments. For this reason

the volume of the white noise was set at the lowest possible

level that still masked the stimulus projector and

background sounds. At this volume the signal strength at

the headphone's input was measured to be 12 mv rms. The

click sounds were still audible, but these sounds come from

sources that are physically connected to the subject's head,

and therefore do not provide any positional cues. In the

event of any loud sounds inadvertently occurring during a

trial that might alter the subject's body sway or cause data

errors, the trial was terminated and repeated.

The normal human stance is with the feet side by side

and slightly apart. This position provides proprioceptive

cues from ankle joint rotation (mainly in the sagittal

plane) and from differential weight on the two legs, and is

very stable, especially with regard to lateral sway'. In

attempting to reduce or alter proprioceptive cues,

alternative stances have sometimes been used, such as one

foot or heel to toe stances to enhance lateral sway (e.g.,

White et al, 1980). A more sophisticated method used was

the servo controlled platform which tracked sagittal ankle

angle position and thereby endeavored to remove this

proprioceptive cue (e.g., Nashner, 1973). Standing on a

piece of foam or a soft cushion has also been used for

similar purposes, although this is more difficult to
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quantify. For this study, a new device was developed to

alter proprioceptive cues and thereby enhance the effect of

visual cues on body sway in all directions.

This device, named the wobble board, performed the-role

of a pneumatic spring. It consisted of a. 16" diameter

plywood disk centered on an inflated inner tube (Chen Shin

size 3.50/4.00-8, normally used in a ATV tire). The tube

was inflated until its performance with a subject standing

on the board displayed a compromise between the edge of the

board touching ground during large sway excursions (low

inflation) and being too stable (high inflation). This

compromise inflation was at a pressure too low to read with

a standard tire pressure gauge and so it was quantified for

reproducibility by making a size measurement of the tube.

The difference between the inner and outer radii of the

toroid (i.e., the thickness of the tube) along a radial

vector pointing ‘away from the valve stem, measured by a

single reading with a caliper, was 77.4 mm. At this

inflation, the static angular deflection of the wobble board

as a function of applied torque was investigated over a

range of loading. It was found that the angular deflection

was linear with torque, with slopes ranging from 0.8°/ft-lb

at 200 lbs loading to 1.2°/ft-lb at 100 lbs loading.

The wobble board was then used in a three subject pilot

study which compared its effect on postural performance with

the one foot and heel to toe stances under sample visual

stimulus conditions (visual stimulus feedback gains of 1 and
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2, eyes closed, and a stationary stimulus baseline

condition). From casual observation, a few consistent

postural responses were noted.. With both one foot and heel

to toe stances, the proprioceptive cues involved with

lateral sway appeared to be mainly from ankle rotation in

the coronal plane and differential weighting on the sides of

a foot. The subject, lacking a wide lateral support base

with which to exert a strong torque in the coronal plane,

resorted to thrusting parts of the body sideways to maintain

balance. It was evident that the postural task on the

wobble board differed depending upon whether a subject's

feet were together (touching) or naturally separated

(approximately shoulder width apart), and so both stances

were investigated. When the feet are together on the wobble

board, they appear to function as a single base. The

lateral sway proprioceptive cue coming from parallel

rotation of the ankle joints is altered and magnified by the

accompanying tilting of the wobble board, while the-

differential pressure on the feet is quite reduced by the

compliancy of the support surface. When the feet a.re apart

on the wobble board, the ankle rotation activity appears to

be supplanted by push-pull translations of the legs. An

increased weighting on one leg during sway results in an

upward force on the other leg, which reduces the

differential leg pressure and acts as positive feedback on

the sway motion. In both wobble board conditions, the

tilting board yields until its angular deflection reaches a
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point where the back pressure exerted by the board can

supply the torque needed to stabilize the subject. In all

modifications of normal stance, the resulting compensatory

movements could show up in the postural data as additional

noise superimposed on the overall sway of the body. The

results of the pilot study seemed to indicate (although not

consistently within the small sample size) that the visual

stimuli exerted the greatest effect on postural stability

(relative to baseline) with the feet apart stance on the

wobble board, followed by the feet together stance on the

wobble board, then the one foot stance on a firm surface and
%

finally the heel to toe stance on a firm surface.

Therefore, feet apart on the wobble board was chosen as

the proprioceptive condition for the study being presented

here. In addition, this condition uses the most natural

standing position and should be less of a strain on

subjects' leg muscles then the other stances considered.

The type of shoe worn by a subject might affect postural

stability, such as very thick or spongy soles. For the sake

of uniformity, subjects were requested to be barefoot.

The conditions of the experiment had the potential of

being extremely disruptive to postural stability, even

possibly resulting in falling. To minimize the risk of

injury, an experimenter's assistant stood close behind with

arms poised ready to catch the subject and prevent any

falls. Any trial in which the catcher touched the subject
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while data was still being collected was considered invalid.

The subject was informed of the assistánt's function.

3.2.2 Subject Information and Instructions

The subjects were first given an agreement of informed

consent form to read and sign. The subjects were then asked

for their height, weight, age, and use of corrective lenses.

Any subjects who normally used corrective lenses were asked

to wear them for the experiment. A brief history was

collected including experiences of dizziness or balance

problems, motion sickness from vehicles or amusement rides,

and training involving balance such as dancing or yoga. The

subjects were asked about their present state including how

they felt physically, emotionally and mentally, and when

they last ate. They were introduced to their catcher whose

function was explained, asked to remove their shoes",

positioned on the wobble board approximately facing the

center of the screen with the acoustic source headpiece and

headphones applied, and asked to fold their arms on their

chests (for uniformity across subjects and to keep the arms

from being extended as a postural tactic). The vertical

position of the shadowcasting projector was adjusted to be

6" above the subjects' heads. The room lights were turned

off to allow dark adaptation to occur, and a small light in

the center (0°) of and behind the screen was briefly turned
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on to show the subjects the desired body orientation and

fixation point for their eyes. The subjects were told that

their task was to keep as still as they could while looking
at the point where they had seen the fixation light. They .

were told that the vertical stripes might move, and that

they should not follow the movement with their eyes but

rather let the stripes sweep by. They were also informed

that during some trials they would have to keep their eyes

closed. It was explained that there would be 30 trials with

a mandatory rest in the middle of the sequence, that the

beginning and ending of each trial would be signaled by the

commencement and cessation of the hissing sound (white

noise), and that they should try not to make any sounds

during a trial. If necessary, the fixation light would be

momentarily turned on between trials to allow for

readjustment of orientation and fixation.

3.2.3 Trial Parameters

The subjects were positioned on the wobble board so

that their body was aligned with the axis of rotation of the

SPS cylindrical screen. The visual stimulus consisted of a

projected pattern of light and dark vertical stripes, each

with a visual subtense of 2.5°. The light stripe

illuminance was set at 0.03 footcandles along the screen

surface at eye level as measured with a United Detector
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Technology 40A Opto-Meter, with a footcandlé diffuser and a

photometric filter in place. At this illuminance, the

reading on the intensity adjusting autotransformer

was 50 (arbitrary units). During pilot studies, many

subjects reported an erroneous modification of their

binocular vergence, possibly due to the uniform

repetitiveness of the stimulus pattern. In an effort to

reduce this occurrence by altering the stimulus uniformity,

three slits in the shadowcasting can of the SPS were covered

to produce wide dark stripes (7.5° visual subtense) which

would be positioned at about the center (0°) and off to the

sides ±45°) of the screen at the beginning of each trial.

The possible importance of a loss of correct vergence in

this study is explained in section 5.2.

An experiment consisted of 30 trials, each having a

duration of approximately 26 secs (256 head position

determinations per trial at a 10 Hz sampling rate). The

time between trials varied from about 10 to 4 0 secs--,

allowing for reorientation of the subject and recycling time

of the PSS. After the 15t*1 trial there was a 10 min rest

period for the subject to sit and respond to questions about

the experience, and at the end of the experiment the subject

was again interviewed. The first 15 trials consisted of 8

feedback controlled stimulus conditions, 4 simulated

stimulus jitter conditions, an eyes closed condition, and a

stationary stimulus condition performed twice. These trials

were performed in random order (different for each subject),
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and the second 15 trials used the same trial conditions

performed in reverse order to counterbalance for order

effects.

The stimulus feedback gain (or trial feedback gain) is

the relationship between a stimulus movement and its

causative subject movement, defined so that a normalized

stimulus gain of +1 would result in the stimulus following
the subject's gaze and thus a "stabilized" retinal image.

"Retinal image" feedback gain is here defined as the

geometric relationship between the movement of a retinal

image and its causative subject's head movement (alluded to

in sections 1.2 and 1.4), but the geometric relationship

holds if and only if there were no eye movements relative to

the head. Retinal image gain is normalized so that a gain

of -1 is the result of viewing a fixed object. The sign of

this gain is here defined as negative to indicate that the

movement of the retinal image provides negative feedback to

the postural stabilizing system in this normal situation.

The presumption of not being concerned with ocular movements

while at the same time employing retinal image motion as an

experimental parameter is addressed in section 5.2.4. In

addition, the magnitude of retinal image gain is presumed

normalized with respect to the subject to stimulus distance.

Therefore, it is proportional to the amount of movement of

the retinal image relative to that normally expected with a

particular subject to stimulus distance, rather than to the

absolute magnitude of that movement (see section 5.2.4).
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Finally, by definition, a "stabilized" retinal image

corresponds to a retinal image gain of 0 and a fixed

stimulus corresponds to a stimulus gain of 0, so that in

general the relationship between a given stimulus feedback

gain (Gs) and the resulting retinal image feedback gain (Gr)
can be expressed as

(30) Gr = Gs - 1

The 8 stimulus (trial) feedback gains used, and their

corresponding retinal image feedback gains, are itemized in

Table 5. If the subject's sway during a feedback trial

resulted in the stimulus moving to its extreme limits

(clipping), that trial was immediately terminated and not

repeated.

As previously discussed in section 2.2.3.4, during the

feedback trials an unwanted stimulus movement jitter is

superimposed on the desired stimulus movement. The

magnitude of this jitter is directly proportional to the

absolute value of the stimulus feedback gain. In older to

ascertain the influence of this jitter artifact on postural

stability and thereby to be able to extract its contribution

from data obtained during feedback trials, 4 conditions were

employed in which the stimulus movement was solely jitter,

simulating that produced in the feedback conditions. These

control conditions correspond to the absolute values of the

stimulus feedback gains employed (2, 1.5, 1, and 0.5) and

are also referred to as "baseline" conditions. The

stationary visible stimulus condition is the "ideal
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baseline" to which all other conditions could have been

compared directly if DAS noise had been totally eliminated.

Table 5
Experimental Feedback Gains

Stimulus (Trial)
Feedback Gain

2

Resulting Retinal Image
Feedback Gain

1

1.5 0.5

1 0

0.5 -0.5

oa -]_b

-0.5 -1.5

-1 -2

-1.5 -2.5

-2 -3

a) Stationary stimulus, not a feedback trial condition.
b) Normal retinal image feedback, as defined.

3.3 Data Analysis

For each trial with each subject, the raw position

sample data (normally 256 samples per trial), filed in mass

storage by the DPS, were used to calculate head location (X

and Y coordinates) and rotational orientation. Whenever

there were excessive raw datum errors in a sample, as found

using minimum, maximum, and window criteria similar to those

used by the SCS software (described in section 2.2.3.3),
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which prevented this calculation, then the raw data were

repaired using linear interpolation. Processed position

sample data were used to find the X axis, Y axis, and

rotational sway orientation positional standard deviations,

plus the X axis and Y axis average velocities and velocity

standard deviations for each trial.

Individual Fourier power spectra of the processed X

axis, Y axis and rotational data for all subjects for each

trial were determined using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

Trials with less than 100 contiguous samples (due to

stimulus clipping) were excluded from FFT analysis due to

the lack of low frequency information. Within subject, the

power spectra of identical trial conditions were averaged

within sway orientations. Fourier spectrum gains were

calculated as the ratios of power spectra for different

trial conditions (within sway orientations). Spectrum gains

were computed from (a) spectral power ratios of each of the

feedback conditions to the corresponding jitter simulation

conditions, and (b) spectral power ratios of each of the

jitter simulation conditions, the eyes closed condi-tion, and

the +2 feedback gain condition, to the visible stationary

stimulus "ideal baseline" condition. The data were

collapsed by averaging these Fourier spectrum gains across

subjects, and by grouping the sway spectral gains into

0.5 Hz wide frequency bins from 0 to 5 Hz. The resulting

output data of the DPS were the means and standard errors
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(across subjects) of all the above sway spectral gains

within each frequency bin and for each sway orientation.



CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Of the 33 subjects, 8 subjects reported that the

experiment was unpleasant and another 10 subjects reported

nausea (no vomiting), headache, weakness in the legs, or

cold sweats. These symptoms persisted from 1 to 5 hours in

4 of the subjects. Of the 10 subjects who reported ill

effects, 3 had indicated a history of motion sickness,

although 4 subjects who also had such a history did not

report any ill effects. On the other hand, 3 subjects

enjoyed the experiment immensely, reporting a sense of

euphoria.

By the conclusion of the experiment, only 1 subject
seemed to realize that her movement had controlled the

movement of the visual stimulus during some trials. Another

subject seemed aware of such correlation but reported that

the stimulus was controlling her motion.

The Fourier spectrum gains computed within subjects and

then averaged across subjects are depicted in Figures 7

through 15. The graphs labelled X axis correspond to

lateral sway, the graphs labelled Y axis correspond to

anteroposterior sway, and the graphs labelled rotation

118
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correspond to head rotation resulting from both body and

neck torsion. In these graphs, each sway gain plot shows on

the ordinate the ratios of spectral power for two trial

conditions, where each trial condition is designated in the

legend by a number-letter code. The abscissae are in units

of center frequencies of 0.5 Hz bins (e.g., 0.75 Hz on the

axis corresponds to a frequency bin encompassing 0.5 to

1.0 Hz) of sway frequency components. In the legend code

the number shows stimulus gain, the letter F indicates a

feedback condition, and the letter B indicates a control

"baseline" condition. For nonzero gains the control

conditions simulate the stimulus jitter present in feedback

conditions at that gain. A feedback condition can have

either a positive or a negative stimulus gain, whereas the

corresponding control condition does not require a

directional sign. For trial conditions with zero gain, the

letter F indicates the "ideal baseline" condition of natural

feedback from a stationary visible stimulus (i.e., If the

DAS were entirely free from jitter, this condition would

suffice for all baselines) , and the letter B (blind-)

indicates an eyes closed condition in which the stimulus is

stationary but not visible.

Each mean sway gain plotted in these figures has an

associated standard error of measurement. The standard

errors tend to covary directly with the means and therefore

exhibit trends analogous to those depicted for sway gain

means in Figures 7 to 15. The scale of these trends for the
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Bin Center Freq. - Hz

Figure 7. Lateral Sway Gains with Positive Stimulus Feedback Gains. Each point plots a
mean power ratio, calculated between feedback and control conditions with stimulus gains
shown in the legend, as a function of sway component frequency-
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0.25 0.75 1.25' 1.75' 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.75

Bin Center Freq. - Hz
Figure 8. Lateral Sway Gains with Negative Stimulus Feedback Gains. .Each point plots a

mean power ratio, calculated between feedback and control conditions with stimulus gains
shown in the legend, as a function of sway component frequency.
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Bin Center Freq. - Hz

Figure 9. Lateral Sway Gains Referenced to Stationary Stimulus Condition. Each point
plots a mean power ratio, calculated for control (gains in legend), eyes closed (OB), and
+2 stimulus feedback gain conditions, as a function of sway component frequency.
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e 10. Anteroposterior Sway Gains with Positive Stimulus Feedback Gains. Each point
mean power ratio, calculated between feedback and control conditions with stimulus
hown in the legend, as a function of sway component frequency.
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0.25 0.75 1.25 1.75' 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.75
Bin Center Freq. - Hz

Figure 11. Anteroposterior Sway Gains with Negative Stimulus Feedback Gains. Each point
plots a mean power ratio, calculated between feedback and control conditions with stimulus
gains shown in the legend, as a function of sway component frequency.
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0.25 0.75 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.75

Bin Center Freq. - Hz
Figure 12. Anteroposterior Sway Gains Referenced to Stationary Stimulus Condition. Each

point plots a mean power ratio, calculated for control (gains in legend), eyes closed (OB),
and +2 stimulus feedback gain conditions, as a function of sway component frequency.
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Bin Center Freq. - Hz

Figure 13. Rotational Movement Gains with Positive Stimulus Feedback Gains. Each point
plots a mean power ratio, calculated between feedback and control conditions with stimulus
gains shown in the legend, as a function of sway component frequency.
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i 14. Rotational Movement Gains with Negative Stimulus Feedback Gains. Each point
mean power ratio, calculated between feedback and control conditions with stimulus
town in the legend, as a function of sway component frequency.
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0.25 0.75 1.25 1.75’ 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.75 4.25 4.75
Bin Center Freq. - Hz

Figure 15. Rotational Movement Gains Referenced to Stationary Stimulus Condition. Each
point plots a mean power ratio, calculated for control (gains in legend)’, eyes closed (OB) ,
and +2 stimulus feedback gain conditions, as a function of sway component frequency.
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standard errors of measurement is greatly reduced, however,

as has been summarized in Table 6. This table reports, for

the three major types of trial conditions, the average value

of standard error and the range of observed standard errors.

Table 6 also reports a figure of merit derived from the

average standard errors; namely, how great the differences

in mean sway gain must be to have less than a 0.05

probability of being observed due to chance. These figures
of merit provide a conservative measure for evaluating the

reliability of trends across stimulus conditions and across

frequency.

Table 6
Spectral Sway Gain Data Reliability

Significant5 Gain
Difference (dB)

1.4

1% 0

0.8

a) probability of chance occurrence is less than 0.05 based
on a standard normal deviate (z = 1.96).

b) positive stimulus feedback gain power spectra relative to
their corresponding jitter simulation power spectra.

c) negative stimulus feedback gain power spectra relative to
their corresponding jitter simulation power spectra.

d) jitter simulation power spectra relative to stationary
stimulus power spectra.

Trial
Conditions
positive
feedback^3

Standard Error
Average (dB)

0.72
Range (dB)
0.25 to
1.64

negative
feedback0

0.52 0.22 to
0.88

jitter
simulation^

0.43 0.20 to
0.76
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The standard errors of measurement as summarized in

Table 6 typically showed values less than 1 dB. Such a

narrow range of the measurement uncertainty seems rather

surprising given that individual differences in postural

performance are readily apparent even to casual observation.

The present method of calculating sway gains emphasizes

relative changes in a subject's own postural performance

between trial conditions, and in that regard normalizes

every subject with respect to his/her own individual

performance characteristics. Inasmuch as the individual

performances were extremely diverse but the sway gain

measures were more nearly comparable across subjects, it

appears that sway gain is a particularly suitable

performance index to be averaged across subjects.

Figure 7 shows mean lateral (X axis) sway gains for

positive stimulus feedback gains relative to their

corresponding jitter simulation conditions. For low

frequencies (0.25 Hz center frequency, bin from 0 to

0.5 Hz), the sway gains for all feedback gains are

approximately equal (4 dB) with the exception of a feedback

gain of 0.5 where the sway gain is 1.5 dB less. At the

higher frequencies, the sway gains increase with increasing
feedback gains, again with the exception of a feedback gain

of 0.5 where sway gain is about the same as for a feedback

gain of 1. The sway gains are relatively flat (Í0.5 dB)

above 1.75 Hz. Note that all the sway gain plots show a
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1 to 2 dB valley at 0.75 Hz center frequency (the interval

of 0.5 to 1 Hz) .

Figure 8 shows mean lateral (X axis) sway gains for

negative stimulus feedback gains relative to their

corresponding jitter simulation conditions. For low

frequencies (0.25 Hz bin center frequency), the sway gains

for all feedback gains are almost 0 dB (within the 1 db

figure of merit for reliability). At higher frequencies,
the sway gains spread out a bit more, but not as much as

with and with lower values than the positive feedback gains

(Figure 7). The sway gains are again relatively flat above

1.75 Hz with the exception of with the largest negative

feedback gain (-2F/2B). Also, in this case the sway gain is

less than 0 dB at low frequencies and above 2 Hz. It is

noted that all the sway gain plots show a 1 to 3 dB peak in

the interval of 0.5 to 1 Hz.

Figure 9 shows lateral (X axis) sway gains for the four

jitter simulation conditions relative to a stationary

stimulus. They maintain a uniform spread across frequencies

in ascending order with jitter simulation gains. Sway gains

gradually fall until 1.75 Hz from where they are flat

(±0.5 dB) across the rest of the frequency band. The lower

two simulation gains (IB and 0.5B) do not appear to effect

lateral sway at all above 1.75 Hz. The valleys and peaks

previously seen in the stimulus feedback conditions do not

appear in these jitter simulation conditions. Figure 9 also

shows lateral sway gains for the eyes closed condition and
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for the largest positive feedback condition, both relative

to the stationary stimulus condition (OB/OF and 2F/0F). The

feedback condition (2F) has a greater destabilizing effect

than the lack of visual input (OB) and this difference is

more pronounced at higher frequencies. The one exception is

in the 0.75 Hz frequency bin where the feedback condition

displays the characteristic valley that was seen previously
in Figure 7.

Figures 10 through 12 show anteroposterior (Y axis)

sway gains for the same conditions displayed in Figures 7

through 9 respectively. In Figure 10 it is seen that the

sway gains again increase with increasing positive feedback

gains, but the anteroposterior sway gains are substantially
lower (generally by at least 2 dB) than the lateral sway

gains in Figure 7. The lower two feedback gains do not

exert much influence on stability beyond that exerted by the

corresponding simulated feedback gains. Interestingly, the

valleys seen in the lateral sway gains in the 0.75 Hz

frequency bin are not present here.

In Figure 11 it is seen that the anteroposterior sway

gains with negative feedback are largely independent of

feedback gain as well as frequency, staying within a dB of

1 dB. At frequencies below 1.75 Hz there is a slight

ordering, with sway gain increasing with increasing negative

feedback. Compared with the lateral sway gains in Figure 8,

however, the anteroposterior sway gains do not reveal any
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spreading between gains above 1.75 Hz, and there are not any

peaks in the anteroposterior sway gain spectra.

The anteroposterior sway gains for the jitter

simulation conditions shown in Figure 12 have less gain and

frequency dependence than the corresponding lateral sway

gains shown in Figure 9. It is also seen that the lack of

visual input (OB) now has a greater destabilizing effect

than the largest feedback condition (2F) and that the

difference is maximum at the lowest frequencies and is

fairly constant above 1.25 Hz. This reversal in

destabilizing effectiveness between the two conditions in

anteroposterior versus lateral sway is mainly due to the

decrease in influence of the 2F feedback condition, as

judged by the absolute sway gain values.

Figures 13 through 15 show rotational head movement

gains for the same conditions displayed in Figures 7 through
9 and again in Figures 10 through 12, respectively. In

Figure 13 it is seen that all the positive feedback'gains
have a similar effect on head rotation, except the gain of

0.5 which exerts substantially less influence although

displaying similar frequency shaping. These former feedback

gains are most influential at low frequencies (0 to 0.5 Hz),

and show a slight positive ordering with feedback gain above

2.75 Hz. The valleys seen in the 0.75 Hz frequency bin with

the lateral sway gains (Figure 7) are again manifest, but

they are now much wider and centered about 1.25 Hz, and are

now followed by a peak in the 2.25 Hz frequency bin.
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Rotational sway gains resulting from negative feedback,

as shown in Figure 14, are generally independent of the

feedback magnitude, with the amplitudes averaging about

1 dB. However, the frequency spectra show peaks analogous

to the peaks in lateral sway gains (Figure 8) although now

much wider and centered about 1.25 Hz. These peaks are now

followed by valleys in the 2.25 Hz frequency bin.

There is a pattern of symmetry in the occurrences of

peaks and valleys. With positive feedback, valleys in

lateral sway gains were matched by broader valleys followed

by peaks in rotational gains. With negative feedback, peaks

in lateral sway gains were matched by broader peaks followed

by valleys in rotational gains.

The rotational sway gains for jitter simulation

conditions (Figure 15) show an effect of jitter gain on the

sway gain amplitudes, greater than that seen for

anteroposterior sway gains (Figure 12) but less than that

seen for lateral sway gains (Figure 9). These rotational

sway gains are relatively flat (±0.5 dB) across the band.

As with lateral sway, the maximum positive feedback

condition (2F) has a greater destabilizing effect than the

lack of visual input (OB). Again as with the lateral sway,

a characteristic valley is seen with positive feedback, but

it is now wider and centered about 1.25 Hz. For the eyes

closed condition, the rotational sway gain is lower (at

frequencies up to 2.25 Hz) than was the lateral sway gain,
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and it is lower all across the band than was the

anteroposterior sway gain.



CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

5.1 Position Sensor System

5.1.1 Performance

The PSS has proved itself as a valuable tool for

studying postural stability in general and how postural

performance is affected by visual sensory inputs in

particular. The performance of this first implementation of

the PSS has met with expectations and has also pointed

towards potential improvements which, in part, would be

readily achievable with state of the art microcomputers.

The DAS has demonstrated the feasibility of measuring

the transit time of sound wave fronts to determine the

locations of acoustic sources. The workable range of source

to microphone distances makes the DAS suitable for postural

sway measurements on subjects having a broad range of

heights. In the present implementation, the location and

orientation of a subject was determined with accuracies

generally better than 1 mm and 0.2° respectively.

Independent of the limitations of interacting with the SCS,
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the DAS can operate at a sampling rate of 25 Hz when two

acoustic sources are employed. Future implementations could

involve additional sources attached to other parts of a

subject's body, although this would require additional

microphones because of shadowing effects and might result in

a lower sampling rate than the present one. The main factor

causing this click rate limitation is the persistent ringing
of the microphones. This ringing, which is also a source of

data inaccuracy, might be reduced by the use of other sound

transducers or more complex associated circuitry. Effort

already expended on this problem, including the use of

microphone damping and stop pulses after detection, met with

negligible success. Another limiting factor is the time

required for serial transmission of the raw data to the DPS.

The use of a state of the art microcomputer in the DAS would

allow the raw data generated during a trial to be stored

locally, totally eliminating this problem. A 16 bit

microcomputer would also work much more efficiently' with the

present raw data structure, and a higher clock speed would

increase timing resolution and thus improve data accuracy.

Another source of error is any change in the velocity of

sound due to fluctuations in the ambient air temperature

(0.2% per °C) and humidity (0.3% over a 0% to 100% relative

humidity change). These effects would be even more

important to take into account with a higher resolution

implementation.
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In the predominantly software based SCS, speed is the

major concern, especially when the stimulus is controlled by
the DAS output. In the present implementation, it takes an

average of 83 msec to perform its function at a machine

language level, with approximately 50% of this time spent in

calculating an arctangent with the onboard stimulus computer

ROM routine. A state of the art microcomputer should be

able to reduce this time by at least a factor of four, and a

faster yet sufficiently accurate arctangent algorithm would

help even further. When combined with a faster DAS sampling

rate, this should reduce the stimulus delay to where it is

not likely to be a parameter affecting postural performance.

One way to ascertain the effect of stimulus delay is to use

it as an independently varied parameter in a postural study.

This could readily be accomplished by placing the calculated

stimulus angle on an adjustable length software queue before

sending it to the D/A converter so that the stimulus delay
would be variable in increments equal to the sampling

period.

The SPS performed satisfactorily although it has ample

room for improvement. The screen did not maintain

cylindrical integrity but bowed inward and exhibited some

slight vertical contours due to the tension applied to the

fabric. In addition, the texture of the fabric (a percale

bedsheet) gave the projected grid pattern a slight

graininess that was visible even though the illumination was

low. Painting the screen surface with a salt solution
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reduced the graininess, vertical contours, and creases, but

imperfections remained that might have provided some

positional cues. It should be noted that the decision to

use a sheet rather than an rigid opaque screen was made to

allow for rear projection of stimuli, such as the fixation

lights used by Krantz (1985).

Another undesirable feature of the SPS was the limited

range of the scanner. As a result of this, the maximum

stimulus feedback gain that could be used in practice was

+2, and even with that value there were many trials that

were shortened by stimulus clipping (as described in section

2.2.3.3). A possible means of eliminating the above

problems, already under investigation, involves replacing

the screen and projector with lightweight video viewers worn

by the subject and used with appropriate lenses to simulate

a full field of view. Such a stimulus presentation system

would also be ideal for studying the interrelationship
between vergence and postural stability, an area of* research

that the present study indicates would be of immense

significance (as discussed in section 5.2.4).

The positional accuracy of the visual stimulus with

unity stimulus feedback gain is generally better than 0.5°

over its full operational range (except at extreme positive

stimulus angles due to the nonlinearity of the galvanometer)

with uncertainties introduced by the DAS jitter only

partially excluded (due to sample sizes of 4). Although it

is not presently known what the main source of the stimulus
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positional error is, its large correlation with the

orientation of the subject (headpiece) suggests that most of

this error might be eliminated by the incorporation of an

appropriate correction factor in the calculation of stimulus

position by the SCS.

5.1.2 Applications

In addition to being a valuable laboratory and clinical

tool for studying and evaluating postural stability, other

applications for systems based on the design of the PSS are

anticipated. Positional data generated by complex

coordinated movements, such as in sports or in the

performing arts, can be used to provide online instructional

feedback or to be later analyzed as part of a training

program. Interfacing with computers and control systems can

be accomplished by natural body movements rather than with

keyboards or joysticks. This has the potential benefit of

providing a more direct man-machine link in certain user

tasks. Additionally, in order to extract more information

from a hand movement, an easy to use nonmechanical cursor

controller that works in three dimensions can be envisioned

using a single acoustic source attached to a hand.

Tele-operation robotics is an area that could apply the

technical concepts upon which the PSS is based, as well as

employ the knowledge about disorientation acquired through
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its use in the laboratory. This robotic technology, which

can serve in hazardous and/or remote environments, involves

operators viewing large monitors which display scenes that

move with the movements of the operators. The problem of

operator disorientation can be addressed by appropriate

design criteria that reflect an understanding of the

influence of visual feedback, such as studied here.

Disorientation is also an important problem in the area

of aviation and particularly in space flight. Training and

experience appears to be particularly valuable in this

regard, but it is inefficient and costly to acquire such

experience during actual flight missions. The PSS could be

useful in flight simulator environments for orientation

training and subsequent evaluation.

5.2 Experiment

5.2.1 Informal Observations

Individual differences between subjects in postural

performances and in subjective reactions were clearly

apparent. Analyses of individual subject's data have not

been presented in this paper, yet it was apparent to casual

observation that some subjects were rock steady while others

experienced great difficulty in staying on the wobble board

under certain visual conditions. In addition, subjects
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sometimes reported using various tactics to help maintain

balance and orientation, such as concentrating on an

imaginary point in front of the screen, on foot alignment,
or on one's center of gravity. These techniques were

sometimes spontaneous and sometimes the result of training
in such disciplines as dance or the martial arts. Future

studies should explore the correlation between postural

performances and balance training and tactics.

Those subjects who reported difficulty generally said
it decreased after the first few trials, and many subjects
said the second half of the trials seemed much easier than

the first half. On the other hand, most subjects reported

that the entire experiment seemed tiring and stressful.

Thus there might be two factors working in opposition,

adaptation (learning) during early trials and fatigue during
later trials. These two factors might have differential

effects on specific performance parameters, as might be

revealed by within subject analyses for series and order

effects on the body sway data. Such analyses have not been

attempted in detail given the modest number of subjects and

substantial individual differences.

5.2.2 Spatial Correlation and Postural Performances

Despite the wide variability in subjects' tactics,

casually observed performances, and stated reactions to the
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experiment, the sway gain data averaged across subjects

yield significant information about the influences of the

visual feedback stimuli. Use of the gain measure mitigates

the individual differences in absolute sway magnitudes,

inasmuch as these gains (or losses) reflect relative changes

across experimental conditions for the same individual.

In general, the effects of stimulus motion are found to

be more pronounced on lateral sway and rotational movement

than on anteroposterior sway. This makes sense in light of

the fact that the SPS actually produces a stimulus rotating

around the subject. The central area of each retina (around

the fovea), is stimulated by laterally directed motion

vectors while the left and right peripheral areas receive

stimulus vectors moving fore-aft but in opposite directions.

Therefore, the vectors of anteroposterior motion effectively
cancel when considered across the whole retina given that

left-right symmetry is closely approximated. The effect of

peripheral stimulation on the net velocity of lateral motion

is not as clear since retinal inhomogeneities alter the

vector sums whether or not they exhibit left-right symmetry.

It is important to realize that body movements in these

three sway orientations (lateral, anteroposterior, and

rotational) are not totally independent. Movement in any

direction can increase the overall demands for motor

compensations and thereby affect performance in the other

directions.
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In the jitter simulation trials where the stimulus

motion is not controlled by body movement, the effect of

stimulus magnitude variation can be evaluated from the

spreading of the sway gain spectra. The effect is most

pronounced in the lateral (Figure 9) followed by rotational

(Figure 15) and then anteroposterior (Figure 12)

orientations. This shows that the degree of postural

stability in a particular orientation is directly related to

the magnitude of spatially correlated stimulus activity.

Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between temporal

and spatial correlation evidenced in feedback trials, versus

spatial but not temporal correlation in jitter simulation

trials.

In all sway orientations in the jitter simulation sway

gain spectra, the spreading is greatest in the lowest

frequency bin. One way of interpreting this frequency

dependence of sway gain spectra is that low frequencies
relate more closely to sway extent while high frequencies
relate more closely to sway accelerations or the abruptness
of compensatory reactions. This is in accord with the fact

that almost all the sway energy is below 0.5 Hz as shown by
Lestienne et al (1977) . The frequency composition of the

stimulus jitter would be a factor inasmuch as the frequency
response of the body is analogous to a low pass filter. It

would follow that the magnitude of temporally uncorrelated

stimulus movements has a greater influence on sway extent

than on compensatory postural adjustments. Conceivably such
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stimulation induces body sway that attempts to mirror it,

with the magnitude of body sway reflecting the magnitude of

stimulus movements body sway.

This study does not utilize baseline conditions in

which the stimulus movement magnitudes are comparable to

those found in the feedback conditions, with the stimulus

movement being spatially correlated and yet temporally

uncorrelated to the viewer's movement. The employed control

"baseline" conditions only portray the measuring system (the

DAS) induced jitter movements that are superimposed on the

temporally correlated stimulus movements during the feedback

conditions. Anteroposterior body sway performances under

feedback conditions demonstrate the effect of temporally

uncorrelated stimulus movements of the desired magnitudes,

although these stimulus movements are spatially

uncorrelated. One possible way to create baseline

conditions with more nearly comparable movement magnitudes

would be to store the stimulus movements generated during a

subject's feedback trials, and subsequently use this

information to control stimulus movements during baseline

trials of appropriate gain. Such baseline conditions could

help show conclusively that with all other stimulus

parameters being equal, the temporal correlation is a

significant performance factor in both the lateral and

rotational orientations. One complication in generating

such baselines is confounding by an order effect, since data
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collecting from the feedback trials necessarily precedes

exposure to the baseline conditions.

5.2.3 Altered Visual Feedback

In attempting to characterize the visual feedback for

postural stabilizing control system in humans, standard

control system analysis procedures can be employed. The

performance of a system can be studied under altered

conditions introduced by opening the feedback loop and

introducing various feedback gains and phases (delays).

Under open loop conditions, the transient performance of the

system can be ascertained by introducing a variety of sudden

visual stimulus translations (superimposed on the visual

feedback stimulus motion) while monitoring the resultant

body movement behaviors until they stabilize (or balance is

lost). The steady state performance of the system can be

studied by having the visual stimulus oscillate sinusoidally

at various frequencies (superimposed on the visual feedback

stimulus motion) and performing spectral analyses of the

resultant steady state body movement behaviors. Since data

have ruled out the simplifying assumption that this system

is linear, the transient and steady state visual stimuli

should be introduced with a range of amplitudes and- 1 r

possibilities for hysteresis.
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The present study was meant to test and showcase

operation of the PSS by performing some initial

characterization of the postural stabilizing system. This

characterization, a subset of control system analysis

procedures just described, consists of analyzing the steady
state performance for a single input frequency of 0 Hz with

various feedback gains and one feedback delay time

(113 msec, the minimum time possible with present PSS

implementation). It is because of inherent noises both in

the postural stabilizing system and in the PSS (the stimulus

jitter) that this zero frequency input results in dynamic

postural performances.

The present results substantiate that visual input is

part of a feedback loop in the body's postural stabilizing

system, since altering the relationship between body

movement and visual feedback affects postural stability in a

manner consistent with control system theory. This is

observed most clearly in the lateral orientation data where

body sway gain spectra tend to be arranged in direct order

with positive feedback gains and in inverse order with

negative feedback gains. This ordering is frequency

dependent, seen primarily above 1.25 Hz.

Stimulus movements temporally correlated with body

movements can be viewed as supplying "deceptive" feedback

information. When the stimulus movement feedback is

positive, any body movement would tend to continue

relatively unopposed, with an acceleration that varies
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directly with the feedback gain. Eventually a compensatory

reaction is required to prevent falling (triggered by a

nonvisual system such as the vestibular system), and the

reverse acceleration of this reaction would have to vary

with feedback gain in the same way as did the unopposed sway

acceleration. These trends of high acceleration are

reflected in the higher frequencies of the sway gain

spectra. When the stimulus feedback is negative, on the

other hand, greater feedback gains should result in more

than the normal opposition to body movements, with decreased

need for abrupt postural adjustments. The observed body

sway with any value of negative stimulus feedback is

generally still slightly greater than without any feedback
control of the stimulus, however. This might be attributed

to the unavoidable delay of stimulus feedback and/or to a

change in the retinal image movement relative to that

"normally expected", as discussed below.

The anteroposterior body movements, which do not

directly control the stimulus motion, also show the sway

gain spectra to be ordered directly with positive stimulus

feedback gains, albeit with substantially lower sway gain

values. This can be attributed to the effect of stimulus

movement magnitudes, since these vary directly with feedback

gain values and with resulting body movements in the other

orientations. However, with the negative feedback gains,

anteroposterior sway gain spectra appear similar to those

found with jitter simulation trials, i.e., inverse ordering
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is not observed and there is a slight indication of direct

ordering at low frequencies. Cross coupling between the

lateral and anteroposterior sway orientations seems less

prominent than the effect of stimulus movement magnitudes
which increased with negative feedback gains. These results

further demonstrate that in order for a stimulus to act as a

visual feedback signal, it must be both temporally and

spatially correlated to the viewer's movement since feedback

stimuli were not manipulated spatially or temporally in the

anteroposterior axis.

The rotational sway movements show largest low

frequency sway gain values, as well as relatively large sway

gain values across the band, with positive feedback gains.

Spreading of the spectra, indicative of sensitivity to

variation in the value of feedback gain, is not very great

(with the exception of the 0.5F/0.5B plot, as discussed

below). The smallest low frequency sway gains were found in

the rotational orientation with negative feedback gains, and

spreading of the spectra is noticeably less than with the

corresponding jitter simulation trials.

Postural performances with eyes closed versus a

positive stimulus feedback gain of 2 (the most destabilizing
gain), suggest that an eyes closed condition is not just
visual deprivation but a tactic that reduces visual

weighting. In the lateral orientation, the sway gain at low

frequencies in the feedback condition is only slightly
greater than with eyes closed, but these differences grow to
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more than 3 dB at higher frequencies. This indicates that

the differences are mainly in sway accelerations. Visual

weighting appears to be consistently low with eyes closed

(i.e., the nonvisual systems are weighted higher) but seems

to be changing between high and low in the positive stimulus

feedback condition. The similarity in sway extent can be

attributed to the lack of sensitivity to low frequencies
with the other sensory inputs. With eyes closed, the

anteroposterior orientation shows slightly larger sway gains
than the lateral orientation, however, the sway gains with a

stimulus feedback gain of +2 are much lower due to the lack

of stimulus correlation in the anteroposterior orientation.

In the rotational orientation the sway gain at low

frequencies with eyes closed is the lowest of all the

orientations, due to the lack of the influence of gravity.
The rotational instability with the positive visual stimulus

feedback, in part due to visual tracking, is then

considerably greater than with eyes closed.

In a normal gravitational environment, a standing body
must continually exert energy to keep certain muscles in a

state of tension. This is needed to counteract forces when

the center of gravity passes outside the support base in

both the lateral and anteroposterior orientations. This in

turn manifests as a resistance to displacement in those

orientations, and would be reflected in how the resulting

sway gain spectra vary as a function of the stimulus

feedback gains (which act as driving forces). In the
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rotational orientation, however, gravity has no influence,

so no such muscle tension is needed. The lack of resistance

would therefore result in sway gain spectra exhibiting
different relative behavior. Empirically it appears that

the head and body of a standing subject rotate easily up to

some abrupt stretch limits (stop points) imposed by

constraints of the musculoskeletal system.

It is speculated that stimulus motion influences both

postural readjustments and tendencies to track the visual

stimulus with head rotations. These influences both work

stabilize the retinal image. In the rotational orientation,

tracking might be the predominant influence. As a result,

with all positive stimulus feedback gains (except the

0.5F/0.5B plot, as discussed later), the stimulus would tend

to lead the subject to about the same physical stop point,

as evidenced by similar high gains at low frequencies.

Abruptness of the inferred stop is seen in the high sway

gains at higher frequencies. Slight spreading of the

spectra could be attributed to larger stimulus feedback

gains leading to greater rotational accelerations, and

therefore to greater reverse accelerations in order to stop.

With negative stimulus feedback gains, the stimulus should

prevent the subject from rotating by moving in the opposite

direction. This is evidenced by similar low values of sway

gain across the band.
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5.2.4 Absolute and Relative "Retinal Image Motion"

Both the absolute movement of the retinal image and the

movement of the retinal image relative to that normally

expected seem to be parameters affecting the performance of

the postural stabilizing system. Their respective

influences can be compared due to different experimental

null points associated with a fixed retinal image (nulls

absolute movement) and with a fixed visual environment

(nulls relative movement as defined). The effect of

absolute movement of the retinal image can be emphasized by

comparing the postural performances as a function of

"retinal image gain", while the effect of movements of the

retinal image relative to those normally expected can be

emphasized by comparing postural performances as a function

of "stimulus gain" (the relationship between these gains is

discussed in section 3.2.3).

Retinal image gain is presumed normalized with"respect
to the subject to object (stimulus) distance. In fact, the

magnitude of movement of a retinal image resulting from a

given subject movement is inversely proportional to the

distance to the seen object. It follows that the magnitude

of expected retinal image motion must take into account both

the subject's movement and information about subject to

object distance. Without an expectation based on subject to

object distance, the negative feedback gain resulting from

viewing an object would be proportional to the subject's
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distance to that object. If that were the case, small

changes in subject to object distance would be equivalent to

small changes in stimulus negative feedback gain, and these

would result in minor alterations in postural performances.

Evidence that the present subjects did formulate such

expectations arises from the significantly different body

sway performances in response to positive versus negative

stimulus gains. For example, a stimulus gain of 0.5,

whether positive or negative, has a fixed amount of stimulus

jitter and other possible sources of artifact. The

different signs of the gain have no inherent influence

except insofar as a subject's movement will be accompanied

by a retinal image motion smaller or larger than the

"normal" expected result. The observed performance

differences therefore indicate that the subjects were

sensitive to these magnitude differences, and by

implication, must have formulated an expected magnitude for

the retinal image motions.

Inasmuch as estimates of the subject to object distance

are required to formulate the expected motion magnitudes,

the present use of a nonuniform stimulus grid probably

improved the cues to binocular vergence which aid distance

perception. Cohn et al. (1985) have reported increased

anteroposterior body sways when subjects viewed patterns

having ambiguous vergence cues which induced the "wallpaper
illusion." Their results are also consistent with the
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supposition that vergence cues to distance are important for

postural stability.

Given the evidence that postural performance is not

governed solely by absolute retinal image motion but also by

an expectation regarding relative motion, the comeasures of

"stimulus gain" and "retinal image gain" were defined above

(see section 3.2.3). The definition of "retinal image gain”

was based on a geometric relationship that only holds if

there are no eye movements relative to the head, and yet

there are usually voluntary and reflexive (e.g., VOR and

optokinetic) eye movements. To truly ascertain the movement

of a retinal image would then require either measurements

made at the retina or eye movement measurements made in

conjunction with head movement measurements, etc. The

rationale for proposing "retinal image gain" in spite of

limited direct evidence is the premise that the body sway

control system takes these eye movements into account in

formulating an expected retinal image motion. That*such eye

movements do not lead to degradation of postural stability
has been previously shown (e.g., White et al., 1980; Krantz,

1985), indicating that the resulting retinal image movements

are differentiated from those caused by relative head to

visual surround movements. The use of "retinal image gain"

as a comeasure is based on the above premise regarding eye

movements, as well as the premise regarding subject to

object distance. A particularly salient experimental

condition, therefore, is the one having positive 0.5
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"stimulus gain" but negative 0.5 "retinal image gain", since

it may be asked whether the postural performance is like

that of the other positive "stimulus gains" or instead like

that of the other negative "retinal image gains".

In the rotational orientation, the amplitude of sway

gain in the condition of 0.5 stimulus gain is substantially
lower than with the other positive "stimulus gains" (which

are all quite similar to each other), especially at the low

end of the frequency band. In fact, the mean gain amplitude

across the band in this condition is about the same as with

negative "retinal image gains." However, the shape (peaks
and valleys) of the frequency spectrum in this condition is

strongly identified with positive "stimulus gains". In the

lateral orientation, grouping of the 0.5 stimulus gain

condition is less evident. The greater spreading of lateral

sway spectra across stimulus conditions does not allow

grouping based on mean gain amplitudes across the band. The

amplitude of the sway gain in this pivotal condition is

lower than with positive "stimulus gains" at the low end of

the frequency band (which are otherwise approximately

equal), but sway gain is higher than with negative "retinal

image gains," as was also the case in the rotational

orientation. In both sway orientations it appears that

unambiguous grouping is masked by the spectral peaks and

valleys in the spectral signatures.

If the peaks and valleys were smoothed out, there would

be a good matching at low frequencies of the positive 0.5
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"stimulus gain" condition with negative "retinal image

gains." Absolute movements of the retinal image therefore

appear to be reflected in the amplitudes of the sway gain

spectra, especially at the low end of the frequency band.

Their influence is more clearly evident in the rotational

orientation.

Movements of the retinal image relative to those

normally expected lead to the appearance of peaks and

valleys in the sway gain spectra. This influence is also

more evident in the rotational orientation, both in terms of

the sizes of the peaks and valleys, and also in the

frequency bandwidths they occupy. These peaks and valleys

were quite unexpected and might be suspect as experimental

artifacts except that they only occur in those conditions

and orientations where the stimulus is spatially and

temporally correlated to body sway. Interestingly,

Lestienne et al (1977) found peaks and valleys in individual

anteroposterior sway power spectra when subjects viewed a

checkerboard pattern moving in the same orientation at a

constant velocity. Those investigators were unable to find

any relationship between the frequencies and amplitudes of

spectral peaks and valleys as a function of the parameters

of the visual stimulus, and in contrast to the present

findings, their intrasubject variability was large enough to

smooth them out when the spectra were averaged. The present

findings are striking in light of the large amplitudes and

consistency of the peaks and valleys within groupings, and
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that the results with positive and negative feedback gains

are such good mirror images of each other.

These peaks and valleys are reminiscent of the poles

and zeros in the complex domain introduced by control system

transfer functions, and their reversal when sign of the

feedback is changed is in accord with how such a change can

affect the closed loop transfer function of a system. Their

differences in sharpness and location in the lateral and

rotational orientations might reflect the movement of poles

and zeros in the complex domain as a function of the

different physical dynamics required for control of these

orientations. Further exploration of this phenomenon is

certainly warranted.

Although the significance of finding differential

influences by absolute and relative movements of the retinal

image is yet to be explored, some conjectures and possible

implications can be expressed. The sensitivity to absolute

movement may be presumed to be largely independent of the

external environment and even of the optical characteristics

of the visual system, being "hardwired" into the neural

system and conveying information about direction. Of course

"hardwired" is a relative term since the neural system is

dynamic, and as Gonshor and Jones (1980) observed, the

neural interpretation of this directional information can be

reversed. The sensitivity to relative movement presumably
is strongly dependent on the external environment and the

optical characteristics of the visual system, and conveys
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information about magnitude. Such sensitivity implies the

role of learning and experience in its calibration. This

apparent duality is reminiscent of the classic "nature

versus nurture" controversy, although here it appears that

both primitive and sophisticated motion sensitivities are

operative. Perhaps the two are even interactive, with the

former essential for calibrating the latter. A possibly

analogous situation involving interaction between different

sensory inputs is discussed by Nashner et al (1982). They

proposed that vestibular inputs play two important roles

within a "hierarchically organized system for equilibrium

control". At their "hierarchically low level", a weighted

sum of sensory inputs mediates the activity of postural

muscles, with the vestibular inputs normally weighted less

than the visual and somatosensory inputs. At their

"hierarchically higher level", vestibular inputs provide the

orientational reference against which conflicting sensory

inputs are quickly detected and suppressed. In the'present

situation involving two aspects of a single sensory input,

the absolute movement of the retinal image might perform the

dual roles of providing stabilizing information (low level)

and of functioning as a reference (higher level) in the

calibration of expectations regarding relative motions of

the retinal images. In both situations the higher level

reference is seen as being largely independent of the

external environment. A relevant anecdotal report is that

people acclimatized to their corrective lenses are
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relatively stable with or without them as compared to with a

new correction. This suggests that experience enables

recalculation for the magnitude of expected movements of the

retinal images to match the provisos of changing optical

status.

5.2.5 Summary

Despite readily apparent individual differences in

postural performances, sway gain spectra reveal informative

trends. The influence of a moving visual stimulus on

postural performance in a particular orientation is related

(a) to temporal correlation of stimulus movement with body

movement, (b) to spatial correlation of stimulus movements

in that orientation, (c) to the magnitude of stimulus

movements, and (d) to the intrinsic and extrinsic physical

dynamics embraced by that orientation. Stimulus motion that

is both spatially and temporally correlated behaves as a

true feedback signal, leading to decreased stability when

providing greater positive feedback and to increased

stability when providing greater negative feedback. Both

absolute retinal image motion and motion relative to that

normally encountered are parameters that affect postural

performance, but in different ways. Absolute retinal image

motion predominantly affects primarily the extent of body

movement while changes in relative motion apparently
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increase or decrease particular frequency components in the

body movement spectra. It is suggested that sensitivity to

absolute retinal image motion may be phylogenetically and

ontogenetically primitive while sensitivity to relative

image motion is not.



APPENDIX A
DAS SOFTWARE

A. 1 CTRL.BAS Code

This code is written in OSI 6502 BASIC Version 1.0
revision 3.2 copyright 1977 by Microsoft Co..

5 REM CTRL.BAS - PSS TWO BYTE DYNAMIC CLICK CONTROL
PROGRAM FOR COND 12/3/85

10 REM THIS SUB CREATES SYNC COUNT ON THE SCREEN
20 FOR IN = 54182 TO 54202
25 READ OP :POKE IN,OP :NEXT IN
30 DATA 35,32,111,102,32,83,89,78,67,32,69
40 DATA 82,82,79,82,83,32,61,32,48,48
50 REM THIS SUB POKES CTRL.MLP W/NO DELAY & RAPID TRANS &

TIMEOUT
52 FORIN=7856T08168:READOP:POKEIN,OP:NEXTIN
5 5 DATA169,0,133,231,169,255,141,8,120,141,9,120,169,8
65 DATA44,0,40,240,12,165,242,197,244,208,46,165,243,197
75 DATA245,208,4 0,160,0,169,255,153,248,31,200,192,8,208
80 DATA248,169,1,44,0,40,240,251,44,0,40,208,251,32

100 DATA176,31,32,206,31,32,176,31,164,242,165,243,108,8
120 DATA0,169,1,44,0,40,240,251,169,1,141,0,40,169
140 DATA5,141,0,40,160,0,185,232,0,141,26,31,141,34
160 DATA31,141,43,31,169,1,44,0,40,208,251,152,240,49
180 DATA173,8,40,73,255,153,248,31,200,173,9,40,73,255
200 DATA153,248,31,200,192,8,208,212,32,176,31,208,148,32
220 DATA206,31,230,231,169,1,44,0,40,208,3,76,180,30
240 DATA169,255,160,0,108,8,0,173,0,40,74,69,231,41
260 DATA1,208,197,238,186,211,169,58,205,186,211,208,8,169
280 DATA48,141,186,211,238,185,211,160,0,152,153,248,31,200
300 DATA192,8,208,248,169,1,37,231,208,9,32,206,31,32
320 DATA206,31,76,64,31,32,176,31,240,3,76,207,30,32
340 DATA206,31,169,1,44,0,40,240,251,44,0,40,208,251
360 DATA44,0,48,208,251,44,0,72,208,251,44,0,80,208
380 DATA251,76,176,30,160,0,190,248,31,142,1,48,169,1
400 DATA44,0,40,208,13,169,2,44,13,48,240,242,200,192
420 DATA8,208,231,96,170,96,160,0,169,2,44,0,240,240
440 DATA251,190,248,31,142,1,240,200,192,8,208,240,230,242

161
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460 DATA208,2,230,243,96
600 FOR 1=1 TO 30:PRINT:NEXT
603 POKE12300,14:POKE12301,127:REM INIT VIA2 CA2 LEVEL & IFR
605 POKE12291,255:POKE12300,8:REM VIA2 PORTA OUTPUT &

HANDSHAKE
610 POKE 30731,32:REM COUNT ON PB6-ALL VIA’s
620 POKE 10242,132:REM VIAl OUTPUTS-PB2 CLEAR SYNC F/F, PB7

ASTABLE
630 POKE 11,176:POKE 12,30:REM MLP ADDRESS
632 POKE 242,0:POKE 243,0:REM SAMPLE COUNTER
635 POKE 232,40:POKE 234,48:POKE 236,72:POKE 238,80:REM VIA

ADDR
640 PRINT" DYNAMIC DATA":PRINT" COLLECTION PROGRAM"
650 PRINT:PRINT" POSITION SENSOR SYSTEM"
660 PRINT:PRINT: IF TR THEN 772
670 PRINT:PRINT" Enter the number of":PRINT"

SAMPLES/SECOND"
680 PRINT"SAMPLE RATE =";:INPUT SR
690 SR=INT(30720.1/SR-1.75):HI=INT(SR/256):

LO=SR-HI*256:POKE10244,LO
720 PRINT:PRINT" Enter the number of":PRINT" SAMPLES for

this test"
740 PRINT" The maximum allowed":PRINT" entry is 32000

SAMPLES"
750 PRINT"SAMPLES =";:INPUT CLICK:CLICK=CLICK*2+4
760 IF CLICK>65535 THEN PRINT" INVALID ENTRY"GOTO 740
770 I=INT(CLICK/256):POKE 245,I:I=CLICK-I*256:POKE 244,1
772 TR=TR+1:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" For TRIAL #";TR
774 PRINT" Turn on the Transmitter":PRINT" and Wait for COND

on Cl"
776 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" PRESS SWITCH TO START"
777 WAIT 10240,16,16
783 POKE10251,224:POKE10245,HI:REM TURNS ON ASTABLE
784 Y=USR(X):PRINT:PRINT:POKE10251,32:REM TURNS OFF ASTABLE
787 IF Y=-256 THEN 950 -

790 PRINT"THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES":PRINT
800 PRINT"IN THE TEST WAS";INT((Y-5)/2)
900 FORI=1T0200 0 0:NEXTI:RESTORE:GOTOl0
950 PRINT" INTERRUPTED BY TRAP":PRINT" or CLICKER BOX

OFF":GOT09 0 0
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A.2 CTRL.BAS Explanatory Notes

Statement Note

20-40 Creates the text "# of SYNC ERRORS = 00" on the
monitor.

52-460 Places CTRL.MLP into memory

6 03 Initializes output control line CA2 on VIA2 to its
high state by means of the PCR (location 12300)
since CA2 might be left low by previous use. CA2
and CA1 are used for handshaking on the interrupt
driven parallel link transmitting data from C2
(position microcomputer running CTRL.BAS) to Cl
(stimulus microcomputer) and a negative transition
on CA2 signifies "data ready". The IFR (location
12301) flag bits on VIA2.are all cleared since
they might be left set by previous use. A flag
bit is set in the IFR when input control line CAl
shows "data received" by Cl.

605 Port A on VIA2 is configured as an output port for
the parallel link by means of the DDRA (location
12291). Output control line CA2 is now set into
its handshake mode for indicating "data ready" and
input control line CAl is set to respond to
negative transitions which indicate "data
received" by Cl by means of the PCR (location
12300) on VIA2.

610 Timer 2 is set to count pulses on PB6 on all four
VIAs by simultaneously addressing their ACRs.
These 16 bit timers are configured to count down
and so they are initialized to $FF by CTRL.MLP.

620 PB2 and'PB7 on VIA1 are configured as outputs by
means of the DDRB. PB2 is used by CTRL.MLP to
clear the sync detector latch and PB7 is the Timer
1 free-run mode output used in generating the
square wave which is provided to the acoustic
source driver.

630 CTRL.MLP starting address is entered for access by
USR statement.

632 Sample Counter is initialized to 0.

635 VIA addresses are entered for use by CTRL.MLP.

660 The sampling rate and the number of samples per
trial are only entered before the first trial.
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670-690 User enters sampling rate. Timer 1 in its free-
run mode provides a rectangular waveform with a
period of 2N + 3.5 cycles of the phase2
microcomputer clock waveform, where N is the 16
bit number loaded into the Timer 1 latch. With a

phase2 clock frequency of 1.966 Mhz, two clicks
per sample, and a divide by 16 chip connected to
the PB7 output, N is evaluated from:
N = 30720.1/desired sample rate (Hz) - 1.75
N is separated into high and low bytes, and low
byte is loaded into Timer 1 low byte latch.

720-770 User enters number of samples per trial which is
checked and loaded into memory for CTRL.MLP use.

772 Updates the trial number.

111 Waits for user to press BEGIN switch.

783 Sets Timer 1 into its free-run mode while
maintaining the Timer 2 counting pulses on PB6
mode by means of the ACR on VIAl (location 10251).
Loads the high byte of N into Timer 1 high byte
latch which transfers N into the timer itself.
This starts the click sounds.

784 CTRL.MLP is entered. When program returns to
CTRL.BAS, the click sounds are stopped by
disabling the PB7 output while maintaining the PB6
function by means of the ACR.

787 Error code sent by CTRL.MLP indicating data
overflow or acoustic source driver is off.

790-800 Number of samples in this trial is displayed. The
Sample Counter actually contains the number of
times an 8 byte data group (including sync error
and termination codes) is sent to mass storage.
Mass storage is programmed to ignore the first
four of these 8 byte data groups (which allows
initial acoustic source number synchronization to
be established first). The number displayed is
the actual number of 16 byte sample records and
sync error records present in mass storage at the
end of the trial.

900 After a delay for viewing the monitor, preparation
for the next trial is initiated by looping back to
the beginning of CTRL.BAS
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A.3 DAS Memory Map

Location
hex dec

Function

E7 231 Sync Memory Location - keeps track of which
acoustic source click is next expected.

E8- 232- VIA address data used by CTRL.MLP to read the
EE 238 Timer 2 counters.

F2- 242-
F3 243

Sample Counter (low and high bytes
respectively) which actually counts number of
times the DSB is transmitted to mass storage.

F4- 244-
F5 245

Number of samples per trial (low and high bytes
respectively) specified by user.

1EB0- 7856-
1FE8 8168

CTRL.MLP is loaded here by CTRL.BAS.

1FF8- 8184-
1FFF 8191

Data Storage Block (DSB) temporarily stores
either the Timer 2 data of each of VIAs 1 to 4
in order with low byte first, or control codes.

2800- 10240-
2 80F 10255

VIA1 6522 internal register address space.
Click transmit/Micl receive status = bit0,reg0;
Sync Detector Latch read and clear = bitl and
bit2,reg0; HALT and BEGIN switches = bit3 and
bit4,reg0.

3000- 12288-
3 00F 12303

VIA2 6522 internal register address space.
Click transmit/Mic2 receive status = blt0,reg0;
parallel link data port and "data received"
flag = regl and bitl,regl3.

4800- 18432-
4 80F 18447

VIA3 6522 internal register address space.
Click transmit/Mic3 receive status = bit0,reg0.

5000- 20480-
500F 20495

VIA4 6522 internal register address space.
Chick transmit/Mic4 receive status = bit0,reg0.

7800- 30720-
7 80F 30735

Used for addressing the internal registers of
all four VIAs simultaneously.
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A.4 CTRL.MLP Code

This code is written in MOS MCS6500 microprocessor
assembly language.

10 1EB0 *=$1EB0 ;CTRL.MLP 12/3/85
;FOR STIM. CONTROL

20 1EB0 A900 BEGIN LDA #$00 /•Initialize sync memory'
30 1EB2 85E7 STA $E7 ;location for spl.
48 1EB4 A9FF START LDA #$FF /•Initialize all VIA
50 1EB6 8D0878 STA $7808 ;timers.
52 1EB9 8D0978 STA $7809
54 1EBC A908 LDA #$08 ;Check termination switch
56 1EBE 2C0028 BIT $2800 ; (PB3 of VIA1) for ending
58 1EC1 FOOC BEQ SWITCH ;run (at SWITCH).
60 1EC3 A5F2 LDA $F2 ;Compare sample counter
62 1EC5 C5F4 CMP $F4 ;with specified # of
64 1EC7 DO 2E BNE NOSW ;samples for run (high
66 1EC9 A5F3 LDA $F3 ;byte first) for ending
68 1ECB C5F5 CMP $F5 ;run. Go to NOSW to
70 1ECD D028 BNE NOSW /•continue run.
72 1ECF AO 0 0 SWITCH LDY #$00 ;To terminate run, fill
73 1ED1 A9FF LDA # $FF ;the data storage block
74 1ED3 99F81F NEXTF STA $1FF8,Y /• (1FF8-1FFF) with the
75 1ED6 C8 INY termination code (8
76 1ED7 C008 CPY #$08 ;bytes of FF).
77 1ED9 D0F8 BNE NEXTF
79 1EDB A901 LDA #$01 ;Then wait until the next
80 1EDD 2C0028 LCKON BIT $2800 ;click is transmitted and
81 1EE0 FOFB BEQ LCKON
82 1EE2 2C0028 LCKOF BIT $2800 ;then received (time
83 1EE5 DOFB BNE LCKOF ;delay flip-flop on PB0

; of VIAl) .

84 1EE7 20B81F JSR PTRANS transmit the contents of
85 1EEA 20D61F JSR STRANS ;the data storage block
86 1EED 20B81F JSR PTRANS ;(termination code) to Cl

;(stimulus control), to
;Terak, and again to Cl.

88 1EF0 A4F2 LDY $F2 ;Get final sample count
90 1EF2 A5F3 LDA $F3 ;for display on the
92 1EF4 6C0800 JMP ($0008) /•monitor and return to

;BASIC.
94 1EF7 A901 NOSW LDA #$01 ;To continue run, wait
96 1EF9 2C0028 AGAIN BIT $2800 ;until next click is
98 1EFC FOFB BEQ AGAIN ;transmitted.

106 1EFE A901 LDA #$01 ;Clear the sync
108 1F00 8D0028 STA $2800 ;flip-flop.
110 1F0 3 A905 LDA -#$05
112 1F05 8D0028 STA $2800
114 1F08 AO 0 0 LDY #$oo ;For each mic - insert
116 1F0A B9E800 NXVIA LDA $E8,Y ;the appropriate
118 1F0D 8D1A1F STA $1F1A ;VIA addressing
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120 1F10 8D221F STA $1F22 information into this
122 1F13 8D2B1F STA $1F2B program,
126 1F16 A901 LDA #$01 and wait for reception
128 1F18 2C0028 WAIT BIT $2800 of click by the
130 1F1B DOFB BNE WAIT ; appropriate VIA.
136 IF ID 98 TYA

/ After click is received
138 1F1E F031 BEQ SYNC by VIAl, go to check

t sync (returns here after
\ check).

150 1F20 AD0828 REAE LDA $2808 Read, complement, and *
152 1F23 49FF EOR # $FF store the low and high
154 1F25 99F81F STA $1FF8,Y bytes of the elapsed
156 1F28 C8 INY

i time data from the
158 1F29 AD0928 LDA $2809 appropriate VIA to
160 1F2C 49FF EOR #$FF the data storage block.
162 1F2E 99F81F STA $1FF8,Y
164 1F31 C8 INY
166 1F32 C008 CPY #$08 Loop for next mic until
167 1F34 D0D4 BNE NXVIA complete (4 mies).
168 1F36 20B81F JSR PTRANS Transmit the data

storage block to Cl.
169 1F39 D08E BNE SWITCH If data not accepted by

Cl, then terminate.
170 1F3B 20D61F JSR STRANS Transmit the data

storage block to Terak.
171 1F3E E6E7 INC $E7 Update sync memory

location for next click.
172 1F4 0 A9 01 TRAP LDA #$01 If next click is already
174 1F42 2C0028 BIT $2800 transmitted, then click
176 1F4 5 D003 BNE FAST rate is too fast. If
177 1F47 4CB41E JMP START not, then loop to

beginning for next
click.

178 1F4A A9FF FAST LDA #$FF If click rate was too
180 1F4C AOOO LDY #$00 fast, return to'BASIC
182 1F4E 6C0800 JMP ($0008) with a value (-256) to

indicate program was
stopped by Trap.

192 1F51 AD0028 SYNC LDA $2800 Check sync by comparing
194 1F54 4A LSR A state of the sync
196 1F55 45E7 EOR $E7 flip-flop (PB1 of VIAl)
198 1F57 2901 AND #$01 with the contents of the

sync memory location.
200 1F59 D0C5 BNE READ If good sync, return to

reading the VIA's.
206 1F5B EEBAD3 INC 54202 If not, increment the
208 1F5E A93A LDA # $3A Sync Error counter on
210 1F60 CDBAD3 CMP 54202 the monitor and
212 1F63 D008 BNE LESS9
214 1F65 A930 LDA #$30
216 1F67 8DBAD3 STA 54202
218 1F6A EEB9D3 INC 54201
219 1F6D AOOO LESS9 LDY #$00 ;fill the data storage
220 1F6F 98 TYA ;block with 0's.
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221 1F70 99F81F NEXT0 STA $1FF8,Y
222 1F73 C8 INY
223 1F7 4 C008 CPY #$08
224 1F7 6 D0F8 BNE NEXT0
225 1F78 A901 LDA #$01 Check which speaker
226 1F7 A 25E7 AND $E7 ; click was expected.
228 1F7C D009 BNE GRP2
230 1F7E 20D61F JSR STRANS If spl was expected,
232 1F81 20D61F JSR STRANS transmit 16 bytes of 0

to the Terak and
236 1F84 4C461F JMP TRAP go to the Trap test.
240 1F87 20B81F GRP2 JSR PTRANS If sp2 was expected,
241 1F8A F003 BEQ SERIAL transmit 8 bytes of 0 to
242 1F8C 4CCF1E JMP SWITCH Cl. If the bytes are not

accepted by Cl, then go
to termination routine.

244 1F8F 20D61F SERIAL JSR STRANS If they are, transmit 8
bytes to Terak and

246 1F92 A901 LDA #$01 wait for the next click
248 1F94 2C0028 CLICK BIT $2800 to be transmitted and
250 1F97 FOFB BEQ CLICK
256 1F99 2C0028 WAIT1 BIT $2800 then wait for it to be
258 1F9C DOFB BNE WAIT1 received by all 4 mies
260 1F9E 2C0030 WAIT2 BIT $3000 and
262 1FA1 DOFB BNE WAIT2
264 IFA3 2C0048 WAIT3 BIT $4800
266 1FA6 DOFB BNE WAIT3
268 1FA8 2C0050 WAIT4 BIT $5000
270 1FAB DOFB BNE WAIT4
272 IFAD 4CB01E JMP BEGIN loop to beginning,

expecting spl.
332 1FB0 AO 0 0 PTRANS LDY #$00 Subroutine to parallel
336 1FB2 BEF81F NEXTP LDX $1FF8,Y transmit 8 bytes in data
338 1FB5 8E0130 STX $3001 storage block to Cl
339 1FB8 A9 01 DANT LDA #$01 w/handshaking: This
340 1FBA 2C0028 BIT $2800 transmission interrupts
341 1FBD DOOD BNE TMOUT Cl. Send a byte to portA
342 1FCBFA9 0 2 LDA #$02 of VIA2 and wait until
343 1FC1 2C0D30 BIT $300D Cl acknowledges
344 1FC4 F0F2 BEQ DANT reception of the byte.
345 1FC6 C8 INY While waiting, check for
346 1FC7 CO 0 8 CPY #$08 transmission of a new

click indicating timeout
has occurred (Cl is not

receiving).
348 1FC9 D0E7 BNE NEXTP Loop for next byte until

complete and then
350 1FCB 60 RTS return (status register

Zero flag is set).
352 1FCC AA TMOUT TAX For timeout, clear the
354 1FCD 60 RTS status register Zero

flag and then return.
360 1FCE >o o o STRANS LDY #$00 Subroutine to serial
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364
366

368
370
372
374
376
378
380
382
384
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1FD0 A902 LDA #$02

1FD2 2C00F0 FULL, BIT $F000
1FD5 FOFB beq FULL

1FD7 BEF81F LDX $ IFF 8 , Y
1FDA 8E01F0 STX $F001
1FDD C8 INY
1FDE C008 CPY #$08
1FE0 D0F0 BNE FULL
1FE2 E6F2 INC $F2
1FE4 D002 BNE RETRN
1FE6 E6F3 INC $F3
1FE8 60 RETRN RTS

;transmit 8 bytes in data
;storage block to Terak.
;Wait until UART Status
;Register indicates that
;the Transmit Data
;Register is empty.
;Send a byte to the UART
;Transmit Data Register.

;Loop for next byte until
;complete and then
;increment the sample
;counter (actually counts
;the number of times
;STRANS is called or

;twice the sample count)
;and return.



APPENDIX B
CALIBRATED MECHANICAL TRANSPORT SYSTEM

The Calibrated Mechanical Transport System (CMTS) was

designed to assist in the characterization of the PSS by

simulating a subject's change in position and orientation,

and indicating the same with an accuracy greater than of

that being characterized. However, its usefulness far

exceeds this application and the CMTS should prove to be an

invaluable laboratory tool. It consists of a cart that can

be translated along the major axis of a rectangular box

frame and that supports a rotating disk upon which sits the

desired passenger. The cart rides on two wheels resting on

pieces of L stock which are part of the CMTS frame and is

driven by the turning of a length of 1/4" x 20 threaded rod

which passes through connecting nuts welded to the cart.

The ends of the rod are pinned to the frame end plates which

constrains the rod's movement except for rotation. One end

of the rod is connected to and passes through a vernier dial

for counting rotations. For ease in turning, the protruding

end of the rod is triangularly shaped so that it may be

easily gripped by a chuck on the end of a flexible extension

cable driven by a reversible variable speed electric drill.
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The vernier dial only counts up to 15 rotations, so a linear

scale is etched on the frame with markings indicating
cumulative rotations at 15 rotation intervals. The

excursion range of the cart is about 650 mm, and with a

vernier resolution of 0.005 revolution, the linear position

resolution is better than 0.01 mm. In order to achieve this

accuracy, because of mechanical lash, the cart is always

brought to a new position from the same direction.

The rotating disk on top of the cart is connected to a

similar vernier dial using a 600:1 gearing provided by a

clock mechanism. The edge of the disk is etched with

markings indicating cumulative disk rotations at 15 rotation

(9°) intervals and the angular position resolution is better

than 0.2' when new positions are approached from the same

direction (to eliminate lash error).

Orthogonal slots are machined into the cart disk to

facilitate the mounting of a range of passenger sizes with

bolts. Centering of the passenger on the disk is critical

to maintaining the accuracy of the translated position when

the disk is rotated. In the characterization of the PSS, a

laser is mounted in alignment with the disk's center. The

headpiece (the acoustic sources with their supporting slat)

is then mounted on the laser with 4 linear verniers so that

it can be accurately centered on the disk and aligned so

that "the subject" is facing in the same direction as the

laser. These adjustments are empirically calibrated with

the use of the positional data output of the PSS.
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The performance of the CMTS is excellent with the

exception of a small degree of cart wobble between the L

stock rails. This problem could be eliminated by having the

cart ride on an inverted V bar like that commonly used for

optical benches.



APPENDIX C
D/A CONVERTER IMPLEMENTATION

C.l Circuit Description

The digital to analog converter section of the SCS is

based on a National Semiconductor 12 bit resolution

DAC1210LCD chip which is described as microprocessor

compatible. The chip was designed to be interfaced directly

with the computer's bus with no additional interfacing logic

required, and to appear as a two byte stack in memory.

However, operating the stimulus computer at 2 MHz introduced

problems in meeting the control signal timing specifications

of the converter chip and new timing waveforms had to be

generated.

The pertinent control signals are the Byte Sequence

Control, BYTE1/(BYTE2)', which establishes whether the most

or least significant bits are latched, the Transfer Control

Signal, (XFER)', which allows the 12 bit datum in the latch

to be transferred to the converter register that controls

the analog current switches, and the two Write signals,

(WR1)' and (WR2)', which strobe the data into the latch and

into the converter register respectively. The chip was
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designed so that direct interfacing could be established by

using the least significant bit of the address bus as the

Byte Sequence Control Signal(with other address bus lines

performing chip selection so that two adjacent one byte

memory locations store the 12 bits) and as the Transfer

Control Signal (transferring when the second byte is

latched), and using the computer's phase2 clock to strobe

the data. However, with the processor operating at 2 MHz,

the data might only last on the bus for 60 nsec beyond the

phase2 clock strobe although the converter chip

documentation specifies a minimum of 90 nsec for this data

hold time. In addition, the phase2 clock only provides a

200 nsec strobe pulse while the converter chip documentation

specifies a minimum of 250 nsec for each of the two Write

signals. These problems were solved by using the 6522 VIA

on the stimulus microcomputer's bus to interface with the

converter chip. The VIA port can hold the data as long as

necessary, and the VIA shift register outputs can b“e used to

help generate the needed control signals within the timing

constraints of the converter chip. As was explained in

section 2.2.3, achieving the highest speed of operation for

the SCS, and therefore of the converter chip, is of primary

concern. Accordingly, the VIA is configured and operated in

a manner consistent with this goal. However, it was found

that the shift register performed erratically when the VIA

was operated at 2 MHz (although that is its published

frequency rating). The erratic behavior was found to be
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somewhat predictable, and so was taken into account in

interface design.

The circuit diagram of the D/A converter, along with

the control signal waveforms, is shown in Figure 16. Port B

on the VIA and its two associated control lines, CB1 and

CB2, provide the interfacing (port A and its associated

control lines are dedicated to the parallel link with the

DAS). The converter chip is configured (hardwired) for byte

at a time operation. In this mode, the first data byte is

presented on the converter data input bus, and by setting
CB2 high and strobing, it is latched as the 8 most

significant bits. Then the second data byte is presented on

the input bus, and by setting CB2 low and strobing, the 4

most significant bits of this byte are latched as the 4

least significant bits of the 12 bit word. Due to its

connection to (XFER)', the low level on CB2 and strobing
also results in the 12 bit word being transferred to the

converter register. Addressing the converter chip is

unnecessary since the VIA performs as the addressing
interface. The VIA shift register is configured to shift

out at 1 MHz (half the phase2 clock rate) by means of the

VIA ACR (mode 110). In this configuration, when a byte is

written to the shift register, it is shifted out on CB2

while 8 shift pulses at 1 MHz (normally used to provide

synchronization for reading the data on CB2) are generated

on CB1 (waveform A in Figure 16). The strategy is to

generate the Byte Sequence Control and Transfer Control
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Figure 16. D/A Converter Circuit Implementation
with Operational Waveforms.
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signals by first writing a byte of all Is ($FF) to the shift

register to make CB2 high, and later a byte of all Os to

make CB2 low (waveform B). The duration of these control

signals would then be 8 usee. The strobe pulses are

generated by counting the shift pulses (with a TTL 7493

ripple 16 counter) and decoding the 4 th and 5 th counts.

This provides a 2 usee strobe pulse (waveform C) positioned

relative to the control waveform B so as to satisfy the

timing constraints of the converter chip. When the

16 counter reaches the 8th shift pulse, the counter should

reset itself (via the most significant bit or "D" output of

the counter) so that it is ready to generate the next strobe

pulse. In addition, the (BRK)' output of the VIA is used to

reset the counter to insure that the counter starts at 0

when power is first turned on. Otherwise, the initial

strobe pulse would be randomly positioned and subsequently
that position would be maintained. However, the previously

mentioned erratic behavior of the VIA (on all the chips

tested) was to sometimes generate 9 shift pulses on CB1 when

the shift register is run at 1 MHz. Each time that would

occur, the strobe pulse position, as shown by waveform C,

would shift 1 psec to the left, causing erratic operation of

the D/A converter. To correct this problem, an RC circuit

was incorporated to delay the resetting of the 16 counter

(which occurs at about 1 volt) by the "D" output of the

counter until after any potential 9th pulse has occurred

(see waveform E). A 9th pulse does not change the "D"
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output which persists until the counter is reset (waveform

D). The germanium diode (0.2 volt forward drop) decreases

the release time constant which allows the reset waveform to

quickly fall below the 0.4 volt reset threshold in order

that a circuit repetition period of 10 usee can be achieved.

This time is compatible with the speed of D/A handler in the

routine D/A.MLP.

C.2 Calibration

The analog output section of the D/A converter, a

standard design, needs to be calibrated periodically because

of component drift. The reference voltage is supplied by a

stable 8 volt regulator (a built-in variable, though less

stable voltage regulator can be switched in if a different

analog voltage range is desired).

The LF356 op amp offset voltage is nulled by (a)

setting the digital input to 0, (b) shorting the output of

the op amp to its inverting input and (c) adjusting the 25

Kfi potentiometer for minimum output voltage (less than 1

mv) .

The full scale adjustment involves externally setting

the gain of the op amp to compensate for mismatch between it

and the converter chip. The output of the D/A converter

should be

(31) vOUT - -(VREF x Digital Input)/4096
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In order to set the gain accurately, the digital input is

set to maximum (4095 for a 12 bit converter) and the output

of the D/A converter is summed with the reference voltage on

a resistive summing network with the junction of the two

approximately equal resistors connected to a precision

voltmeter. If the resistors are not exactly equal, then the

meter voltage is

(32) V¡4 = ( (RpxVREj?) + (R2xVout) ) / (R1+R2)
where Vqut i-s connected to Ri and VrEF is connected to R2.

If the two summed voltages are interchanged, then the meter

voltage is

(33) VM = ((R2xVREF)+(R1xVouT))/(R1+R2)
Then if the two meter readings are added together, and using

equation (31), the result is

(34) VADD = Vref/4096
The 500 £2 gain potentiometer is iteratively adjusted while

interchanging the two voltage connections until equation

(34) is satisfied (e.g., with an 8 volt reference voltage,

the gain is adjusted until V^dd is about 2 mv). Calibration

of the galvanometer amplifier in the SPS (detailed in

section 2.3.2) is now necessary to complete the calibration

of the visual stimulus.



APPENDIX D
SCS SOFTWARE

D.l Operating System Interrupt Correction

The Ohio Scientific Challenger IP microcomputer uses an

operating system composed of an 8K_BASIC-in-ROM chip (OSI

6502 BASIC Version 1.0 revision 3.2 copyright 1977 by
Microsoft Co.) along with I/O handlers and support code also

contained in ROM chips. The 6502 microprocessor places its

stack on page one of addressable RAM, and it grows from

location $01FF towards location $0100. The 6502 also

expects to find its IRQ (interrupt) vector at locations

$FFFE (low byte) and $FFFF (high byte) and this vector

should be pointing to the beginning location of a user

supplied interrupt handler. An operating system ROM BASIC

support chip, memory mapped over the IRQ vector location,

points to location $01C0 for the interrupt handler. After

experiencing much erratic behavior during running of the SCS

software, it was discovered that the stack was overwriting

the interrupt handler. Even reducing the handler to its

minimum possible size of a JMP (jump) statement to another

location, did not eliminate the problem. In order to salvage
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the use of this microcomputer, the contents of the IRQ

vector location were changed. The SY2316B ROM BASIC support

chip was replaced with an SY2716 EPROM programmed

identically except for the two byte vector. As shown in the

SCS memory map in section D.4 in the Appendix, the interrupt

handler DYNHAND begins at location $1DA0, and so this

location was used as the vector. Specifically, the SY2716

chip was programmed so that its $7FE location contains $A0

rather than $C0, and its $7FF location contains $1D rather

than $01. This change of location for the interrupt handler

should be observed in any future SCS software development

with the present stimulus computer.
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D. 2 DSTIM.BAS Code

This code is written in OSI 6502 BASIC Version 1.0
revision 3.2 copyright 1977 by Microsoft Co..

1 DIMC(1,15),R(1,15):F0RI=1T015:READR(0,1),R(1,I):
REM DSTIM.BAS - DOWNLOAD COND 1/2/86

2 DATAO,-1,2,-1,-2,-1,2,0,1.5,-1,-1.5,-1,1.5,0,
1,-1,-1,-1,1,0

3 DATAO,-1,.5,-1,-.5,-1,.5,0,0,0
4 NEXTI:INPUT"SUBJECT #";S:
F0RI=1T015*S:Y=RND(4):NEXTI:P=517:FORI=lTOl5

6 Y=INT(15*RND(4)+1):IFR(1,Y)=2G0T06
8 C (0,I)=R(0,Y) :C(1,I)=R(1,Y) :R (1, Y) =2 :NEXTI:
PRINT"Hit Key for PRINTOUT"

10 INPUTA$:POKEP,255:PRINT"SUBJECT #";S:
FORI=lTO30:T=I:IFI>15THENT=31-1

12 PRINT"TRIAL";I;"=";C(0,T);:IFC(1,T)THENPRINT"F":GOTOl4
13 PRINT"B"
14 NEXTI:POKEP,0:PRINT"Hit Key for DOWNLOAD":

INPUTA$:POKEP,255
16 FORI=lTO30:T=I:IFI>15THENT=31-1
17 PRINTC (0,T) ;:IFC(1,T)THENPRINT"F":GOTOl9
18 PRINT"B"
19 NEXTI:POKEP,0:1=1
20 FORI=ITO30
21 T=I:IFI>15THENT=31-I
22 FORN=8160TO8191:POKEN,0:NEXTN:

FORN=7840 T0814 5:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN
24 DATA169,0,133,224,170,168,169,1,133,225,165,234,240,3
25 DATA108,8,0,165,228,240,245,185,241,31,201,186,144,90
26 DATA208,7,185,240,31,201,186,144,81,169,186,217,241,31
27 DATA144,74,208,7,169,186,217,240,31,144,65,56,185,240
28 DATA31,249,224,31,133,226,185,241,31,249,225,31,133,227
29 DATA16,13,56,169,0,229,226,133,226,169,0,229,227,133
30 DATA227,169,186,197,227,144,8,208,10,169,186,197,226,176
31 DATA4,138,5,225,170,185,240,31,153,224,31,185,241,31
32 DATA153,225,31,76,26,31,138,5,225,170,6,225,200,200
33 DATA192,16,208,147,138,41,3,240,29,138,41,12,208,83
34 DATA173,230,31,141,240,31,173,231,31,141,241,31,173,228
35 DATA31,141,242,31,173,229,31,141,243,31,138,41,9,208
36 DATA15,173,224,31,141,244,31,173,225,31,141,245,31,76
37 DATA117,31,138,41,6,208,34,173,228,31,141,246,31,173
38 DATA229,31,141,247,31,173,226,31,141,244,31,173,227,31
39 DATA141,245,31,138,41,192,240,36,138,41,48,240,7,169
40 DATA255,133,224,76,112,29,173,234,31,141,252,31,173,235
41 DATA31,141,253,31,173,232,31,141,254,31,173,233,31,141
42 DATA255,31,138,41,144,208,15,173,238,31,141,250,31,173
43 DATA239,31,141,251,31,76,80,30,138,41,96,208,200,173
44 DATA236,31,141,250,31,173,237,31,141,251,31,173,234,31
45 DATA141,248,31,173,235,31,141,249,31,76,80,30
52 FORN=7 7 60TO780 9:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN
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54 DATA169,O,133,232,133,148,169,83,133,147,32,83,173,133
55 DATA151,132,152,166,232,188,240,31,189,241,31,32,

193,175,32,116
56 DATA183,230,147,230,232,230,232,166,232,224,16,208,223
57 DATA169,0,133,228,76,0,28
6 2 FORN=7 6 9 6T07 751:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN
64 DATA32,5,174,6,17 5,3 8,17 4,17 6,3 9,6,17 5,3 8,17 4,

176,33,165,174
65 DATA141,0,32,169,255,141,10,32,169,0,133,224,

170,168,169,1,133
66 DATA225,165,175,141,0,32,.169,0,141,10,32,76,170,30
67 DATAl69,255,133,224,133,229,120,96
7 2 FORN=7584T07663:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN
74 DATA72,138,72,152,72,165,228,208,51,160,0,173,1,32
75 DATA153,240,31,200,192,8,240,10,169,2,44,13,32,240
76 DATA251,76,171,29,173,175,29,201,240,208,8,169,248,141
77 DATA175,29,76,214,29,169,240,141,175,29,133,228,104,168
78 DATA104,170,104,64,169,255,133,224,133,234,

104,168,104,170
79 DATA104,133,235,104,9,4,72,165,235,64
92 FORN=7536T07582:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN:REM TERM.MLP
94 DATA160,0,185,248,31,201,255,208,9,200,192,8,208,244
95 DATA120,108,8,0,169,0,133,228,165,233,240,18,

238,88,211,169,58
96 DATA205,88,211,208,8,169,48,141,88,211,238,

87,211,76,160,30
102 FORN=7344T07516:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN:REM EQ.POK
10 4 DATA0,83,171,40,84,165,84,164,83,165,83
105 DATA163,80,165,40,83,164,84,41,41,166,81
10 6 DATA0,84,171,4 0,86,165,86,16 4,85,165,85
107 DATA163,80,165,40,85,164,86,41,41,166,81
10 8 DATA0,85,171,4 0,89,165,89,164,90,165,9 0
109 DATA163,80,165,40,90,164,89,41,41,166,81
110 DATAO,86,171,40,88,165,88,164,87,165,87
111 DATA163,80,165,40,87,164,88,41,41,166,81
112 DATAO,87,171,40,83,164,85,41,166,40,86,164,84,41
113 DATAO,88,171,40,84,163,86,164,87,165,40,83,

163,85,41,41,166,65
114 DATAO,89,171,179,40,87,165,87,164,88,165,88,163,78,41
115 DATAO,84,171,186,40,40,88,163,87,165,89
116 DATA41,166,40,89,164,88,165,87,41,41
117 DATAO,67,171,67,164,84,165,71
118 DATAO,84,171,71,165,84,163,67,0
187 FORN=7168T07334:READA:POKEN,A:NEXTN
188 DATA165,195,133,236,165,196,133,237,169,

177,133,195,169,28
189 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,199,133,195,169,28
190 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,221,133,195,169,28
191 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,243,133,195,169,28
192 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,9,133,195,169,29
193 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,23,133,195,169,29
194 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,41,133,195,169,29
195 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,169,56,133,195,169,29
196 DATA133,196,32,194,0,32,185,167,165,233,208,18,169,255
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197 DATA133,233,169,77,133,195,169,29,133,196,32,194,O,32
198 DATA185,167,169,85,133,195,169,29,133,196,32,194,0,32
199 DATA185,167,165,236,133,195,165,237,133,196,76,16,30
2 25 POKE8194,255:POKE8195,0:POKE8203,25:

POKE8204,14:POKE8205,127
240 POKE8204,8:POKE8206,130:POKE228,0:

POKE 22 9,0:POKE233,0:POKE234,0
255 A=1200:P=INT(A/256):Q=A-P*256:POKE7865,P:POKE7874,Q
260 A=5000:P=INT(A/256):Q=A-P*256:POKE7878,P:POKE7887,Q
265 A=100:A=A*2.846:P=INT(A/256):Q=A-P*256:

POKE7 926,P:POKE7934,Q
275 POKE8192,128:POKE8202,255:POKE8192,0:POKE8202,0
285 A=2:C=8192:N=1:P=351:Q=12498510:FOR S=1T025:PRINT:NEXTS
340 PRINT" DYNAMIC STIMULUS":PRINT:

PRINT" CONTROL PROGRAM":PRINT
350 PRINT:PRINT" Trial";I:

IFC(1,T)THENPRINT"Feedback";:G0T0365
360 PRINT"Baseline";
365 PRINT" with Gain=";C(0,T):PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
367 PRINT"(Warmstart & G0T0999 to":

PRINT"enter different trial)"
370 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" STIMULUS ERRORS= 00"
380 POKE8156,88:POKE8157,108:POKE8158,8:POKE8159,0
385 POKE11,220:POKE12,31:Y=USR(X)
390 IFNOTC(1,T)GOT0800
400 G=C(0,T)*29335.439:POKEll,160:POKE12,30:Y=USR(X)
500 RESTORE:F0RS=1T03 0:READA:NEXTS:PRINT
510 IFPEEK(229)THENPRINT" CRASH-Stimulus Clipped":

INPUT"Repeat";A$
512 IFA$ = "Y"THENA$ = "N":GOTC21
515 IF PEEK(234)THENPRINT" DATA COLLECTION ERROR":END
520 PRINT" Test Complete":FORS=lTO5000:NEXTS:NEXTI:END
800 WAIT228,255:POKE228,0
803 W=0:X=1000*RND(8):IFX<405GOTO815
805 IFX>561GOTO860
810 Y=0:GOTO900
815 IFX<23GOTO830
820 IFX>63G0T0845
825 Y=-4:GOTO900
830 IFX<2THENY=-7:GOTO900
835 IFX>8THENY=-5:GOTO900
840 Y=-6:GOTO900
845 IFX<15lTHENY=-3:GOTO900
850 IFX>260THENY=-1:GOTO900
855 Y=-2:GOTO900
860 IFX<901GOTO875
865 IFX>954GOTO890
870 Y=4:GOTO900
875 IFX<708THENY=1:GOT0900
880 IFX>818THENY=3:GOTO900
885 Y=2:GOT0900
890 IFX<980THENY=5:GOTO900
895 IFX>994THENY=7:GOTO900
897 Y=6
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900 Y=32768+C(0,T)*Y*89:U=INT(Y/256):V=Y-U*256
905 POKE8192,U:POKE8 20 2,255:POKE8192,V:POKE8202,0
910 IFPEEK(228)THENPOKE228,0:GOTO803
915 W=W+l:IFW=160GOTO500
920 GOTO910
999 RESTORE:F0RS=1T03 0:READA:NEXTS

1000 PRINT"Re-enter at trial#"INPUTI:GOTO20
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Statement

1-4

2-3

4

4-8

8-14

14-19

D.3 DSTIM.BAS Explanatory Notes

Note

Allocates memory for a trial condition sequence
array and an unsequenced conditions listing array,
each of which is 2 x 15. The 15 is the number
trial conditions before counter-balancing and the
2 is for the gain value and the feedback/baseline
indicator. The unsequenced array is filled.

The data for filling the unsequenced conditions
listing array. The gain value is stored directly
but feedback is coded as -1 and baseline is coded
as 0 to save memory (numeric variables use less
memory than string variables) and to facilitate
logical manipulation (the complement of -1 is 0).

The user supplied SUBJECT # is used to move the
pseudo-random number generator to a starting value
which is the (15 x SUBJECT number output by
the generator. Memory location 517, here equated
to the variable P, is a switch used to turn the
RS-232 serial port on and off.

Random integers between 1 and 15 are used to
select conditions from the unsequenced array. If a
selected condition has already been used
(feedback/baseline indicator = 2), then get
another random integer. If not, set the next
condition in the sequenced array equal to the
selected condition in the unsequenced array and
set the feedback/baseline indicator in the
unsequenced array for that condition = 2.

When the user hits any key and <RET> (first make
sure the serial link is switched to the printer),
then the serial port is turned on. The randomized
counter-balanced sequence of trials is sent to the
printer (by sending the sequenced array in forward
and then reversed order) with the translation of
the feedback/baseline indicator to an "F" or "B"
respectively. The serial port is turned off.

When the user hits any key and <RET> (first make
sure the serial link is switched to the mass

storage device), then the serial port is turned
on. As before, the randomized counter-balanced
sequence of trials is now sent to mass storage.
The serial port is turned off.

19 The TRIAL # counter, I, is initialized to 1 so:
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20 The trial loop statement can be entered at any
TRIAL # and then it continues until completion
(see statement 1000).

21 Arranges
variable

the counter-balancing of the trials (the
T is the index for the sequenced array).

22 Initializes the data buffer areas to 0.

22-45 Installs the routine, ERROR.MLP, into memory.

52-57 Installs the routine, VAR.MLP, into memory.

62-67 Installs the routine, D/A.MLP, into memory.

7 2-7 9 Installs the routine, DYNHAND, into memory.

92-96 Installs the routine, TERM.MLP, into memory.

102-118 Installs a block of "tokenized" equations, EQ.POK
into memory to be used by the routine EQRUN.MLP.

187-199 Installs the routine, EQRUN.MLP, into memory.

225 By means of the DDRB (location 8194), port B on
the VIA is configured as an output port for
interfacing with the D/A converter. By means of
the DDRA (location 8195), port A is configured as
an input port for the interrupt driven parallel
link transmitting data from C2 (position
microcomputer) to Cl (stimulus microcomputer).
Latching is enabled on Port A by means of the ACR
(location 8203) so that the data on Port A is
latched when input control line CA1 on the VIA
detects "data ready" from C2. Also by means of
the ACR, the shift register on the VIA is
configured to shift out under control of the
phase2 clock (internally generated by Cl) in order
to generate control signals for the D/A circuitry
(see section C.l in the Appendix). Output control
line CA2 on the VIA is initialized to its high
state by means of the PCR (location 8204) since
CA2 might be left low by previous use. CA2 is
used for handshaking on the parallel link and a
negative transition on CA2 signifies "data
received" by Cl. The IFR (location 8205) flag
bits are all cleared since they might be left set
by previous use.
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255

260

265

275

285

285

380

385

390
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By means of the PCR (location 8204), output
control line CA2 is now set into its handshake
mode for indicating "data received" and input
control line CAl is set to respond to negative
transitions from C2 which indicate "data ready".
By means of the IER (location 8206), the VIA is
set to interrupt Cl whenever it detects a negative
transition on input line CAl. The data-in flag,
clipping flag, initialization flag, and data error
flag are all cleared.

The criterion for the minimum acceptable acoustic
source to microphone/detector distance (in units
of the number of approximately 1 MHz clock cycles
as counted by the timers and related to distance
by the speed of sound) is assigned to the variable
A. The value of A is then inserted (after
conversion to high and low byte form) into
ERROR.MLP for raw timer data error detection in
that routine. Setting this criterion from
DSTIM.BAS simplifies changing its value.

Same as statement 255 except that the maximum
distance criterion is set.

Same as statement 255 except that the criterion is
for the maximum allowable change (window) in
distance from the last acceptable distance value.
Also, the units of the criterion are here entered
in mm and then converted for use with the raw
data.

The stimulus is centered on the screen by sending
the value 2048 to the 12 bit D/A converter (by way
of port B) along with appropriate control*signals
(see section C.l in the Appendix).

Numerical constants are assigned to BASIC
variables for use in machine language routines.

User information about the trial is displayed on
the monitor.

Installs a routine into memory whose function is
to enable Cl's 6502 processor interrupts by
clearing the interrupt mask bit in the status
register and returning to DSTIM.BAS.

Installs a vector for and then executes the
interrupt enable routine of statement 380.

If the trial is a baseline condition, DSTIM.BAS
goes to its routine for generating the simulation
of the-DAS inducing stimulus jitter.
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400 If not (i.e.,the trial is a feedback condition),
the trial gain is normalized for use in EQRUN.MLP,
the vector is installed for ERROR.MLP, and the
machine language portion of the SCS software is
entered.

500 Upon returning from the machine language portion
in preparation for the next trial, the DATA
statement pointer is restored to the first DATA '
statement (statement 2) and then passes over data
in order to move down to the DATA statement used
for installing ERROR.MLP (statement 24).

510-512 If the clipping flag was set (which terminated the
trial.) , it is displayed on the monitor and the
option to repeat that trial is offered. This is
accomplished by returning just after the trial
loop statement without incrementing the TRIAL #.

515 If the data error flag was set (indicating an
error involved with the transfer of data on the
parallel link), it is displayed on the monitor and
DSTIM.BAS terminates.

520 At the end of an accepted trial, after a pause to
allow the user to observe the status and the
number of STIMULUS ERRORS displayed on the
monitor, DSTIM.BAS loops back to statement 20 for
the next trial. Re-initialization of the system
is most simply accomplished by running the program
from the beginning (excluding the sequencing of
the trial conditions but including the
installation of the machine language routines)
since time is not a factor between trials*.
DSTIM.BAS ends when all the trials are completed.

800 The beginning of the baseline condition trial
routine for generating the simulation of the DAS
inducing stimulus jitter. More detail about the
simulation is presented in section D.6 in the
Appendix. DSTIM.BAS first waits for the data-in
flag to be set, which indicates that a complete
(corresponding to all the acoustic sources) raw

position data sample has been transmitted from the
DAS on the parallel link, and then clears it.

803-897 Initialize a time-out counter (W) and select a

random number between 0 and 1000. By using data
tree, this number is used to select a normalized
integer stimulus rotation angle from -7 to 7 based
on the empirically derived jitter distribution
displayed in section D.6 in the Appendix.
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900-905 The normalized angle and the trial gain are used
in calculating the desired stimulus angle which is
converted into a high and low byte form. These
bytes, along with appropriate control signals, are
sent to the D/A converter by way of the VIA.

910-920 DSTIM.BAS waits until another complete data sample
is transmitted by the DAS before looping back to
select another random number. This insures that
the stimulus position is updated at the same rate
as during a feedback condition trial. The time¬
out counter provides the means of ending the
simulation by jumping to the preparation for the
next trial when the DAS has not transmitted
another complete data sample for a time duration
greater than any expected position sampling
period.

999-1000 The entry point of a feature which allows the user
to stop the system at any point and re-enter
DSTIM.BAS at the any TRIAL #. Instructions for
doing so are displayed on the monitor by statement
367. After pressing the <BREAK> key and then <W>
for a Warmstart, press any key and then <RET> to
satisfy an idiosyncracy of the operating system.
Then type the command <G0T0999> to enter DSTIM.BAS
at this entry point. In preparation for the
coming trial, the DATA statement pointer is
restored to the first DATA statement (statement 2)
and then moved down to the DATA statement used for
installing ERROR.MLP (statement 24). The user is
asked to enter a value for the TRIAL # counter and
DSTIM.BAS jumps to the trial loop statement to
perform the desired trial and continue until
completion of the remaining trials.
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D.4 SCS Memory Map

Location Function
hex dec

EO 224 Error Flag - a multipurpose flag which is
cleared ($00) in ERROR.MLP and in D/A.MLP. In
ERROR.MLP, it is set ($FF) when mic errors

prevent the update of the stimulus position. In
D/A.MLP it is set, along with the Clipping Flag,
by a clipping error. In DYNHAND it is set,
along with the Data Error Flag, by a data-in
error.

El 225 Error Mask - is initialized in ERROR.MLP to $01
and is used in setting appropriate bits in the
Error Byte (X register) whenever mic errors are
found. The one set bit in the Error Mask is
shifted left for each new sp-mic pair and in
this implementation all 8 pairs are covered by
this single byte.

E2- 226- Window Difference Buffer - is used by ERROR.MLP
E3 227 to temporarily store the results of calculations

(low and high bytes respectively) in the window
test which compares the two byte raw position
datum of a sp-mic pair with the previous datum
for the same pair.

E4 228 Data-in Flag - is initially cleared to $00 in
DSTIM.BAS indicating that the SCS is ready to
receive data over the parallel link from the
DAS. When a complete data sample (all Sp-mic
pair combinations) has been received and stored
in the New Data Buffer, DYNHAND sets the flag to
$F0. ERROR.MLP waits until the flag is set and
then processes the data sample. After the
processed data is assigned to BASIC variables,
which frees up the New Data Buffer, VAR.MLP
clears the flag. If ERROR.MLP finds that mic
errors preclude the possibility of using the
processed data, TERM.MLP clears the flag if a
termination of the trial is not called for.
However, it is an error condition if data from
the next sample is sent over the parallel link
before the flag is cleared.

E5 229 Clipping Flag - is cleared to $00 by DSTIM.BAS
and is set to $FF during D/A.MLP by a clipping
error which occurs if the calculated stimulus
position is outside the linear range of the
Stimulus Projection Subsystem (SPS).
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E8 232 X Register Backup Counter - The X Register is
used as a index counter for addressing in
VAR.MLP. However, because the ROM routines
called during VAR.MLP can alter the contents of
the X register, the index count is also stored
in this backup counter which refreshes the X
Register whenever necessary.

E9 233 Initialization Flag - is cleared to $00 by
DSTIM.BAS and is set to $FF by EQRUN.MLP after
solving the equation which calculates the
subject initial position correction offset.
This offset establishes that the initial
position and orientation of the subject is
coupled to the initial stimulus position and
thus prevents an abrupt initial stimulus
movement. The set flag then causes the above
equation to be bypassed during subsequent
accesses of the EQRUN.MLP routine (during the
same trial).

EA 234 Data Error Flag - is cleared to $00 by DSTIM.BAS
and is set to $FF by DYNHAND if the data of a
new sample is sent to the SCS before the New
Data Buffer is available (determined by
inspecting the Data-in Flag). Setting of this
flag results in a termination of the trial and a
crash of DSTIM.BAS.

EB 235 Accumulator Backup Buffer - is used by DYNHAND
when the Data Error Flag gets set. It is
necessary to disable future interrupts which can
cause a crash of the computer's operating
system. The processor's status register, which
contains the interrupt disable flag, is on the
stack under the accumulator during operation of
DYNHAND. To get access to it, the accumulator
is popped off the stack and temporarily stored
in the Accumulator Backup Buffer. After setting
the interrupt disable flag, the stack is
restored and DYNHAND is exited.

EC- 236- Current Character Pointer Buffer - is used by
ED 237 EQRUN.MLP to temporarily store the "current

character" pointer (low byte in $C3 and high
byte in $C4 respectively) of the computer's
operating system. EQRUN.MLP uses this pointer
location to have ROM routines locate and
evaluate the equations in EQ.POK used in
calculating the desired stimulus position.
Afterwards, the buffer is read to restore the
original contents of the pointer location.



1C00-
1CA6

1CBO-
1D5C

1D70-
1D9E

1DAO-
1DEF

1E10-
1E47

1E50-
1E81

1EAO-
1FD1

1FDC-
1FDF

1FEO-
1FEF

1FFO-
1FFF
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7168- EQRUN.MLP - evaluates equations in EQ.POK using
7334 the computer's operating system ROM routines.

7344- EQ.POK - is a block of ten BASIC variable
7516 equations in "tokenized" form.

7536- TERM.MLP - is entered when a complete raw
7582 position data sample cannot be used to update

the stimulus position because of apparent mic
errors. This routine determines if there is bad
data or startup or a call for termination and
proceeds accordingly.

7584- DYNHAND - is the interrupt handler which
7663 performs the handshaking with and collects data

from the DAS over the parallel link. It
collects a data group (corresponding to one
acoustic source) at each interrupt and stores it
in the New Data Buffer.

7696- D/A.MLP - checks the calculated stimulus
7751 position angle for being in bounds, transforms

it into a form for transmission to the D/A
converter, and inaugurates the generation of
signals for controlling the converter.

7760- VAR.MLP - assigns the selected 16 bit sp-mic
7809 pair data in the New Data Buffer to BASIC

floating point variables.

7840- ERROR.MLP - checks the raw position data for mic
8145 errors, decides which sp-mic pairs to use for a

stimulus position update if any, and arranges
the selected sp-mic pair data in the New Data
Buffer for use by VAR.MLP or jumps to TERM.MLP.

8156- Interrupt Enable - clears the interrupt disable
8159 bit in the status register and returns to BASIC.

8160- Old Data Buffer - contains the good and failed
8175 window test sp-mic pair data from the preceding

sample for use in the current window test (see
the buffer map on the next page).

8176- New Data Buffer - the received raw position data
8191 is here stored by DYNHAND to be checked for mic

errors by ERROR.MLP. Later, the selected sp-mic
pair raw data is arranged here by ERROR.MLP (see
the buffer map on the next page).

2000- 8192- VIA 6522 Internal Register Address Space -
200F 8207 port A is the receiving end of the parallel link

and port B interfaces with the D/A converter.
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Data Buffer Map

Sp-Mic Pair Distance New Data Buffer Old Data Buffer BASIC
(see Datum Location Datum Location Vari-

Fig. 4) Low
Byte

Hiqh
Byte

Low
Byte

High
Byte

ablea

Spl-Micl Dl 1FF0 1FF1 1FE0 1FE1 S
Spl-Mic2 D2 1FF2 1FF3 1FE2 1FE3 T
Spl-Mic3 D3 1FF4 1FF5 1FE4 1FE5 U
Spl-Mic4 D4 1FF6 1FF7 1FE6 1FE7 V
Sp2-Micl D5 1FF8 1FF9 1FE8 1FE9 W
Sp2-Mic2 D6 1FFA 1FFB 1FEA 1FEB X
Sp2-Mic3 D7 1FFC 1FFD 1FEC 1FED Y
Sp2-Mic4 D8 1FFE 1FFF 1FEE 1FEF Z

a) These variables are assigned by VAR.MLP to the data in
the new data buffer (also referred to as the equationvariables buffer) locations as indicated. These
locations contain the sp-raic pair data selected and
rearranged (to be used in the calculation of the acoustic
sources' coordinates.
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D.5 SCS Machine Language Routines

This code is written in MOS MCS6500 microprocessor
assembly language.

D.5.1 DYNHAND Code

10 1DA0 *=$1DA0

20 1DA0 48 PHA
30 1DA1 8A TXA
35 1DA2 48 PHA
40 1DA3 98 TYA
45 1DA4 48 PHA
50 1DA5 A5E4 LDA $E4
55 1DA7 D033 BNE ERROR

70 1DA9 A0 0 0 LDY #$00
80 1DAB ADO12 0 MORE LDA $2001
90 1DAE 99F01F STA $1FF0,Y

100 1DB1 C8 I NY

110 1DB2 C008 CPY #$08
120 1DB4 F00A BEQ LEAVE

130 1DB6 A90 2 LDA #$02
140 1DB8 2C0D20 DANR. BIT $200D
150 1DBB F0FB BEQ DANR
160 1DB 4 CAB1D JMP MORE

17 0 1DC0 ADAF1D LEAVE LDA $1DAF
180 1DC3 C9F0 CMP # $F0
190 1DC5 D008 BNE GRP 2
200 1DC7 A9F8 LDA #$F8
210 1DC9 8DAF1D STA $1DAF

220 1DCC 4CD61D JMP EXIT
230 1DCF A9F0 GRP 2 LDA #$F0
240 1DD1 8DAF1D STA $1DAF

250 1DD4 85E4 STA $E4
270 1DD6 68 EXIT' PLA
280 1DD7 A8 TAY
290 1DD8 68 PLA
300 1DD9 AA TAX
310 1DDA 68 PLA

;DYNHAND 6/19/85 -

;INTERRUPT HANDLER
;Save the Accumulator,
;the X register,

;and the Y register
;on the stack.
;Check the DATA-IN flag. If
previously received data
;is unused, go to ERROR.
;If not, collect a byte of
;data from portA and store
;in the appropriate
;location of the new data
;block.
;When 8 bytes (1 speaker
;group) have been collected
;and stored, go to leave
;DYNHAND.
;Wait until next byte is
;received from C2 (position
microcomputer) .

?Loop for collecting next
;byte of data.
;To leave DYNHAND, first
;determine which speaker
;group has been collected.
;If spl group, prepare
;DYNHAND to next receive
;the sp2 group and
;go to EXIT.
;If sp2 group, prepare
;DYNHAND to next receive
;the spl group,
;set the DATA-IN flag, and
;EXIT by restoring
;the Y register,

;the X register,
;and the Accumulator from
;the stack and
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320 1DDB 40 RTI return from DYNHAND.
330 1DDC A9FF ERROR LDA #$FF If the previously received
340 1DDE 85E0 STA $E0 data was unused, prepare
350 IDEO 85EA STA $EA the system program for

termination by setting the
ERROR and DATA ERROR

flags.
360 1DE2 68 PLA Then restore
370 1DE3 A8 TAY the Y register and
380 1DE4 68 PLA the X register from the
390 1DE5 AA TAX s tack.
400 1DE6 68 PLA Get the Accumulator from
410 1DE7 85EB STA $EB the stack and temporarily

save it.
420 1DE9 68 PLA Get the status register
430 IDEA 0904 ORA #$04 off the stack (put there
440 1DEC 48 PHA by processor), set the

interrupt disable flag,
and return it.

450 1DED A5EB LDA $EB Restore the Accumulator
460 1DEF 40 RTI and return from DYNHAND.

D.5.2 ERROR.MLP Code

10
20

IEA0
1EA0 A900

*=$1EA0
LDA #$00

ERROR.MLP 7/17/85

30 1EA2 85E0 STA $E0 Clear ERROR flag.
40 1EA4 AA TAX Clear X register.
50 1EA5 A8 TAY Clear Y register.
60 1EA6 A901 LDA #$01 Initialize ERROR MASK
70 1EA8 85E1 STA $El for first sp-mic pair

(spl-micl) .

72 1EAA A5EA CHECK LDA $EA Check DATA ERROR flag.
74 IEAC F003 BEQ DATA Continue if flag is

clear,
76 1EAE 6C0800 JMP ($0008) if not, return to

BASIC.
77 1EB1 A5E4 DATA LDA $E4 Check DATA-IN flag and
78 1EB3 F0F5 BEQ CHECK wait until position

data is received from
C2 .

80 1EB5 B9F11F MIN LDA $1FF1,Y If the high byte of a
90 1EB8 C9BA CMP # $BA sp-mic datum is < the

100 1EBA 905A BCC ERRORM high byte of the min.
criterion (all
criterion values are

previously POKED by
BASIC), go to ERRORM.
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110 1EBC D007 BNE MAX ;If it is >, go to the
;maximum test.

120 1EBE B9F01F LDA $1FF0,Y ;If it was = , check the
130 1EC1 C9BA CMP # $BA ;sp-mic datum low byte.
140 1EC3 9051 BCC ERRORM ;If it is < the min.

;criterion (low byte),
;go to ERRORM, if not:

150 1EC5 A9BA MAX LDA #$BA ;If the high byte of the
160 1EC7 D9F11F CMP $1FF1,Y ;sp-mic datum is > the
170 1ECA 904A BCC ERRORM ;high byte of the max.*

;criterion, go to
;ERRORM.

180 1ECC D007 BNE WINDOW ;If it is <, go to the
;window test.

190 1ECE A9BA LDA #$BA ;If it was =, check the
200 1ED0 D9F01F CMP $1FF0,Y ;sp-mic datum low byte.
210 1ED3 9041 BCC ERRORM ;If it is > the max.

;criterion (low byte),
;go to ERRORM, if not:

220 1ED5 38 WINDOW SEC -- ;Find the difference
230 1ED6 B9F01F LDA $1FF0,Y ;between the sp-mic
240 1ED9 F9E01F SBC $1FE0,Y ;datum and the previous
250 1EDC 85E2 STA $E2 ;datum for the same
253 1EDE B9F11F LDA $1FF1,Y ;sp-mic pair (double
256 1EE1 F9E11F SBC $1FE1,Y ;precision).
259 1EE4 85E3 STA $E3
262 1EE6 100D BPL WINTST ;If the result is pos.,

;go to WINTST.
265 1EE8 38 SEC ;If not, then first
268 1EE9 A900 LDA #$00 ;convert the neg. result
271 1EEB E5E2 SBC $E2 ;to pos. by subtracting
274 1EED 85E2 STA $E2 ;it from zero (double
277 1EEF A900 LDA #$00 ;precision).
280 1EF1 E5E3 SBC $E3
283 1EF3 85E3 STA $E3
290 1EF5 A9BA WINTST LDA #$BA ;If the high byte of the
300 1EF7 C5E3 CMP $E3 ;difference is > the
310 1EF9 9008 BCC ERRORW ;high byte of the window

;criterion, go to
;ERRORW.

320 1EFB DOOA BNE UPDATE ;If it is <, go to
;UPDATE.

330 1EFD A9BA LDA #$BA ;If it was =, check the
340 1EFF C5E2 CMP $E2 ;difference low byte. If
350 1F01 B004 BCS UPDATE ;it is <= the window

;criterion (low byte),
;go to UPDATE, if not:

360 1F03 8A ERRORW TXA ;If there was a window
370 1F04 05E1 ORA $E1 ;error, set the
380 1F0 6 AA TAX ;appropriate bit in the

;ERROR BYTE (X
;register) using the
;ERROR MASK.
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390 1F07 B9F01F UPDATE LDA $1FF0,Y Transfer the high & low
400 1F0A 99E01F STA $1FE0,Y bytes of the sp-mic
410 1F0D B9F11F LDA $1FF1,Y datum from the new data
415 1F10 99E11F STA $1FE1,Y block to the old data

block (for good data
and failed window test
data).

418 1F13 4C1A1F JMP NEXT Go to prepare for next
sp-mic datum.

421 1F16 8A ERRORM TXA If there was a min. or
424 1F17 05E1 ORA $E1 max. error, set the
427 1F19 AA TAX appropriate bit in the

ERROR BYTE (X register)
using the ERROR MASK.

430 1F1A 06E1 NEXT ASL $E1 Adjust the ERROR MASK
440 1F1C C8 INY and the Y register for
450 IF ID C8 INY the next sp-mic datum
460 1F1E C010 CPY #$10 and continue until all
470 1F20 D093 BNE MIN eight sp-mic pair data

. have been checked.
480 1F22 8A TXA For spl Y position,
485 1F23 2903 AND #$03 check ERROR BYTE for
490 1F25 FO ID BEQ XI use of mies 1&2. If

good, the data is
already located so go
to XI. If not:

495 1F27 8A TXA For spl Y position,
500 1F28 290C AND #$0C check ERROR BYTE for
505 1F2A D053 BNE ABORT use of mies 3&4. If not

good, go to ABORT (no
stimulus position
update).

510 1F2C ADE61F LDA $1FE6 If good, move the spl Y
515 1F2F 8DF01F STA $1FF0 position data to the
520 1F32 ADE71F LDA $1FE7 appropriate locations
525 1F35 8DF11F STA $ 1FF1 in the equation
530 1F38 ADE41F LDA $1FE4 variables block.
535 1F3B 8DF21F STA $1FF2
540 1F3E ADE51F LDA $ 1FE5
545 1F41 8DF31F STA $1FF3
550 1F44 8A XI TXA ;For spl X position,
555 1F45 2909 AND #$09 ;check ERROR BYTE for
560 1F47 DOOF BNE ALTX1 ;use of mies 1&4. If not

;good, go to ALTX1 to
jcheck alternate mies.

565 1F49 ADE01F LDA $1FE0 ;If good, move the spl X
570 1F4C 8DF41F STA $1FF4 ;position data to the
575 1F4F ADE11F LDA $1FE1 jappropriate locations
580 1F52 8DF51F STA $1FF5 ;in the equation

;variables block.
585 1F55 4C751F JMP Y2 ;Go to check sp2 Y

;position data.
590 1F58 8A ALTX1 TXA ;For spl X position,
595 1F59 2906 ■ AND #$06 ;check ERROR BYTE for
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600 1F5B D022 BNE ABORT ;use of mies 2&3. If not

;good, go to ABORT (no
;stimulus position
;update).

605 1F5D ADE41F LDA $1FE4 ;If good, move the spl X
610 1F60 8DF61F STA $1FF6 ;position data to the
615 1F63 ADE51F LDA $1FE5 /•appropriate locations
620 1F66 8DF71F STA $1FF7 ;in the equation
625 1F69 ADE21F LDA $1FE2 ;variables block.
630 1F6C 8DF41F STA $1FF4 -

635 1F6F ADE31F LDA $1FE3
640 1F72 8DF51F STA $1FF5
645 1F75 8A Y2 TXA ;For sp2 Y position,
650 1F76 29C0 AND #$C0 ;check ERROR BYTE for
655 1F78 F024 BEQ X2 ;use of mies 3&4. If

;good, the data is
;already located so go
;to X2. If not:

660 1F7A 8A TXA ;For sp2 Y position,
665 1F7B 2930 AND #$30 ;Check ERROR BYTE for
670 1F7D F007 BEQ ALTY2 ;use of mies 1&2. If

;good, go to ALTY2 to
;move sp2 Y position
;data. If not:

675 1F7F A9FF ABORT LDA #$FF ;There cannot be an
680 1F81 85E0 STA $E0 ;update of the stimulus

;position (mic errors),
;so set ERROR flag

685 1F83 4C701D JMP $1D7 0 ;and go to TERM.MLP.
688 1F86 ADEA1F ALTY2 LDA $1FEA ;Move the sp2 Y position
691 1F89 8DFC1F STA $1FFC ;data to the appropriate
694 1F8C ADEB1F LDA $1FEB /•locations in the
697 1F8F 8DFD1F STA $1FFD ;equation variables
700 1F92 ADE81F LDA $1FE8 ;block.
703 1F95 8DFE1F STA $1FFE -

706 1F98 ADE91F LDA $ 1FE9
710 1F9B 8DFF1F STA $1FFF
715 1F9E 8A X2 TXA ;For sp2 X position,
720 1F9F 2990 AND #$90 ;check ERROR BYTE for
725 1FA1 D00F BNE ALTX2 ;use of mies 1&4. If not

;good, go to ALTX2 to
;check alternate mies.

730 1FA3 ADEE1F LDA $1FEE ;If good, move the sp2 X
735 1FA6 8DFA1F STA $1FFA /•position data to the
740 1FA9 ADEF1F LDA $1FEF /•appropriate locations
745 1FAC 8DFB1F STA $1FFB ;in the equation

;variables block.
750 1FAF 4C501E JMP $1E50 ;Go to VAR.MLP to assign

;values to variables.
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755 1FB2 8A ALTX2 TXA ;For sp2 X position,
760 1FB3 2960 AND #$60 ;check ERROR BYTE for
765 1FB5 D0C8 BNE ABORT ;use of mies 2&3. If not

;good, go to ABORT (no
;stimulus position
;update).

770 1FB7 ADEC1F LDA $1FEC ;If good, move the sp2 X
775 1FBA 8DFA1F STA $ 1FFA ;position data to the
780 1FBD ADED1F LDA $1FED appropriate locations
785 1FC0 8DFB1F STA $1FFB ;in the equation *

790 1FC3 ADEA1F LDA $1FEA ;variables block.
795 1FC6 8DF81F STA $1FF8
800 1FC9 ADEB1F LDA $1FEB
805 1FCC 8DF91F STA $1FF9
830 1FCF 4C501E JMP $1E50 ;Go to VAR.MLP to assign

;values to variables.

D.5.3 TERM.MLP Code

10 1D7 0 *=$1D7 0 TERM.MLP 7/18/85 - CHECKS
FOR TERMINATION

20 1D7 0 A0 0 0 LDY #$00 Check each byte of the sp2
30 1D7 2 B9F81F NEXT LDA $1FF8,Y group in the new data
40 1D7 5 C9FF CMP #$FF block for the termination

value ($FF).
50 1D77 D009 BNE NOTRM If not present, go to

NOTRM.
60 1D7 9 C8 INY If present, continue to
70 1D7 A C008 CPY #$08 the next byte until all 8
80 1D7C D0F4 BNE NEXT bytes are checked

(termination code = 8
bytes of $FF).

90 1D7E 78 SEI If all 8 bytes were $FF,
100 1D7F 6C0800 JMP ($0008) disable further interrupts

and return to BASIC.
110 1D82 A900 NOTRM LDA #$00 If the termination code
120 1D84 85E4 STA $E4 was not present, clear the

DATA-IN flag.
130 1D86 A5E9 LDA $E9 If the initialization flag
140 1D88 F012 BEQ ERMLP is clear (error-free data

not yet collected), go to
ERMLP.

150 1D8A EE58D3 INC $D358 If the initialization flag
160 1D8D A93A LDA #$3A is set, then first
170 1D8F CD58D3 CMP $D358 increment the STIMULUS
180 1D92 DO 0 8 BNE ERMLP ERRORS counter (2 digit)
190 1D94 A930 LDA #$30 on the monitor.
200 1D96 8D58D3 STA $D358
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210 1D99 EE57D3 INC $D357
220 1D9C 4CA01E ERMLP JMP $1EA0 ;Loop back to the beginning

;of ERROR.MLP.

D.5.4 VAR.MLP Code

10 1E50 *=$1E50

20 1E50 A900 LDA #$00
30 1E52 85E8 STA $E8
40 1E54 8594 STA $94

50 1E56 A953 LDA #$53
60 1E58 8593 STA $93
70 1E5A 53AD AGAIN JSR $AD53

80 1E5D 8597 STA $97
90 1E5F 8498 STY $98

95 1E61 A6E8 LDX $E8

100 1E63 BCF01F LDY $1FF0,X
110 1E66 BDF11F LDA $1FF1,X

120 1E69 20C1AF JSR $AFC1

130 1E6C 2074B7 JSR $B77 4

140 1E6F E693 INC $93

150 1E71 E6E8 INC $E8
155 1E73 E6E8 INC $E8
160 1E75 A6E8 LDX $E8

170 1E77 E010 CPX #$10
180 1E79 D0DF BNE AGAIN

190 1E7B A900 LDA #$oo
200 1E7D 85E4 STA $E4

210 1E7F 4C001C JMP $1C00

VAR.MLP 7/18/85 - ASSIGNS
DATA TO VARIABLES
Initialize X register
backup counter.
Set one character of
variable name to null.
Set other character of
variable name to "S".
ROM routine gets address
of variable.
Place address of variable
in location to later
assign value in FPA to it.
Restore X register from
backup counter.
Get appropriate sp-mic 16
bit datum from the
equation variables block
into position so
ROM routine converts it to
floating point in FPA &
ROM routine assigns it to
variable.
Update variable name to
next letter.
Update X register backup
for next sp-mic pair datum
(backup used because ROM
routines alter X register)
and restore X register.
Loop until all 8 sp-mic
pair data are assigned to
variables S through Z.
Now that the data has been
used, clear the DATA-IN
flag and
go to EQRUN.MLP to perform
calculations.
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D.5.5 EQRUN.MLP Code

10 1C00 *=$1C00

20 1C00 A5C3 LDA $C3
30 1C02 85EC STA $EC
40 1C04 A5C4 LDA $C4
50 1C06 85ED STA $ED

100 1C08 A9B1 LDA #$Bl
110 1C0A 85C3 STA $C3
120 1C0C A91C LDA #$1C
130 1C0E 85C4 STA $C4

140 1C10 20C200 JSR $00C2

150 1C13 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

160 1C16 A9C7 LDA #$C7
170 1C18 85C3 STA $C3
180 1C1A A91C LDA #$1C
190 1C1C 85C4 STA $C4

200 1C1E 20C200 JSR OJOoo

210 1C21 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

220 1C24 A9DD LDA #$DD
230 1C2 6 85C3 STA $C3
240 1C28 A91C LDA #$1C
250 1C2 A 85C4 STA $C4

260 1C2C 20C200 JSR $00C2

270 1C2F 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

280 1C3 2 A9F3 LDA #$F3
290 1C3 4 85C3 STA $C3
300 1C3 6 A91C LDA #$1C
310 1C3 8 85C4 STA $C4

320 1C3A 20C200 JSR o o o to

330 1C3D 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

340 1C4 0 A909 LDA #$09
350 1C4 2 85C3 STA $C3
360 1C4 4 A91D LDA # $ ID
370 1C4 6 85C4 STA $C4

380 1C4 8 20C200 JSR $00C2

;EQRUN.MLP 7/22/85 -

;DIRECTS CALCULATIONS
;Save "current character"
;pointer used by BASIC
;operating system.

;Set pointer to first
;equation which is
;S=(T*T-S*S+P*(S-T))/Q
;to evaluate the Y position
;of spl.
;Gets "current character"
;being pointed to.
;Evaluates the expression and
;assigns value to S.
;Set pointer to second
;equation which is
;T=(V*V-U*U+P*(U-V))/Q
;to evaluate the X position
;of spl.
;Gets "current character"
;being pointed to.
;Evaluates the expression and
;assigns value to T.
;Set pointer to third
;equation which is
;U=(Y*Y-Z* Z+P* (Z-Y))/Q
;to evaluate the Y position
;of sp2.
;Gets "current character"
;being pointed to.
;Evaluates the expression and
;assigns value to U.
;Set pointer to fourth
;equation which is
;V=(X*X-W*W+P*(W-X))/Q
;to evaluate the X position
;of sp2.
;Gets "current character"
;being pointed to.
;Evaluates the expression and
;assigns value to V.
;Set pointer to fifth
/•equation which is
;W=(S-U)/(V-T)
;to evaluate the slope of the
;subject line.
;Gets "current character"
;being pointed to.
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390 1C4B 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

400 1C4E A917 LDA #$17
410 1C5 0 85C3 STA $C3
420 1C52 A91D LDA #$1D
430 1C54 85C4 STA $C4

440 1C5 6 20C200 JSR o o O N>

450 1C5 9 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

460 1C5C A929 LDA #$29
470 1C5E 85C3 STA $C3
480 1C6 0 A91D LDA #$1D
490 1C62 85C4 STA $C4

500 1C64 20C200 JSR $00C2

510 1C67 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

520 1C6A A938 LDA #$38
530 1C6C 85C3 STA $C3
540 1C6E A91D LDA # $ ID
550 1C7 0 85C4 STA $C4

560 1C7 2 20C200 JSR $00C2

570 1C75 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

580 1C78 A5E9 LDA $E9
590 1C7A DO 12 BNE NOTl

600 1C7C A9FF LDA #$FF
610 1C7E 85E9 STA $E9
620 1C80 A94D LDA #$ 4D
630 1C82 85C3 STA $C3
640 1C84 A91D LDA # $1D
650 1C86 85C4 STA $C4
660 1C88 20C200 JSR $00C2

670 1C8B 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

680 1C8E A955 NOTl LDA
690 1C90 85C3 STA $C3
700 1C92 A91D LDA #$1D
710 1C94 85C4 STA $C4

720 1C96 20C200 JSR $00C2

730 1C9 9 20B9A7 JSR $A7B9

740 1C9C A5EC LDA $EC

Evaluates the expression and
assigns value to W.
Set pointer to sixth
equation which is
X=(T+V-W*(S+U))/A to
to evaluate the X intercept
of the subject line.
Gets "current character"
being pointed to.
Evaluates the expression and
assigns value to X.
Set pointer to seventh
equation which is
Y=SQR(W*W-X*X+N)
to evaluate the radical used
in the eighth equation.
Gets "current character"
being pointed to.
Evaluates the expression and
assigns value to Y.
Set pointer to eighth
equation which is
T=ATN((X+W*Y)/(Y-X*W) ) to
evaluate the stimulus angle
which intercepts the subject
line at the stimulus screen.
Gets "current character"
being pointed to.
Evaluates the expression and
assigns value T.
If initial subject position
correction offset already
calculated, go on to NOTl.
If not, set the
initialization flag* and
set pointer to ninth
equation which is C=C-T*G to
evaluate the initial subject
position correction offset.
Gets "current character"
being pointed to.
Evaluates the expression and
assigns value to C.
Set pointer to tenth
equation which is T=G*T+C to
evaluate the desired
stimulus angle based on the
gain and the initial subject
position correction offset.
Gets "current character"
being pointed to.
Evaluates the expression and
assigns value to T.
Restore "current character"
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750 1C9E 85C3 STA $C3
760 ICAO A5ED LDA $ED
770 1CA2 85C4 STA $C4
780 1CA4 4C101E JMP $1E10

D.5.6 D/A.MLP Code

5 1E10 *=$1E10

10 1E10 2005AE JSR $AE0 5

15 1E13 06AF ASL $AF
20 1E15 2 6AE ROL $AE
25 1E17 B02 7 BCS ABORT

30 1E19 06AF ASL $AF
35 1E1B 2 6AE ROL $AE
40 1E1D B021 BCS ABORT

50 1E1F A5AE LDA $AE
60 1E21 8D0020 STA $2000

70 1E24 A9FF LDA #$FF
80 1E26 8D0A20 STA $200A

90 1E29 A9 0 0 LDA #$00
100 1E2B 85E0 STA $EQ
103 IE 2D AA TAX
106 1E2E A8 TAY
110 1E2F A901 LDA #$01
120 1E31 85E1 STA $E1

130 1E33 A5AF LDA $AF
140 1E35 8D0020 STA $2000
150 1E3 8 A900 LDA #$00
160 1E3A 8D0A20 STA $200A

;pointer used by BASIC
;operating system.

;Go to D/A.MLP to update
/stimulus position.

D/A.MLP 7/18/85 - CONTROLS
D/A OPERATION
Get stimulus angle and
convert to integer.
Check if integer (16 bits)
is negative by shifting
left. A negative value is
out of bounds for D/A and
galvanometer, so ABORT.
Check if integer is too
large ( >$3FFF or 16383) by
again shifting left. If out
of bounds for D/A and
galvanometer, then ABORT.
The angle is now left
justified and the 8 MSBs
are sent to the 12 bit D/A
by way of portA.
D/A control signals are
generated by sending l's to
the VIA shift register.
Initialize now for
ERROR.MLP before sending
the remaining 4 bits to
allow for D/A operating and
settling times. Clear the
ERROR flag, X & Y
registers, and initialize
the ERROR MASK. This gives
the D/A 13.5 usee before
sending the remaining bits.
The 4 LSBs are sent to the
D/A by way of portA and D/A
control signals are
generated by sending 0's to
the VIA shift register
resulting in a stimulus
position update.
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180
190
220
230
240

205

IE 3D 4CAA1E JMP $1EAA

1E4 0 A9FF ABORT LDA #$FF
1E42 85E0 STA $E0
1E44 85E5 STA $E5
1E46 78 SEI
1E47 60 RTS

;Go to the ERROR.MLP
;post-initialization entry
;point.
;For an out of bounds
;stimulus angle, set the
;ERROR & CLIPPING flags,
;disable further interrupts
;and return to BASIC.
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D.6 Stimulus Jitter Simulation

Due to noise (acoustical and electrical) and

fluctuations in the characteristics of the DAS components,

the raw position data, collected for a number of samples

with stationary acoustic sources, will exhibit a

distribution of values. When these position sample data are

used by the SCS in the generation of a visual feedback

control signal, the result is the stimulus position jitter

that is displayed by the SPS. The magnitude of this jitter
is proportional to the absolute value of the selected

feedback gain. When an feedback condition trial is

conducted with a swaying subject, this jitter is

superimposed on the correlated stimulus movements. In an

effort to separate the effects of jitter versus correlated

stimulus motion on the postural stability, baseline

conditions providing only stimulus jitter motion were

employed. However, these baseline conditions could' not be

generated from the data transmitted online by the DAS since

these data also reflect the movement of the subject.

Therefore the jitter had to be simulated during these

baseline condition trials.

Two possible approaches for such a simulation are

presented. One approach is to store or record offline the

jitter information obtained under feedback conditions with

stationary acoustic sources, and then retrieve or play back

this information to control the stimulus during the baseline
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conditions. This information could be in the form of raw

position data, processed data in digital form ready for the

D/A converter, or analog signals to be fed directly to the

SPS. A second approach is to create an appropriately

weighted tree which, when accessed by a series of random

numbers online, simulates the stimulus position distribution

of the jitter. The second approach was adopted because of

its ease of implementation and greater flexibility of

control and accommodation to different trial conditions.

The first step in the simulation design was to collect

a large sample of raw position data with a stationary

headpiece (the acoustics sources attached to their

supporting slat). These data were then used to calculate a

distribution of apparent headpiece orientations (rotation

angles). The position of a fixed headpiece, and also the

orientation of a headpiece not fixed at the central axis of

the SPS, affects the magnitude of the resulting stimulus

jitter with any value of feedback gain. However, with a

headpiece fixed at the central axis of the SPS (independent
of its orientation), the collected distribution of headpiece

rotation angles is equal to the resulting distribution of

the stimulus jitter angles for that headpiece under the

condition of unity gain feedback. Therefore, this collected

distribution of headpiece angles was used in generating the

simulation. The compromise of this approach is the

approximation that an actual subject's head is always at

this location and that the magnitude of the stimulus jitter
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is therefore not a function of the subject's sway.

Theoretically, the magnitude of the stimulus jitter could be

made a function of the calculated distance from the subject

to the stimulus screen along the subject's line of sight (a

segment of line L2 in Figure 4). However, the resulting

perturbation of the magnitude of the stimulus jitter with

this increased complexity is a second order effect

(empirically determined to be less than 5%) which in any

event would be averaged out for a subject swaying

symmetrically about the central axis of the SPS, which is

where the subjects are initially positioned.

The employed distribution of rotation angles,

summarized in Table 7 and portrayed in Figure 17, is

discrete since the sp-mic pair distance data is quantized by

the DAS timers with a resolution of 1 usee. For the

conditions discussed above, the angular increments of the

distribution were empirically found to be 0.0434°. After

normalizing the distribution to 1000 samples, a normalized

integer stimulus rotation angle (from -7 to +7) was assigned

to each discrete stimulus position as shown in Table 8.

From this table, a tree was generated which, when accessed

by random numbers between 0 and 1000, yields normalized

rotation angles with a distribution that should be

comparable to the original distribution. These normalized

rotation angles can then be used with any chosen value of

feedback gain to generate stimulus angles which simulate the

stimulus jitter observed with that gain.
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Table 7
Jitter Distributions and Differences

Rotation Empirical Samples Simulation Samples nD
Angle (deg) per Angle Cumulative per Angle Cumulative Diff
-0.3038 11 11 3 3 8

-0.2604 32 43 27 30 13

-0.217 79 122 59 89 33

-0.1736 208 330 * 202 291 39

-0.1302 457 787 435 726 61

-0.0868 564 1351 593 1319 32

-0.0434 749 2100 - 785 2104 4

0.0 806 2906 810 2914 8

0.0434 764 3670 722 3636 34

0.0868 571 4241 575 4211 30

0.1302 428 4669 436 4647 22

0.1736 277 4946 283 4930 16

0.217 134 5080 128 5058 22

0.2604 72 5152 82 5140 12

0.3038 29 5181 41 5181 0

In order to test the validity of the simulation, a

Kolomogorov-Smirnov two sample test (Siegel, 1956) was

performed. This test is used to determine whether two

independent samples have been drawn from populations with

the same distribution. It involves making a cumulative

frequency distribution for each sample of observations using

the same interval for both distributions. At each interval,

the difference between the two cumulative distributions is
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calculated, and the test focuses on the largest of these

deviations. The null hypothesis of the test is that the

samples are drawn from the same distribution. A 5181 sample

simulation distribution was collected and compared with the

original 5181 sample distribution of apparent head rotation

angles used in developing the simulation. The test

distributions and differences at each interval are also

shown in Table 7. The largest deviation, nD, is 61 so

(35) D = 61/5181 = 0.01177

The null hypothesis can be rejected at a level of

significance of 0.1 if

(36) D > 1.22 x (2/n)^ or D > 0.02391

Thus, the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from

the same distribution is not rejected, and the simulation is

considered valid.
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Table 8
Normalized Empirical Distribution for Tree Development

Rotation Normalized Normalized
Angle (deg) Distribution Range Angle
-0.3038 0 — 2“ -7

-0.2604 2 - 8 -6

-0.217 8+ - 23" -5

-0.1736 23 - 63 -4

-0.1302 63+ - 151“ -3

-0.0868 151 - 260 -2

-0.0434 260+ - 4057 -1

0.0 405 - 561 0

0.0434 561+ - 708“ 1

0.0868 708 - 818 2

0.1302 818+ - 901" 3

0.1736 901 - 954 4

0.217 954+ - 980“ 5

0.2604 980 - 994 6

0.3038 994 + — 999" 7
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